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Summary
Large sulfur bacteria feature conspicuous morphologies that are usually visible with the 
naked eye. Most representatives were already described in the 19th and early 20th century 
and it need nearly another 100 years, until a new morphotype of large sulfur bacteria was 
discovered. This discovery initiated a perspective for revealing the presence of yet 
unknown types in this group of bacteria and indeed led to the finding of a new type in 
two marine seep settings. This novel morphotype is presented in Chapter 2 and is the 
first non-filamentous members in the family Beggiatoaceae that shows a dimorphic life 
cycle, exhibiting alternation between sessile and free-living forms. In Chapter 3, another 
three novel morphotypes are presented, which were discovered in Namibian sediments. 
 
The detection of these novel morphotypes of large sulfur bacteria led to the necessity for 
an improved phylogenetic classification of the entire group. Earlier attempts to sequence 
the 16S rRNA genes of the large sulfur bacteria resulted in only few nearly full-length 
sequences, whereas some genera were even represented by only partial sequences. 
Accordingly, differentiation of genera in this group is still based on morphological 
features. Now, Chapter 3 presents the sequencing of 16S rRNA genes and ITS regions of 
more than 100 individual cells and filaments of large sulfur bacteria, revealing a major 
insight into the phylogeny of these extraordinary bacteria. It is demonstrated that the 
traditional, morphology-based classification does not correlate with the phylogeny 
derived from 16S rRNA gene sequences. Consequently, a reclassification of the entire 
family is proposed, being completely independent from former morphological categories. 
 
Sequencing single cells and filaments of large sulfur bacteria furthermore revealed that 
they represent the first group of bacteria, which commonly contain large and numerous 
introns in their 16S rRNA genes. In Chapter 4, it is demonstrated that the introns are 
removed efficiently from the rRNA precursor, thereby ligating the two exons, and are 
not present in the native ribosome. Furthermore, it was experimentally verified that a 
commonly applied PCR approach introduces a length heterogeneity bias and 
systematically discriminates against enlarged genes and favors the amplication of 
shorter homologues. Consequently, this fact questions the universality of 16S rRNA-
based clone libraries for diversity studies. At least the group of large sulfur bacteria is 
systematically discriminated against in such universal PCR approaches and it can be 
assumed that this PCR bias also affects a yet unknown amount of other microorganisms.
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Zusammenfassung
Die großen Schwefelbakterien besitzen sehr auffällige Morphologien und können meist 
bereits mit bloßem Auge erkannt werden. Die meisten Vertreter dieser Gruppe wurden 
schon im 19. und Anfang des 20. Jahrhunderts beschrieben und es dauerte fast 
einhundert Jahre bis ein neuer Morphotyp von großen Schwefelbakterien entdeckt 
wurde. Diese Entdeckung eröffnete die Aussicht darauf, noch weitere, bisher 
unbekannte, Arten von großen Schwefelbakterien zu finden und tatsächlich wurde 
kürzlich ein neuer bakterieller Typ an zwei marinen Unterwasserquellen gefunden. 
Dieser neue Morphotyp wird in Kapitel 2 beschrieben und ist der erste nicht-
filamentöse Vertreter aus der Familie Beggioatoaceae, der einen dimorphen 
Lebenszyklus ausprägt und zwischen einem festsitzenden und einem frei lebenden 
Stadium alterniert. In Kapitel 3 werden außerdem noch drei weitere neue Morphotypen 
beschrieben, die in namibischen Sedimenten gefunden wurden. 
 
Die Entdeckung dieser neuen Morphotypen der großen Schwefelbakterien hatte zur 
Folge, dass nun eine verbesserte phylogenetische Klassifizierung der gesamten Gruppe 
benötigt wurde. Trotz vieler früherer Versuche, die 16S rRNA Gene der großen 
Schwefelbakterien zu sequenzieren, sind bis heute nur sehr wenige Vollängen-
Sequenzen verfügbar, beziehungsweise von manchen Vertretern sind nur kurze, 
partielle Sequenzen vorhanden. Demnach basiert heute die Unterscheidung der 
Gattungen immer noch auf den morphologischen Charakteristika. In Kapitel 3 wird das 
Sequenzieren von 16S rRNA Genen und ITS Regionen von über einhundert Einzel-
zellen und Einzelfilamenten der Gruppe von großen Schwefelbakterien präsentiert und 
zum ersten Mal kann eine tiefe Einsicht in die Abstammungsgeschichte dieser 
großartigen Bakterien erlangt werden. Es zeigt sich, dass die traditionelle, auf Morpho-
logien basierende Klassifizierung, nicht der neuen, von 16S rRNA Sequenzen abgelei-
teten Abstammung entspricht. Demzufolge wird eine Reklassifizierung der gesamten 
Familie vorgeschlagen, die nun gänzlich unabhängig von morphologischen Leitlinien 
besteht. 
 
Das Sequenzieren von Einzelzellen und Einzelfilamenten der großen Schwefelbakterien 
zeigte außerdem, dass dies die erste Gruppe von Bakterien ist, die häufig große und 
zahlreiche Introns in ihren 16S rRNA Genen besitzt. In Kapitel 4 konnte gezeigt 
werden, dass die Introns effizient von dem rRNA Vorläufermolekül entfernt werden, 
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wobei die zwei entstehenden Exons ligiert werden, und die Introns nicht Teil des 
nativen Ribosoms sind. Außerdem wurde experimentell bewiesen, dass ein allgemein 
gebräuchlicher PCR Ansatz einen auf Längenheterogenität begründeten Fehler einbringt 
und demnach längere Gene gegenüber ihren kürzeren Äquivalenten systematisch 
diskriminiert werden. Als Konsequenz daraus wird die Allgemeingültigkeit einer auf 
16S rRNA Sequenzen basierenden Klonbank für Diversitätsstudien in Frage gestellt. 
Zumindest die Gruppe der großen Schwefelbakterien wird in solchen universellen PCR 
Ansätzen systematisch diskriminiert und es kann angenommen werden, dass sich dieser 
durch die PCR eingebrachte Fehler auch auf eine bisher unbekannte Anzahl von 
anderen Mikroorganismen auswirkt.  
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Discoveries of large sulfur bacteria through the centuries 
Central to this work is the group of large, colorless sulfur bacteria. This group 
comprises organisms, in which already the individual cell or the individual filament can 
be seen with the naked eye. This implies that at least one dimension of the individual 
cell or filament must be extraordinarily large in terms of microbiological scales. They 
are referred to as ‘colorless’, which distinguishes them from pigmented (red or green), 
sulfur-containing organisms that perform photosynthesis. Already Winogradsky 
introduced the term ‘sulfur bacteria’, referring to bacteria, which have a metabolism that 
in some ways involves sulfur (Winogradsky, 1887). The large, colorless sulfur bacteria 
can furthermore contain voluminous internal vacuoles (Hinze, 1903; Maier & Gallardo, 
1984a; Nelson et al., 1989; Schulz et al., 1999), due to which they are sometimes also 
referred to as ‘vacuolated, sulfide-oxidizing bacteria’ (VSO, Kalanetra et al., 2004; 
Kalanetra et al., 2005). In the following, an overview over the history of these 
extraordinary bacteria is given, telling the story from the early discoveries on and 
reaching to the current state of knowledge obtained with modern analytical methods. 
Early observations on Beggiatoa by Winogradsky 
Sergei Nicholaevitch Winogradsky (1856?1953, Fig. 1A), a Russian microbiologist and 
ecologist, was the pioneer in developing the concept of chemosynthetic life. His work 
was initiated by the discovery of the first sulfur bacterium, Beggiatoa alba (renamed by 
Trevisan, 1842; first identified as Oscillatoria alba, Vaucher, 1803), which was a 
conspicuous organism forming long multicellular filaments visible to the naked eye and 
containing numerous sulfur inclusions (Trevisan, 1842). From this storage compound, 
Winogradsky deduced that also the physiology of these organisms is putatively aberrant 
from the known concepts of organotrophism and phototrophism. Subsequent to key 
experiments with enrichments of Beggiatoa-containing sediment and observations of 
isolated filaments in slide experiments, he concluded the concept of lithotrophism 
(Winogradsky, 1890; Winogradsky, 1887). In this physiological pathway, energy is 
gained by the oxidation of reduced inorganic compounds, like for example hydrogen 
sulfide, ammonium or iron.  
 
Before Winogradsky published his revolutionary hypothesis, Beggiatoa and other 
sulfur-containing bacteria were considered to reduce sulfate to sulfide because the 
populated habitats usually showed concomitant increased amounts of sulfide (Cohn, 
1875). Indeed, Beggiatoa preferentially inhabited sulfur springs and other habitats with 
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elevated sulfide concentrations, where they formed extensive, white mats. However, 
Beggiatoa died when oxygen was entirely removed (Hoppe-Seyler, 1886), which 
contradicted the theory of a sulfate-reducing respiration to sulfide.  
 
Finally, it was Winogradsky, who revealed that the co-occurrence of reduced sulfur 
compounds in the environment and the sulfur globules inside the organisms were 
connected in a way that Beggiatoa were oxidizing sulfide to sulfur, which they then 
stored internally. In a next step, he observed the precipitation of CaSO4 in the presence 
of CaCO4, from which he concluded that Beggiatoa oxidized the internal sulfur to 
sulfate. In the absence of sulfide, the filaments rapidly lost their sulfur globules and died, 
so the organisms seemingly required this reduced sulfur compound for their living 
(Winogradsky, 1887). Winogradsky also laid the basis for the concept of gradient 
organisms (opposing gradients of electron donor and electron acceptor). The glass 
cylinders, in which Winogradsky enriched and grew Beggiatoa (Winogradsky, 1887), 
are the first described gradient cultures (sulfide from below and oxygen from above) 
and are nowadays known as ‘Winogradsky column’ (Fig. 1B). 
 
 
 
Studying nitrifying bacteria, he furthermore revealed that lithotrophs were capable of 
growing with CO2 as the only carbon source (Winogradsky, 1892), leading to the model 
of chemosynthesis in living organisms. This model describes the fixation of inorganic 
carbon compounds to form biomass coupled to the oxidation of inorganic compounds as 
energy source. Thus, organisms capable of this metabolism build the basis for life in 
those habitats, in which light is not present and photosynthesis (until then considered as 
the only pathway for primary production) cannot take place (Winogradsky, 1890). 
Figure 1. (A) Portrait of 
S. Winogradsky, who 
developed the concept of 
chemosynthesis.  
(Thornton, 1953) 
(B) Winogradsky column 
with opposing gradients 
and the enrichment of 
certain types of micro-
organisms in different 
layers along the gradients.  
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Discoveries and morphological descriptions of large sulfur bacteria
Genus Beggiatoa (Vaucher 1803) Trevisan 1842 
Species of the genus Beggiatoa were the earliest members of the large sulfur bacteria to 
be discovered. The name Beggiatoa was introduced by Trevisan in remembrance of the 
Italian physician and scientist Francesco S. Beggiato (Trevisan, 1842). The first 
specimens found by Beggiato and Trevisan originated from a hot spring (Terme 
Euganee) in Padova, Italy (Beggiato, 1833; Trevisan, 1842), but they were soon found 
in various freshwater and marine habitats and were thus considered as widespread 
organisms. During these early observations, filaments were described to always contain 
conspicuous sulfur inclusions, exhibit a gliding motility and vary in diameter between 
1.5?55 μm (Fig. 2). Based on their filament diameters, the different species of 
Beggiatoa were distinguished, e.g. B. alba (2?5 μm, alba meaning white, Trevisan, 
1842; Vaucher, 1803), B. arachnoidea (5–14 μm, arachnoidea meaning cobweb-like, 
Rabenhorst, 1865), B. leptomitiformis (1–2.5 μm, Leptomitus is a genus of water molds 
and formis meaning shape, Trevisan, 1842), B. minima (<1 μm, minima meaning 
smallest, Winogradsky, 1888), B. gigantea (26–55 μm, gigantea meaning gigantic, 
Hinze, 1901; Klas, 1937) and B. mirabilis (15–21.5 μm, mirabilis meaning marvelous, 
Cohn, 1865; Klas, 1937).  
 
 
Figure 2. (A) Drawing of Beggiatoa filaments by Winogradsky, which he used in his famous studies 
published in 1887. He stated that a species definition based on filament diameter is not reliable, so he 
refused from specifying the organisms any further. Filament diameters were mostly 3 μm, but ranged 
between 1?5 μm. (Winogradsky, 1887) (B) Microscopic image of live Beggiatoa spp. The horizontal 
filament was identified as Beggiatoa gigantea and the vertical filament as Beggiatoa mirabilis by Klas. 
The magnification is about 500×. (Klas, 1937)  
  General Introduction 
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Some of the beggiatoas were cultivated in pure culture, however, only Beggiatoa alba 
remained as such, and is available today as Beggiatoa alba strain B15LD (Strohl & 
Larkin, 1978) and strain B18LD (Strohl et al., 1981) from type culture collections. This 
lack of pure cultures of other species in the genus Beggiatoa is also the reason why 
B. alba is the only currently recognized species of the genus Beggiatoa according to the 
Approved Lists of Bacterial Names (Skerman et al., 1980; Skerman et al., 1989) and the 
current edition of Bergey´s Manual of Systematic Bacteriology (Strohl, 2005). Attempts 
for (re-)identification of Beggiatoa species in environmental samples based on filament 
diameter have shown to be difficult, as diameter ranges of observed populations overlap 
with traditional species categories (Jørgensen, 1977). 
 
In the course of the 20th century, Beggiatoa-resembling filaments were discovered at 
numerous geographical sites and various enrichment and isolation experiments were 
performed. In the beginning of that century, diversity studies were predominantly 
performed, sometimes only mentioning the presence of Beggiatoa among many other 
organisms and sometimes giving a thorough description of the morphology and habitat 
(e.g. Hinze, 1901; Keil, 1912; Klas, 1937). Beginning in the late 1970s, also detailed 
physiological experiments were performed. By using mostly pure cultures, the 
knowledge already provided by Winogradsky was expanded, revealing e.g. the usage of 
thiosulfate as electron donor for the growth of a Beggiatoa strain (Nelson & Castenholz, 
1981). Interestingly, besides lithotrophically growing strains, also strictly 
heterotrophically growing beggiatoas were obtained that did not store sulfur in the 
presence of hydrogen sulfide (Strohl & Larkin, 1978). Furthermore, N2-fixation (Nelson
et al., 1982) as well as CO2-fixation (Nelson & Jannasch, 1983) was shown for certain 
strains. In the absence of oxygen, reduction of nitrate (Nelson et al., 1982) or internally 
stored sulfur (Nelson & Castenholz, 1981) was reported. Both, heterotrophically grown 
cultures (Strohl & Larkin, 1978), and strictly lithotrophic Beggiatoa spp. (Nelson & 
Jannasch, 1983) were usually microaerophilic. The characterization of the latter as 
gradient organisms was demonstrated in the environment (Jørgensen & Revsbech, 1983) 
and in the first marine pure culture of Beggiatoa (Nelson et al., 1982). 
 
Also occurring in the second half of the last century, the first bacterial mats, that were 
nearly exclusively composed of filamentous sulfur bacteria, were found at marine, 
organic-rich sites. They often spanned large areas at coastal regions of local upwelling 
or to surround hydrothermal vents and cold seeps (Fig. 3A, Jannasch et al., 1989; 
Chapter 1   
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Jørgensen & Revsbech, 1983; Nelson et al., 1989; Soutar & Crill, 1977; Williams & 
Reimers, 1983). These benthic populations usually consisted of several different sulfide-
oxidizing bacteria, but major parts of the mats were often formed by single, gliding 
filaments that were always identified as Beggiatoa (Jannasch et al., 1989; Nelson et al., 
1989; Soutar & Crill, 1977; Williams & Reimers, 1983). The habitats featured a sulfide 
flux emerging from below resulting from sulfate-reducing bacteria in deeper sediment 
layers and oxygen diffusing into the sediment from the overlying water. Beggiatoa, as 
motile gradient organisms, were considered to orient themselves in the preferred 
transition zone of oxygen and sulfide (Williams & Reimers, 1983).  
 
 
Figure 3. (A) White mats consisting of filamentous sulfur bacteria covering large areas surrounding the 
Haakon Mosby Mud Volcano in the Arctic deep sea. (www.mpi-bremen.de) (B) Transmission electron 
microscopic image of a cross-sectioned Beggiatoa filament. The majority of the biomass of a wide 
Beggiatoa cell mainly consists of a single intracellular vacuole. The cytoplasm forms only a thin layer at 
the rim of the cell. The scale bar represents 10 μm. (Nelson et al., 1989) 
 
Soon, the occurrence of extremely wide beggiatoas (116?122 μm in diameter) at 
Guaymas Basin vent sites in the Gulf of California was reported together with the first 
mentioning of large intracellular vacuoles in Beggiatoa (Fig. 3B, Nelson et al., 1989). 
The importance of these vacuoles for the upkeep of diffusion into the cytoplasm was 
recognized (Nelson et al., 1989), however, the accumulation of nitrate therein was 
found only seven years later (McHatton et al., 1996). Detection of active dissimilatory 
nitrate reductase in cell lysates led to the conclusion that Beggiatoa can use internally 
stored nitrate as alternative electron acceptor (McHatton et al., 1996). Nitrate is then 
supposedly reduced to ammonia (McHatton et al., 1996; Sayama et al., 2005; Schulz & 
Jørgensen, 2001) or denitrified (McHatton et al., 1996; Mussmann et al., 2007). 
Vacuolated Beggiatoa spp. were later also discovered at other marine locations 
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(Jørgensen et al., 2010; Kalanetra et al., 2004; Kojima & Fukui, 2003), as well as in 
brackish (Mussmann et al., 2003) and hypersaline habitats (de Albuquerque et al., 2010; 
Hinck et al., 2007). Recently, it was shown that certain Beggiatoa strains can store 
polyphosphate in large amounts inside the vacuole and by releasing large amounts of 
phosphate into the sediment, they might have a major impact on the global phosphorous 
cycle (Brock, 2011).   
Genus Thiothrix (Rabenhorst 1865) Winogradsky 1888 and genus 
Leucothrix Oerstedt 1844 
One year after he published his famous work on Beggiatoa, Winogradsky (1888) 
classified a second type of filamentous sulfur bacteria. Like Beggiatoa, these 
multicellular filaments also populated hot sulfur springs and contained many sulfur 
inclusions, but in contrast to Beggiatoa these filaments were not motile (Winogradsky, 
1888). In fact, they were attached with one end of the filament to either solid substrates 
of the habitat and/or to other filaments (Fig. 4A, Winogradsky, 1888), often forming 
rosettes. The organism was named Thiothrix nivea, thium meaning sulfur, thrix hair and 
nivea snow-white (first identified as Beggiatoa nivea, Rabenhorst, 1865; renamed by 
Winogradsky, 1888). In this genus, a dimorphic life cycle was detected. Non-motile, 
rosette-forming filaments were observed to produce rod-shaped gonidia from their free 
ends (Winogradsky, 1888). Sometimes, the entire apical region of the filament 
disintegrated to form gonidia (Fig. 4B, Harold & Stanier, 1955). These gonidia were 
motile by gliding, were subsequently attaching to a surface and grew out into a new 
filament. The diameter of rods and filaments was between 1?1.5 μm and lengths were 
1?2.5 μm for rods and up to 200 μm for filaments (Winogradsky, 1888).  
 
The genus Thiothrix is, besides few Beggiatoa freshwater strains, the only currently 
pure cultured among the large sulfur bacteria. Among the earliest isolated species are 
T. nivea (Larkin & Shinabarger, 1983) and T. fructosivorans (meaning fructose-eating, 
Howarth et al., 1999), and among the latest are T. caldifontis (meaning from a hot 
spring) and T. lacustris (meaning from a lake, Chernousova et al., 2009). Thiothrix spp. 
were isolated from sulfide-containing flowing water (Larkin & Shinabarger, 1983) or 
from activated sludge from waste water treatment plants (Williams & Unz, 1985). 
Thiothrix spp. were characterized as aerobic or microaerophilic, facultatively autotroph, 
chemoorganotroph or mixotroph (Chernousova et al., 2009; Harold & Stanier, 1955; 
Howarth et al., 1999; Larkin & Shinabarger, 1983; Williams & Unz, 1985). The only 
Chapter 1   
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Figure 4.  (A) Drawing of Thiothrix sp. by Winogradsky. The filaments have two poles, where one is the 
basal region, exhibiting a holdfast structure, and the distal end is the site of gonidia production. (Adapted 
from Winogradsky, 1888) (B) Microscopic image of rod-shaped fragments (gonidia) of a Thiothrix nivea 
filament. (Adapted from Bland & Staley, 1978) (C) Microscopic image of Leucothrix mucor forming a 
rosette. Single gonidia (G) are also visible. (Adapted from Bland & Brock, 2005) 
 
lithoautotrophic species was Thiothrix ramosa (meaning much-branched, Odintsova et 
al., 1993), however, it is not a recognized species, yet. In contrast to Beggiatoa spp., 
intracellular vacuoles or nitrate storage were never reported for Thiothrix spp. Thiothrix 
nivea is the only recognized species in the Approved Lists (Skerman et al., 1980; 
Skerman et al., 1989). However, most species were isolated after the Lists had been 
published, and the six additional species were recognized in the International Journal of 
Systematic and Evolutionary Microbiology and the current edition of Bergey´s Manual 
of Systematic Bacteriology (Unz & Head, 2005 and references therein). 
 
A comparable morphotype to Thiothrix is Leucothrix, which is usually mentioned along 
with Thiothrix. However, it does not form intracellular sulfur inclusions, which actually 
excludes it from the group of large sulfur bacteria. Nevertheless, the genus is briefly 
listed at this point. Leucothrix mucor (meaning leucus clear, thrix hair and mucor is a 
genus of molds) is the only so far described (Oersted, 1844), isolated (Harold & Stanier, 
1955) and validated (Skerman et al., 1980; Skerman et al., 1989) species of the genus 
and occurs at the littoral zones in marine environments (Harold & Stanier, 1955; 
Oersted, 1844). Filaments are also attached like Thiothrix spp. with attached ends 
ranging between 3?6 μm in diameter and the tips between 1.5?3 μm being somewhat 
tapered (Harold & Stanier, 1955; Pringsheim, 1957). Like Thiothrix spp., Leucothrix 
mucor forms rosettes (Fig. 4C) and produces motile gonidia (Harold & Stanier, 1955), 
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which often move by gliding (Harold & Stanier, 1955). Leucothrix is an aerobic, 
versatile heterotroph (Harold & Stanier, 1955; Pringsheim, 1957; Raj, 1977). 
 
So far, Thiothrix spp. were considered freshwater organisms, however, in the 1980s and 
90s, attached, Thiothrix-like filaments were discovered for the first time in microbial 
mats at hydrothermal vents in the deep-sea oceans (Guezennec et al., 1998; Jacq et al., 
1989; Jannasch & Wirsen, 1981; Stein, 1984; Wirsen et al., 1993) and as gut symbionts 
of marine invertebrates (Temara et al., 1993). The sulfur-containing filaments were also 
attached (Fig. 5A and C) and formed rosettes on biotic and abiotic surfaces with 
filament diameters of a few micrometers. Like in Thiothrix spp., gonidia production of 
attached filaments and attachment of the rod-shaped gonidia was shown for these 
marine equivalents (Jacq et al., 1989; Jannasch & Wirsen, 1981; Wirsen et al., 1993). 
Recently, also extremely wide, attached, marine filaments were discovered (Heijs et al., 
2005; Kalanetra et al., 2004; Kalanetra & Nelson, 2010). Like Thiothrix spp., they 
formed rosettes and gonidia (Kalanetra et al., 2004; Kalanetra & Nelson, 2010). 
Filament diameters reached up to 112 μm and in these specimens, large intracellular 
vacuoles were detected (Fig. 5B), but putatively stored nitrate could not be measured. 
Instead, a transient storage of oxygen in the vacuoles was postulated (Kalanetra et al., 
2004; Kalanetra & Nelson, 2010). Besides acknowledging their resemblance to 
Thiothrix spp., the marine, attached filaments were never classified. 
 
Figure 5. (A) Transmission electron 
microscopic image of cross-
sectioned, attached filaments, 
anchored by a polysacchararide-type 
holdfast structure.  
(Adapted from Wirsen et al., 1993) 
(B) Fluorescent microscopic image 
of a fluorescein isothiocyanate-
stained attached filament, showing 
the stained cytoplasm as a thin rim 
surrounding the unstained central 
vacuoles. (Adapted from Kalanetra
et al., 2004) (C) Scanning electron 
microscopic image of Thiothrix-
Leucothrix-like filaments from a 
vent-site. (Adapted from Jannasch & 
Wirsen, 1981)  
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Genus Achromatium Schewiakoff 1892 
In the turn from the 19th to the 20th century, not only filamentous but also non-
filamentous large sulfur bacteria were discovered. For the first time, large, sulfur-
containing single cells of a spherical or ovoid shape were described (Fig. 6, 
Schewiakoff, 1892). They occurred in the sediments of turf and silt pits and a quarry 
pond along the river Rhine in central Germany. Besides storing sulfur, the organisms 
additionally contained other larger inclusions that filled the entire residual interior of the 
cell (Fig. 6.1.). These granules were proposed to consist of calcium oxalate. Hence, the 
bacteria were named Achromatium oxaliferum, A- meaning not, chromatium color and 
oxaliferum oxalate-containing (Schewiakoff, 1892). The diameters of the cells ranged 
from 9?22 μm and the ellipsoid cells, which were assumed to be subject to cell division, 
were up to 43 μm long. Occasionally, cells were slightly bent and had a vibroid form. 
They exhibited an inconspicuous, sporadic, jerky rolling motility on glass slides, 
sometimes twitching back and forth or rotating (Schewiakoff, 1892). 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Drawings of Achromatium 
oxaliferum by Schewiakoff. The ovoid cells 
contain large inclusions (J) that are putatively 
calcium oxalate. They are assumed to be 
surrounded by a membrane and are distributed 
in the interior of a layer that has a network-
structure like honey combs (R). This layer is 
supposed to lie beneath a thick membrane or 
sheath (M). Along the nodes and connections of 
the comb-like structure, numerous small 
inclusions were visible when stained with 
hematoxylin and are, therefore, assumed to be 
chromatin nodules (rK). Magnification is about 
2200×. (Adapted from Schewiakoff, 1892) 
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In the beginning of the last century, spherical, sulfur and calcium oxalate-containing 
bacteria resembling Achromatium were found in many freshwater habitats, sometimes 
measuring up to 102 μm like Achromatium gigas (meaning gigantic, Nadson, 1913), but 
sometimes also named differently like e.g. Hillhousia mirabilis (named after 
W. Hillhouse and mirabilis meaning marvelous, West & Griffiths, 1909). None of the 
organisms was cultured, but a physiology similar to other lithotrophic sulfur bacteria 
was assumed, as the habitats always showed traces of hydrogen sulfide. The organisms 
occurred in the upper layers of the sediments, contained numerous sulfur inclusions and 
died when oxygen was absent (Nadson, 1913; Schewiakoff, 1892; West & Griffiths, 
1909). Large liquid vacuoles were never described. Instead, the entire cell was always 
filled with large storage granules (Fig. 7). The initially characterized calcium oxalate 
granules were later corrected to consist of calcium carbonate (Bersa, 1920). 
 
Figure 7.  Scanning electron 
microscopic images of 
Achromatium oxaliferum. (A) An 
elongated cell is presented from 
outside and (B) from inside when 
the cell has been disrupted. In 
both cases, the larger calcium   
carbonate inclusions and the smaller sulfur globules can be seen. Apparently, the complete interior of the 
cell is filled with these granules. The cytoplasm is restricted to the interstitial space between the inclusion 
bodies. Scale bar represents 1.25 μm. (Adapted from Head et al., 2000) 
 
In 1948, van Niel proposed to combine all so far described morphologies of large, 
spherical sulfur bacteria into the genus Achromatium (Van Niel, 1948). Thereby, he 
rejected the names Hillhousia, Thiophysa (see below) and Thiosphaerella (introduced 
by Nadson, 1913, but not mentioned any further here), and maintained names of other 
smaller unicellular sulfur bacteria like Thiovulum and Thiospira (both names still 
existing today but not mentioned any further here). He differentiated two species: 
(1) Achromatium oxaliferum as freshwater organisms containing the conspicuous 
calcium carbonate inclusions and (2) Achromatium volutans as marine representatives 
containing exclusively sulfur inclusions and featuring a large central vacuole (see below 
Thiophysa volutans). Today, only the species A. oxaliferum is recognized (Skerman et 
al., 1980; Skerman et al., 1989) and is, although not in culture, the type species of the 
genus Achromatium (Garrity et al., 2005). 
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Genus Thiophysa Hinze 1903 
In the beginning of the last century, another type of spherical sulfur bacteria was 
discovered in marine coastal waters near Naples, which differed in more than habitat 
salinity from freshwater Achromatium. Though featuring similar cell sizes and a 
comparative motility, they did not contain any of the large calcium carbonate inclusions 
(Fig. 8, Hinze, 1903). Furthermore, these organisms were the first among the large 
sulfur bacteria, in which it was described that the cytoplasmic layer, which putatively 
contained the sulfur globules, surrounded a large intracellular vacuole. Also, cell 
division was slightly aberrant from regular binary fission. The division plane was 
flattened, so that the two emerging cells appeared like ball scrapers (Fig. 8, Hinze, 
1903). Daughter cells eventually rounded subsequent to their release. These organisms 
were named Thiophysa volutans, meaning thium sulfur, physa bubble and volutans 
motile. Diameters of the cells ranged from 7?18 μm and the lengths in division stages 
were up to 29 μm (Hinze, 1903).  
 
 
Figure 8.  Drawing of Thiophysa volutans by 
Hinze. Cells were mostly spherical and 
contained many sulfur inclusions being 
assembled in the periphery and surrounding a 
large central vacuole (e.g. 1 and 3). When 
dividing, the division plane did not show a 
narrow constriction between the two emerging 
cells as in Achromatium oxaliferum, but the 
division plane was flat (e.g. 22 and 23) and the 
two emerging cells were leveled on one side 
(e.g. 7 and 24). Magnification is about 950×. 
(Adapted from Hinze, 1903) 
 
The physiology of Thiophysa was considered to be similar to other lithotrophic large 
sulfur bacteria like Beggiatoa, because Thiophysa-populated habitats smelled of sulfide 
and intracellular sulfur globules disappeared when kept in sulfide-free water (Hinze, 
1903). They required oxygen, but seemed to be rather microaerophilic, and were 
additionally sensitive to high sulfide concentrations (Nadson, 1913). Only one more 
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species was described, Thiophysa macrophysa (meaning large bubble), in which cell 
diameters reached up to 40 μm (Nadson, 1913). In one case, a gelatinous sheath was 
observed to contain up to 50 spherical, non-motile sulfur bacterial cells resembling 
Thiophysa volutans. Diameters of single cells were maximal 10 μm (Devide, 1952). 
 
The genus name Thiophysa was later rejected and the species Thiophysa volutans was 
transferred to the genus Achromatium as the new species Achromatium volutans (see 
above, Van Niel, 1948). A. volutans were occasionally localized in different habitats 
(Dando et al., 1995; Larkin & Henk, 1996). Eventually, neither the genus Thiophysa,
nor the species Achromatium volutans have ever been recognized in the Approved Lists 
of Bacterial Names or considered as taxon in the current edition of Bergey´s Manual of 
Systematic Bacteriology. Thus, single, spherical, sulfur-containing cells with a large 
central vacuole have no valid name until today and remain uncultured. 
Genus Thioploca Lauterborn 1907 
By the beginning of the last century, a third large and filamentous sulfur bacterial 
morphotype was discovered during an investigation of the sediments of Lake Constance, 
Germany. Unlike Beggiatoa occurring as single filaments, this new morphotype 
exhibited trichomes that were bundled in a common sheath (Fig. 9A, Lauterborn, 1907). 
Within such sheaths, the trichomes were often twisted around each other and the 
organisms were accordingly named Thioploca, meaning thium sulfur and ploca braid. 
Lauterborn dedicated this discovery to his friend W. Schmidle, resulting in the name 
Thioploca schmidlei. Individual trichomes featured a gliding motility and diameters 
varied between 5?9 μm. The terminal cells of a trichome were often tapered. Depending 
on the amount of trichomes enclosed, the outer sheath exhibited dimensions of 
50?160 μm in width and 3?4 cm in length (Lauterborn, 1907). Shortly after, a second 
species, Thioploca ingrica, was discovered and named after the place of discovery, 
Ingria, the old term for a district southwest of St. Petersburg (Fig. 9B, Wislouch, 1912). 
Being also freshwater organisms and sharing a similar morphology with T. schmidlei, a 
species differentiation of T. ingrica was again based on trichome diameters, which were 
between 2?4.5 μm, and bundle dimensions reaching up to 80 μm width and 1 cm length 
(Wislouch, 1912). 
 
A few years later, another two species were described from Lake Constance, Thioploca 
minima (meaning smallest) and Thioploca mixta (meaning mixed) (Koppe, 1923). The 
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first comprised bundles of trichomes with extremely thin diameters (0.8?1.5 μm) and in 
the second species a single sheath contained trichomes of variable diameters (1 μm or 
between 6?8 μm, Koppe, 1923). It was proposed that the sheath is produced gradually 
by the Thioploca trichome itself aging over time, because single trichomes were 
observed to be surrounded by a soft, tight sheath and multiple trichomes by a rather stiff, 
loose sheath (Koppe, 1923). Multiplication of trichomes within sheaths were proposed 
to happen via a production of short trichome fragments, comparable to hormogonia 
production in Cyanobacteria, or by the release of single cells from a trichome, which 
then form another trichome within the sheath (Kolkwitz, 1955). In some cases, up to a 
few dozen trichomes were counted within a single sheath (Lauterborn, 1907). However, 
it was proposed that trichomes do not require their sheaths at all times (Koppe, 1923). 
Instead, it was observed that they occasionally left the sheath and even survived as free-
living filaments for at least a week in a slide culture (Koppe, 1923). Also many empty 
sheaths were observed (Koppe, 1923). The re-entering of a free-living filament into an 
existing sheath was suggested impossible as trichome-inhabited sheath openings were 
considered to be too narrow (Kolkwitz, 1955). The development of Thioploca mixta was 
thus proposed to result from the joining of two filaments of different diameters that 
subsequently produce a common sheath. If this was true, of course, the validity of T.
mixta as a taxon is questionable (Kolkwitz, 1955). 
 
In contrast to Beggiatoa, which usually form thick mats on top and within the first few 
centimeters of the sediment, freshwater Thioploca spp. always spanned several tens of 
centimeters within the sediment and never occurred on the surface (Lauterborn, 1907). 
Usually, only a faint smell of hydrogen sulfide was detected in sediments, where they 
occurred (Kolkwitz, 1912; Kolkwitz, 1955; Lauterborn, 1907). This rather low amount 
of sulfide in the populated sediment was proposed to allow a deeper penetration of 
oxygen to support the growth of Thioploca spp. (Kolkwitz, 1912). In agreement with 
this hypothesis was the absence of an oxygen-consuming Beggiatoa mat directly on top 
of Thioploca-inhabited lake sediments (Kolkwitz, 1912). Nevertheless, it was proposed 
that Thioploca can survive short periods of anaerobic conditions as their habitats 
become occasionally oxygen-depleted due to fouling (Kolkwitz, 1955). Requirement of 
sulfide for the metabolism of Thioploca was deduced from slide culture experiments, in 
which free-living filaments revealed a positive chemotaxis towards hydrogen sulfide 
(Koppe, 1923). Sensitivity towards elevated sulfide and oxygen concentrations was 
shown later in enrichment cultures (Maier, 1980). 
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Figure 9. (A) Drawing of Thioploca schmidlei by Lauterborn, showing parts of a wide and narrow 
trichome, each residing inside a mucus sheath. Magnification is about 200×. (Adapted from Lauterborn, 
1907) (B) Drawing of Thioploca ingrica by Wislouch, showing the outer appearance of a smooth mucus 
sheath (upper left) and a wrinkled sheath (lower left). Filaments of different widths and number of sulfur 
granules are shown as individuals (lower centre) and as cross-section within the mucus sheath (upper 
centre and right). Magnifications are indicated below each drawing. (Wislouch, 1912)  
 
In the late 1970s, sheath-inhabiting trichomes were discovered for the first time in 
marine environments. Large communities of the bundle-forming organisms were found 
along the coastline off Peru and Chile, influenced by the oxygen-depleted but nutrient-
rich Peru-Chile Subsurface Countercurrents (Gallardo, 1977). In this first description, 
an apparent morphological resemblance to Thioploca spp. was noted (Fig. 10A, 
Gallardo, 1977), also reporting a gliding of individual trichomes and tapered terminal 
cells. Diameters of individual trichomes formed three groups: 30?40 μm, 15?20 μm and 
2.5?5 μm. Sheaths were 100?500 μm in diameter and several centimeters in length 
(Gallardo, 1977). Two species were distinguished based on trichome diameters (Maier 
& Gallardo, 1984a), Thioploca araucae (30?43 μm; named after Arauco, a city, gulf 
and province in Chile) and Thioploca chileae (12?20 μm; meaning of Chile). Again, it 
was reported that trichomes of different diameters can populate one individual sheath 
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(Maier & Gallardo, 1984a), and for these marine thioplocas the re-entering of a free-
living filament into an inhabited sheath was considered as a likely process (Schulz et al., 
1996). Marine thioplocas occasionally reached trichome diameters of 125 μm 
(Jørgensen & Gallardo, 1999), were microaerophilic, required low concentrations of 
sulfide (Maier & Gallardo, 1984a) and were probably mixotrophic (Maier & Gallardo, 
1984b). 
 
The two marine species represented the first members of the genus Thioploca to contain 
large central vacuoles (Maier & Gallardo, 1984a). At that time, this feature was already 
described for the unicellular relative Thiophysa (Hinze, 1903) and was about to be 
detected also in wide, marine Beggiatoa and Thiomargarita a few years later (Nelson et 
al., 1989; Schulz et al., 1999). Besides being the youngest genus among the large sulfur 
bacteria in the 1980s and being the first that was found to populate vast areas of marine 
sediments (Gallardo, 1977; about 10,000 km2, Jørgensen & Gallardo, 1999), Thioploca 
spp. were also the first representatives, in which nitrate storage inside the voluminous 
vacuole was shown (Fig. 10B, Fossing et al., 1995). Intracellular nitrate concentrations 
were as high as 500 mM and used as alternative electron acceptor (Fossing et al., 1995), 
while being reduced to ammonia (Otte et al. 1999). 
 
 
Figure 10. (A) Bundle of trichomes found in marine sediments off Chile. Except for the difference in 
diameter, the morphology of the organisms and the bundle-formation strongly resembles freshwater 
Thioploca. (Adapted from Maier & Gallardo, 1984a) (B) Each cell of a Thioploca-like trichome has a 
large central vacuole and a thin cytoplasmic, sulfur-containing rim. Within this vacuole, nitrate can be 
concentrated to about 20,000× above ambient seawater concentration. Nitrate can be used as alternative 
electron acceptor for sulfide/sulfur oxidation. Scale bar represents 40 μm. (Fossing et al., 1995) 
 
Thioploca schmidlei is the type species of the genus Thioploca (Skerman et al., 1980; 
Skerman et al., 1989), although never cultured or relocated since 1923 (Maier & 
Preissner, 1979). In 1984, T. ingrica was re-identified (Maier, 1984) and was, together 
with T. araucae and T. chileae, published in the International Journal of Systematic 
Bacteriology. These four species are currently recognized, but still remain uncultured. 
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Genus Thiomargarita Schulz et al. 1999
Remarkably, it needed more than ninety years until another genus of large, colorless 
sulfur bacteria was discovered. During a cruise in 1997, a fourth type of this group was 
detected in organic-rich, marine sediments, forming large populations along the 
Benguela upwelling area off Namibia (Schulz et al., 1999). Being neither filamentous 
nor unicellular, this morphotype formed spherical or ovoid cells that were held together 
in a common sheath forming linear chains (Fig. 11A, Schulz et al., 1999). Referring to 
their resemblance to a pearl necklace, they were named Thiomargarita namibiensis, 
meaning thium sulfur, margarita perl and namibiensis from Namibia. Most cells 
featured diameters between 100?300 μm, but maximum diameters of 750 μm rendered 
these organisms the largest prokaryotes ever (Schulz et al., 1999). Corresponding to 
other sulfur bacteria, Thiomargarita also contained large internal vacuoles, which 
accounted for 98% of the cellular biovolume, and contained nitrate to concentrations of 
up to 800 mM (Schulz et al., 1999).  
 
 
Figure 11.  (A) Microscopic image of a Thiomargarita namibiensis chain. The round cells are not 
connected like they are e.g. in a Beggiatoa filament (only during cell division, two cells upper left). The 
interior of each cell appears hollow as it is filled with an aqueous vacuole. (Adapted from Schulz et al., 
1999) (B) Scheme showing the life strategy of Thiomargarita namibiensis. Non-motile chains are either 
buried in sulfidic sediments, oxidizing sulfide/sulfur with stored nitrate (left) or get resuspended with the 
overlying water containing oxygen and nitrate (right). (Adapted from Schulz, 2006) 
 
In contrast to many of their relatives, motility in Thiomargarita was not observed. 
Whereas motile beggiatoas and thioplocas move actively between the gradients of 
sulfide and oxygen or nitrate, the life strategy of Thiomargarita was considered rather 
passive. Exposure to sulfide (within the sediment) and oxygen/nitrate (above the 
sediment) was suggested to be realized by temporary resuspension of the sediment with 
overlaying water, transporting also the Thiomargarita chains (Fig. 11B, right). 
Subsequent settling of the sediment again buried the Thiomargarita in sulfidic 
sediments (Fig. 11B, left). Probably due to this dependency, Thiomargarita seems to be 
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extremely tolerant towards both high sulfide and high oxygen concentrations (Schulz et 
al., 1999). The usage of oxygen as electron acceptor (Schulz & de Beer, 2002) and the 
storage of large amounts of polyphosphate (Schulz & Schulz, 2005) was also reported. 
Like Beggiatoa, Thiomargarita can release phosphate in large amounts into the 
sediment, thereby allowing for the formation of apatite (Goldhammer et al., 2010). 
 
 
Figure 12. Images of different morphologies described for cells resembling Thiomargarita. (A) Another 
chain-forming type containing barrel-shaped cells was described from Namibian sediments (Schulz, 
2006). (B) Also spherical single cells were observed (D) forming mats in the vicinity of the Amon mud 
volcano in the Mediterranean Sea (Girnth et al., 2011). (C) Clump-forming cells were reported in 
Namibian sediments (Schulz, 2006) and (F) cube-like structures in sediments of the Gulf of Mexico 
(Kalanetra et al., 2005). (E) Most cells were reporteded to be vacuolated (cytoplasma stained with 
fluorescein isothiocyanate, Girnth et al., 2011) 
 
In the following years, cells with a Thiomargarita-like morphology, but not forming 
chains, were detected in many other marine habitats, like the Gulf of Mexico (Kalanetra
et al., 2005), the Arctic Sea (de Beer et al., 2006) or the Mediterranean Sea (Girnth et 
al., 2011). Only one other chain-forming type was detected with cells having a rather 
barrel-shaped morphology (Fig. 12A, Schulz, 2006). Besides this, cells either formed 
large clumps (Fig. 12C, Schulz, 2006) or were regularly arranged in clusters resembling 
a cube (Fig. 12F, Kalanetra et al., 2005). Single, spherical and vacuolated sulfur 
bacteria (Fig. 12B and E) were also found lately and referred to as Thiomargarita-like 
(de Beer et al., 2006; Gallardo & Espinoza, 2007; Girnth et al., 2011), without 
mentioning their morphological resemblance to Achromatium volutans (Thiophysa
volutans). The cube-like forms (Fig. 12F) were proposed to undergo reductive cell 
division instead of regular binary fission observed for Thiomargarita namibiensis 
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(Kalanetra et al., 2005). Although featuring aberrant morphologies than the originally 
described T. namibiensis, new species names were not introduced for the new cell types. 
T. namibiensis is the only recognized species according to the Validation List (1999) 
and is the type species of the genus Thiomargarita (Schulz & Jørgensen, 2005). All so 
far described thiomargaritas were marine, larger than 30 μm, vacuolated, considered as 
non-motile and have remained uncultured. 
Conspicuous morphological diversity among large sulfur bacteria in 
Namibian sediments 
Already during my diploma thesis in 2007, I examined the morphological diversity of 
large sulfur bacteria in Namibian sediments retrieved from the Benguela upwelling area 
(Gutzke, 2007). A co-occurrence of those five morphotypes already described for non-
filamentous Thiomargarita-like sulfur bacteria (see above) was detected in these 
sediments (Fig. 13A?E). Additionally, a yet unrecognized morphotype was discovered, 
being one or more spherical cells contained in a rigid envelope (Fig. 13F). When this 
envelope was manipulated, the cells expelled as if the interior was aqueous. Namibian 
sediments apparently contained a much more diverse population of large sulfur bacteria 
than previously recognized (Gutzke, 2007). 
 
 
Figure 13.  Morphological diversity of large sulfur bacteria in Namibian sediments: (A) typical round, 
chain-forming cells described for T. namibiensis, (B) chain-forming cells having a rather cylindrical or 
barrel-like shape, (C) cells that form a regularly arranged cube-like structure, similar to Thiomargarita sp. 
described from the Gulf of Mexico, (D) single spherical cells, (E) clusters of cells, like a cauliflower 
(Schulz, 2006), and (F) the newly discovered morphotype of enveloped spherical cells. (Gutzke, 2007)
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All cells examined had a large central vacuole, which was visible as an unstained 
central compartment when stained with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC, Fig. 14), 
Acridine Orange or Nile Red. These dyes bind to different classes of molecules that are 
always situated in the cytoplasm of a cell. Thus, only a thin rim just beneath the 
cytoplasmic membrane was stained and visualized with a confocal laser scanning 
microscope (Fig. 14). Further studies on this cytoplasmic layer included scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) analysis on chain-forming morphotypes. Cells were 
disrupted so that the interior of the cells could be visualized. Comparable to similarly 
performed examinations on Beggiatoa cells (Fig. 15B, Larkin & Henk, 1996), the 
cytoplasm is not a smooth layer surrounding the vacuole, but appears as a sponge-like 
network of strings and fibers, which are occasionally bulged by differently sized 
granules and inclusions, most of them being probably sulfur granules (Fig. 15A). 
 
 
Figure 14.  Thiomargarita-like morphotypes stained with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC). All cells 
contain a large central vacuole and the cytoplasm is reduced to a thin rim beneath the cytoplasmic 
membrane. (E) In enveloped cells, also the envelope is stained by this dye (also visible with the other 
dyes used), suggesting that it is composed of organic compounds, which are probably produced by the 
cells themselves. (F) In aggregated, clump-like cells, each cell seems to be surrounded by an individual 
layer similar to the envelope in (E). (Gutzke, 2007) 
 
Furthermore, a FISH probe that was published as being specific to most sulfide-
oxidizing bacteria (Kalanetra et al., 2004) was tested on chain-forming morphotypes. 
With this probe, not only the typical round, chain-forming cells of Thiomargarita
namibiensis could be stained (Fig. 15C), but also cylindrical and aberrantly shaped, 
chain-forming cells.  
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Finally, the process of regular binary fission in Thiomargarita spp. was opposed to the 
proposed reductive division in certain Thiomargarita sp. (Kalanetra et al., 2005) and 
was suggested to be realized also in aggregated morphotypes. Therefore, several 
possible cycles with interchanging sizes and aggregate stages were postulated 
(Fig. 15D). Moreover, a morphological resemblance to certain fossils (Fig. 15E) was 
demonstrated. 
 
Figure 15. (A) SEM image of a 
disrupted Thiomargarita-like 
cell. (Gutzke, 2007). The 
cytoplasm in (A) appears similar 
to the cytoplasm in a disrupted 
Beggiatoa filament shown in (B) 
(Larkin & Henk, 1996). (C) 
FISH hybridizations with 
VSO673 (upper left panel) and 
EUB338 (upper right, overlay in 
lower left). Arrow points to the 
sheath being populated by other 
bacteria exclusively stained with 
EUB338 (Gutzke, 2007). (D) 
Putative cycle of reductively 
dividing Thiomargarita-like 
cells. (Adapted from Gutzke, 
2007). (E) Comparison of fossils 
of the Doushantuo formation 
(upper row, scales are 100 μm) 
and contemporary Thiomar-
garita-like morphotypes (lower 
row, scales are 10 μm). (lower 
row, Gutzke, 2007; upper row, 
Xiao et al., 2000)   
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Evolving phylogenetic data for the classification of organisms 
Starting in the mid-1990s, the first phylogenetic data of large sulfur bacteria became 
available. Immediately, this brought about a major conflict between the traditional 
morphological identification and the modern molecular classification (Ahmad et al., 
1999; Ahmad et al., 2006; Mussmann et al., 2003). The large sulfur bacteria were not 
the only group, in which the modern phylogeny clashed with the former, morphology-
derived classification. After the retrieval of large amounts of phylogenetic data, many 
taxa were eventually reclassified (e.g. the Chromatiaceae, Imhoff et al., 1998; the genus 
Thiobacillus, Kelly & Wood, 2000; or the heterocytous cyanobacteria, Rajaniemi et al., 
2005).  
 
In order to understand these sudden changes in the taxonomical concept, certain aspects 
about phylogeny need to be explained. The discipline of phylogeny is the overall study 
of evolutionary relatedness among organisms and it is necessary to specify, on which 
characteristics a phylogenetic study is based on. As introduced above, in former times 
the affiliation of an organism was mainly deduced from its morphological 
characteristics. Already then, the orderly arrangement of different phylogenetic groups 
was performed and a systematic ranking according to their distance in evolutionary 
relationship was established. This procedure is termed classification. With the help of a 
specific nomenclature, nowadays determined by the Bacteriological Code (Lapage et al., 
1992), the ranks of relatedness are defined. For example, there are specific endings for 
higher ranks, like –eae for families and –ales for orders. When it comes to species 
definition, a binominal nomenclature is used, which was already introduced by Carl 
Linnaeus (1735).  
 
By studying their phylogeny, novel organisms can be either identified as one of the 
already classified organisms, called identification, or be newly positioned in the 
hierarchical system by the introduction of a new taxon, called classification. A taxon is 
a certain rank in the phylogenetic system with an assigned name to it. Taxa are therefore 
named entities or groups that share a certain relationship. Taxonomy includes all three 
disciplines: classification, nomenclature and identification (reviewed in Ludwig & 
Schleifer, 1994). Overall, our current understanding of the species concept is based on 
an evolutionary relationship of all living organisms that share a common descent 
(Darwin, 1859). This implies that all organisms of the same taxon share the same 
evolutionary relationship and are thus considered monophyletic. 
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Nowadays, phylogeny is, aside of phenotypic characteristics, predominantly based on 
molecular data (Ludwig & Schleifer, 1994). Already in the mid-1960s, the idea for the 
usage of sequences of macromolecules for reconstructing evolution and for determining 
phylogenetic relationships between living organisms evolved (Zuckerland & Pauling, 
1965). For this purpose, molecules like DNA, RNA and polypeptides among others 
were proposed to be suitable (Zuckerland & Pauling, 1965). Shortly after, the quality of 
ribosomal RNA (rRNA) genes was tested on pure culture strains for qualification as 
phylogenetic markers (e.g. Fox et al., 1977a; Fox et al., 1977b; Woese et al., 1976; 
Zablen et al., 1975a). The rRNA genes were considered appropriate because they are 
universally present in every living organism and have a conserved function. They are 
not subject to horizontal genetic transfer and at least two of the three rRNA genes have 
a sufficient number of nucleotides to reflect evolutionary distance (reviewed in Pace et 
al., 1986). Soon, the opinion emerged that the 16S rRNA gene was the most suitable 
because the 5S rRNA gene was too short to contain sufficient information and the 23S 
rRNA gene was too long for technical handling at that time with regard to sequencing 
(Fox et al., 1977b). The entire length of the 16S rRNA gene was categorized into 
variable and conserved regions in order to view the potential of the molecule as 
molecular chronometer (Woese et al., 1975; Woese et al., 1980). 
 
Information gained by 16S rRNA gene sequencing and comparison revolutionized the 
entire systematic of living organisms. The universal tree of life was subsequently 
divided into three lineages (Woese & Fox, 1977), namely the three domains of  life: 
Bacteria, Archaea and Eucarya (Fig. 16, Woese et al., 1990) – a systematic which is still 
the most accepted among the scientific community today. Other novel possibilities 
evolved, e.g. investigation of the ribosomal genes in chloroplasts revealed bacterial 16S 
rRNA molecules, which were opposed to nuclear 18S rRNA, and thus supported the 
endosymbiotic theory (Zablen et al., 1975b). Furthermore, unculturable bacteria and 
many other yet undetected organisms could be investigated, starting with their 
phylogenetic affiliation when cloning and sequencing their rRNA gene sequences (Pace
et al., 1986). After nearly two decades, ribosomal RNA sequence data was accepted to 
be used for phylogenetic analyses and the study of bacterial evolution (Woese, 1987). In 
this time, a great invention enabled the specific amplification of genes several hundred 
thousand fold, called polymerase-chain-reaction (PCR), using oligonucleotides (Mullis
et al., 1986; Saiki et al., 1985) and a thermostable polymerase (Saiki et al., 1988). Soon, 
PCR was applied on universal regions in bacterial 16S rRNA genes (Wilson et al., 
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1990), thereby revolutionizing the procedure for phylogenetic analyses and giving way 
to a tremendous gain in 16S rRNA gene sequence data for diversity studies. Nowadays, 
studying the diversity of microorganisms of a given habitat is commonly proceded as 
follows: extraction of bulk genomic DNA, application of PCR with universal (domain-
specific) primers, separation of the amplicons in clone libraries and sequencing of all 
clones. The ribosomal RNA database project (RDP) was initiated to provide access to 
the tremendous amount of obtained rRNA gene sequences and to alignments and tools 
to operate on the sequences (Olsen et al., 1991). 
 
 
Figure 16. The universal tree of life based on sequence comparison of the 16S rRNA genes available in 
1990. The term prokaryotes did not suffice anymore for a specific domain as prokaryotes are separated 
into two domains, namely Bacteria and Archaea. The latter is phylogenetically closer related to the third 
domain, the Eucarya, because the lowest bifurcation separates the branch containing current Bacteria and 
and the branch from which modern Archaea and Eucarya. (Adapted from Woese et al., 1990) 
 
According to the Darwinian theory of evolution, organisms of the same taxon must 
share a monophyletic relationship. When analyzing gene sequences for phylogenetic 
studies, like the 16S rRNA gene, phylogenetic trees can be reconstructed based on 
sequence alignment and comparative sequence analysis, revealing the relative affiliation 
of organisms. The monophyly of taxa in an evolutionary sense is interpreted from a tree 
as those branches emerging from the same node. In those cases, where the exact 
relationship of phylogenetic clusters cannot be unambiguously resolved by different 
treeing methods, a multifurcation is introduced, which means that the given branches 
emerge from the same baseline (Ludwig & Schleifer, 1994; Peplies et al., 2008).  
 
At present, it is standard practice to identify microorganisms according to their 16S 
rRNA gene sequences, which are compared to already available sequence data, at least 
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down to the genus level. Also classification of the higher ranks, beyond genus level, is 
today exclusively based on 16S rRNA gene sequence comparison (Table 1). However, 
species or strain differentiation based on 16S rRNA genes is disputable as the molecule 
(length of maximal 1600 nucleotides) does not provide enough evolutionary information 
(Fox et al., 1977b; Fox et al., 1992; Stackebrandt & Goebel, 1994; Tindall et al., 2010). 
In this case, a multiphasic approach to an accurate identification or classification is 
suggested, including physiological traits, lipid analysis, G+C content, DNA-DNA-
hybridization, multilocus sequence typing and sequencing of intergenic transcribed 
16S?23S rDNA spacer (ITS1) region (Feil, 2004; Gevers et al., 2005; Stackebrandt & 
Goebel, 1994; Stackebrandt et al., 2002; Tindall et al., 2010).  
 
Table 1. Currently suggested cut-off levels for taxa based on 16S rRNA gene sequence identity. Values 
for the different ranks are sometimes either not interconnecting or even overlapping, implying that the 
values are only a reference and that the actual determination of the taxonomic rank needs to be verified by 
means of the multiphasic approach (Feil, 2004; Tindall et al., 2010).  
taxonomic level 16S rDNA gene 
sequence identity 
reference 
one species 98.7?99% (Stackebrandt & Ebers, 2006) 
separate species <97% (Amann et al., 1992; Collins et al., 1991; Fox et al., 1992; 
Martinez-Murcia et al., 1992; Stackebrandt & Goebel, 
1994; Tindall et al., 2010) 
one genus 95?98% (Tindall et al., 2010; Yarza et al., 2008) 
separate genera <95% (Tindall et al., 2010; Yarza et al., 2008) 
one family 86?93% (Yarza et al., 2008) 
separate families <86% (Yarza et al., 2008) 
 
In order to eventually classify a novel organism or strain, standards are currently very 
specific and complex (outlined in Tindall et al., 2010). Most importantly, an organism 
can only be legitimately classified when obtained in pure culture and deposited in at 
least two type culture collections in different countries (Tindall et al., 2006; Tindall et 
al., 2010). A new name is only validly published when listed in the Approved Lists of 
Bacterial Names (Skerman et al., 1980; Skerman et al., 1989), published in the 
International Journal of Systematic and Evolutionary Microbiology (IJSEM) and being 
conform with the Bacteriological Code (Lapage et al., 1992), or published elsewhere 
but subsequently listed in one of the Validation Lists. In any case, a name can only be 
considered as validly published when meeting the requirements of the rules laid down in 
the Bacteriological Code (Tindall et al., 2006). Regarding organisms, of which more 
than a 16S rRNA gene sequence is available but which yet remain uncultured, a pro
forma classification can be suggested by introducing a Candidatus taxon (Murray & 
Schleifer, 1994; Murray & Stackebrandt, 1995; Stackebrandt et al., 2002). 
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Recent changes in the classification of large sulfur bacteria 
As introduced above, there emerged a conflict between the traditional classification of 
the large sulfur bacteria based on morphological characteristics and the 16S rRNA-
based phylogeny. Traditionally, identical or similar morphotypes, like a Beggiatoa-like 
filament, were named as a species of the same genus (Beggiatoa sp., e.g. Kalanetra et al. 
2004; Mussmann et al., 2003; Hinck et al., 2007). However, 16S rRNA gene 
sequencing of several such filaments revealed that they do not share an evolutionary 
monophyletic relationship (Fig. 17, Ahmad et al., 1999; Ahmad et al., 2006; Mussmann
et al., 2003). The same is true for the bundled Thioploca-like morphotypes (Fig. 17, 
Ahmad et al., 1999; Ahmad et al., 2006). Only the distantly related genera of 
filamentous Thiothrix spp. and Leucothrix sp. and of the unicellular Achromatium seem 
to be correctly classified according to the Bacteriological Code (Lapage et al., 1992) as 
they form distantly related, separate branches (Fig. 17). 
 
In the past decade, numerous attempts to cultivate large sulfur bacteria were performed. 
Until today, no representative of these bacteria, which has a large central vacuole and 
stores nitrate, has been successfully cultured, not to mention achieving a pure culture. 
Besides several non-vacuolated freshwater Beggiatoa strains (see above), there existed 
two non-vacuolated marine pure culture Beggiatoa strains (MS-81-1c and MS-81-6, 
Nelson et al., 1982), which, however, are not available anymore. For some organisms of 
this group, not only culturing is a major challenge for studying the bacteria, but also 
sequencing of the entire 16S rRNA gene seems difficult. For the wide, marine 
Thioploca-like organisms and the novel genus Thiomargarita, only partial (less than 
800 nucleotides) sequences were available prior to this thesis (Kalanetra et al., 2005; 
Schulz et al., 1999; Teske et al., 1995). Furthermore, attempts to identify large sulfur 
bacteria in their natural habitats using universal clone libraries often failed as well 
(Angert et al., 1998; Edgcomb et al., 2002; Gillan et al., 1998; Lopez-Garcia et al., 
2003; Sekar et al., 2006; Stevens & Ulloa, 2008). 
 
These major hurdles, namely the frequent failure in culturing the majority of large sulfur 
bacteria and the common difficulty to retrieve 16S rRNA gene sequence data, has surely 
prevented from a thorough reclassification of the organisms so far. 
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Figure 17.  Multifurcation tree based on nearly full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences of large sulfur 
bacteria available prior to this thesis. Highlighted in blue are partial sequences (less than 800 nt). This 
nomenclature is not following the guidelines for modern classification based on the relative identity of 
16S rRNA gene sequences and the concept of monophyletic taxa. Instead, genus names like Thioploca 
exhibit a paraphyletic and Beggiatoa even a polyphyletic relationship. Some sequences were not referred 
to with a name, yet. Besides nine Beggiatoa strains, which are all in the cluster including Beggiatoa alba, 
all other sequenced organisms are not in pure culture. 
 
Among the large sulfur bacteria, not only the classification of genera is an issue of 
debate, but also that of the families. The family name Beggiatoaceae was introduced by 
Migula (1894) and all large sulfur bacteria, which were discovered since then, were 
assigned to this family. In the latest edition of Bergey´s Manual of Determinative 
Bacteriology published in 1974, the family included the genera Beggiatoa, Thioploca 
and Vitreoscilla (the latter not being treated any further here, Leadbetter, 1974). The 
genera Thiothrix and Leucothrix were assigned to a separate family, the 
Leucotrichaceae, and the genus Achromatium was likewise assigned to a different 
family, the Achromatiaceae (Buchanan & Gibbons, 1974). Since 1974, there was no 
further edition published, but the Approved Lists of Bacterial Names were released in  
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1980, and amended in 1989 (Skerman et al., 1980; Skerman et al., 1989). These Lists 
also recognized the three separate families. In 1984–89, the first edition of the novel 
book series Bergey´s Manual of Sytematic Bacteriology was released and again the 
three families Beggiatoaceae, Leucotrichaceae and Achromatiaceae were listed (Staley
et al., 1989). This time, however, the Beggiatoaceae included the genera Beggiatoa, 
Thioploca and Thiothrix (Strohl, 1989).  
 
In the second edition of this book series and for the first time ever, phylogenetic data 
(16S rRNA gene sequences) were included for classification. Surprisingly, the authors 
did not reclassify the disputable genera or accepted only sequenced or cultured 
organisms. Instead, they reclassified the family and recognized a mix of cultured and 
uncultured species, even listing uncultured organisms as type species (Garrity et al., 
2005). The reclassification combined all genera of large, colorless sulfur bacteria, and 
even some other, smaller sulfur bacteria, into one family with the new name 
Thiotrichaceae. This family henceforth included eight genera: Beggiatoa, Thioploca, 
Thiothrix, Leucothrix, Achromatium, Thiomargarita, Thiobacterium and Thiospira. 
However, this classification is against rule 51b of the Bacteriological Code (Lapage et 
al., 1992). This rule includes one paragraph explaining when a name is illegitimate: “If 
the taxon to which the name was applied, as circumscribed by the author, included the 
nomenclatural type of a name which the author ought to have adopted under one or 
more of the Rules. Example: If an author circumscribes a genus to include Bacillus 
subtilis, the type species of the genus Bacillus, then the circumscribed genus must be 
named Bacillus.” 
 
Accordingly, the name Thiotrichaceae as a taxon is illegimate, because it includes three 
type genera of separate families (Beggiatoa of the Beggiatoaceae, Leucothrix of the 
Leucotrichaceae and Achromatium of the Achromatiaceae). In spite of this conflict, the 
family name Thiotrichaceae (and the respective order name Thiotrichales) was 
recognized as valid names in Validation List no. 106 (Euzéby, 2005). 
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Aims and Objectives 
In my PhD thesis, the analysis sulfur bacterial diversity in Namibian sediments was 
continued, revealing an extensive morphological diversity among these bacteria.  
Considering in particular the non-filamentous sulfur bacteria, which usually exhibited a 
Thiomargarita-like morphology, this novel diversity was in no way corresponding to 
the phylogenetic diversity known at that time because only two partial sequences (less 
than 800 nucleotides each) for the genus Thiomargarita were available. 
 
The immediate next step, was to resolve the putative underlying phylogenetic diversity 
among the different morphotypes detected in Namibian sediments. Therefore, specific 
primers were designed, according to the partial sequences, in order to obtain nearly full-
length 16S rRNA gene sequences and additional sequence information of the intergenic 
transcribed spacer (ITS) region. In a second step, a novel single-cell PCR method was 
developed, for a direct correlation of the obtained sequence data and the morphology of 
the selected cell. This was particularly important as all organisms examined were 
neither enriched nor pure cultured (besides Beggiatoa alba). In many former studies, 
phylogenetic analysis of large sulfur bacteria were hindered by the problem that 
obtained sequences could not be clearly assigned to the source organism or that 
sequence data could not be retrieved when generating clone libraries, especially when 
using bulk DNA extracts. 
 
The novel, in-depth phylogenetic analysis of non-filamentous large sulfur bacteria 
revealed a major phylogenetic diversity and led to addressing the currently contradicting 
phylogeny among the large sulfur bacteria. Therefore, four additional geographic sites, 
which were inhabited by large sulfur bacteria, were sampled. Both their morphological 
and phylogenetic diversity was included in the survey, this time also involving 
filamentous types. Eventually, a profound taxonomic revision of the group was aspired, 
addressing disputable family and genus names and involving yet unclassified organisms.  
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Abstract
 
We present evidence for a dimorphic life cycle in the vacuolate sulfide-oxidizing 
bacteria that appears to involve the attachment of a spherical Thiomargarita-like 
cell to the exteriors of invertebrate integuments and other benthic substrates at 
methane seeps. The attached cell elongates to produce a stalk-like form before 
budding off spherical daughter cells resembling free-living Thiomargarita that are 
abundant in surrounding sulfidic seep sediments. The relationship between the 
attached parent cell and free-living daughter cell is reminiscent of the dimorphic 
life modes of the prosthecate Alphaproteobacteria, but on a grand scale, with 
individual elongate cells reaching nearly a millimeter in length. Abundant growth 
of attached Thiomargarita-like bacteria on the integuments of gastropods and 
other seep fauna provides not only a novel ecological niche for these giant bacteria, 
but also for animals that may benefit from epibiont colonization. 
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Introduction
The bacterial domain includes representatives with a variety of cell shapes (Young, 
2006) and types of cell division (Angert, 2005). Bacterial cell morphologies can provide 
selective advantages ranging from increased motility, to decreased predation 
susceptibility (Young, 2006). The enormous size of the sulfide-oxidizing Gamma-
proteobacterium, Thiomargarita namibiensis, is thought to provide it with the ability to 
store nitrate for months, persisting in environments where availability of the primary 
terminal electron acceptor oxygen, or the alternative acceptor nitrate, can be temporally 
and spatially variable (Schulz, 2006; Schulz and Jørgensen, 2001). However, the 
influence of cell morphology on the ecophysiology of these giant sulfur bacteria may 
not be limited to their large size.   
 
Thiomargarita was first described in 1999 from diatom-rich oozes in the Benguela 
upwelling system off West Africa (Schulz et al., 1999). The originally described species 
T. namibiensis occurs primarily as linear chains of spherical cells enclosed in a mucous 
sheath (Schulz et al., 1999), though other morphotypes have since been described 
(Gutzke 2007; Schulz, 2006). In 2005, Thiomargarita-like bacteria that undergo 
reductive cell division resulting in symmetrical clusters of up to 16 cells were 
discovered at hydrocarbon seeps from the Gulf of Mexico (Kalanetra et al., 2005; 
Bailey et al., 2007).  Other Thiomargarita-like bacteria have also been described from 
mud volcanoes in the Barents Sea (de Beer et al., 2006) and the Eastern Mediterranean 
Sea (Girnth et al., 2011). During a 2009 cruise aboard the R/V Atlantis, we observed a 
population of Thiomargarita-like cells in cores and on carbonate rock samples collected 
with the DSV Alvin at methane seeps associated with fault scarps, landslides and mud 
mounds (Bohrmann et al., 2002) at water depths of ~990-1600 m along the Pacific 
margin of Costa Rica. Within the Thiomargarita-like population present at Costa Rica 
margin seeps are canonical free-living, solitary and reductively-dividing forms, as well 
as cells exhibiting an attached, presumptive dimorphic life cycle that we describe here. 
Similar populations of free-living and attached Thiomargarita-like cells were observed 
in Hydrate Ridge (off Oregon, USA) seep settings in 2010. The observation of 
dimorphic forms at multiple localities suggests that a dynamic morphology plays an 
important role in the ecology of vacuolate sulfur bacteria in seep settings. 
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Methods
Sample collection and microscopy 
Samples were obtained during a research expedition to the Pacific margin of Costa Rica 
aboard the R/V Atlantis in Feb.-Mar. 2009 (AT15-44) and during a follow-up cruise to 
the same sites in Jan. 2010 (AT15-59).  Push cores, samples of authigenic carbonate and 
associated macro- and megafaunal animals were collected from methane seeps 
associated with mud mounds and fault scarps at Mound 11 (1000-1025 m, 8o 55.4’N, 
84o 18.24’W), Mound 12 (990-1100 m, 8o 55.8’N, 84o 18.75’W), Jaco Scarp (1775-
1850 m, 9o 7.00’N 84o 50.51’W), and Mound Quepos (1030-1179 m, 8o 58.09’N, 84o 
37.95’W) using the DSV Alvin. Additional collections of living gastropods with 
attached sulfur bacteria were made during AT 15-68 at Hydrate Ridge North (44o 40 N 
125 5.8 W) and Hydrate Ridge South (44o 34.1 N 125o 9.1 W). 
 
During the research expedition, a Leica S8 APO stereo-microscope coupled with a 
Canon Powershot 9 was used to observe and image freshly collected free-living cells, as 
well as those cells attached to byssal threads, shells and other benthic substrates. Cells 
that were budding at the time of collection were followed for the ten-day duration of the 
cruise and imaged on a daily basis in order to document bud detachment. In the 
laboratory, an Olympus SZX16 stereo-microscope and an Olympus BX51 compound 
microscope equipped with an Olympus DP72 color camera were used to obtain higher 
resolution images of these cells and attachment substrates. 
Electron microscopy 
Gastropods covered with attached Thiomargarita-like sulfur bacteria were preserved in 
Karnovsky’s fixative (Karnovsky, 1965) before undergoing ethanol series dehydration 
(25, 50, 75, 90, 99%) in artificial seawater/ethanol mixtures for 30 minutes each. The 
bacteria-covered gastropod shells were then dried in a Tousimis Model 780A Critical-
Point Dryer before being imaged uncoated with a Hitachi TM-1000 tabletop scanning 
electron microscope.  
 
For TEM imaging, samples were fixed with Karnosky's fixative solution and after three 
times washing with artificial seawater, the samples were post-fixed with 1% OsO4 for 
1 hour. Following three times rinsing with H2O, the samples were dehydrated in a  
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graded series of ethanol (see above). The samples were embedded in Epon 812 resin. 
Ultrathin sections (65 nm) were produced using a Reichert UltraCut S Ultramicrotome 
and stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate before being examined with a JEOL 
1200EX electron microscope. 
 
16S rRNA gene sequencing 
Free-living Thiomargarita-like cells from Costa Rica and Namibia were removed from 
the sediment (Salman et al., in press). The novel attached cells from Costa Rica were 
carefully scraped off byssal threads with two needles. Individual cells, i.e. free-living 
cells and formerly attached cells sometimes showing distal budding, were washed in 
artificial seawater, photographed under the microscope and subsequently used for 
performing single-cell 16S rRNA PCR methods described elsewhere (Salman et al., in
press). The specific primer for Thiomargarita-related organisms, VSO233F, 5’-CCTA 
TGCCGGATTAGCTTG-3’ (E. coli 16S rRNA position 233-251, Salman et al., in
press), was combined with the universal primer ITSeubR, 5´-GCCAAGGC 
ATCCACC-3´ (E. coli 23S rRNA position 23-38, Cardinale et al., 2004). Some 
attached cells did not reveal any PCR product with these primers, thus another specific 
forward primer was developed based on Thiomargarita sequences from the public 
databases: VSO360F, 5´-GGAATATTGGACAATGGGC-3´ (E. coli 16S rRNA 
positions 361-379, developed in this study), which was used in combination with primer 
VSO1300R, 5´-ATCCGGACTACGAGTAG-3´ (E. coli 16S rRNA position 1291-1307 
(Salman et al., in press).  
 
The amplification products were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis, bands of ca. 
1750 bp length (and ca. 940 bp length with the other primer pair) were excised and 
DNA was purified with a gel extraction kit (Qiagen, Germany). PCR products were 
sequenced directly using the Big Dye Cycle Sequencing Kit and analyzed on the ABI 
Prism Genetic Analyzer 3130x (Applied Biosystems, USA). The seven 16S RNA 
Thiomargarita-affiliated sequences have been submitted to the DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank 
databases. The accession numbers are FN811658 – FN811664.  The ITS region (spacer 
region between 16S rRNA and 23S rRNA as part of the PCR product when using 
primer ITSReub) was removed before further analysis of sequences. 
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Phylogenetic tree reconstruction 
The phylogenetic affiliation of the retrieved sequences was inferred with the ARB 
software package (Ludwig et al., 2004) based on release 95 of the SILVA SSURef 
database (Pruesse et al., 2007). The alignment of all sequences was automatically 
performed with the integrated aligner and checked manually afterwards, taking into 
account also the secondary structure of the 16S rRNA molecule. For tree reconstruction, 
a total of 90 nearly full-length sequences including representatives of the Gamma- and 
Deltaproteobacteria were used. Trees were calculated including nucleotide positions 
between 279 and 1463 (according to E. coli numbering) and performing neighbor-
joining, maximum parsimony and maximum likelihood (RAxML) analyses, each with 
the application of 0%, 30% and 50% positional conservatory filters excluding highly 
variable regions. Partial sequences (AY632420, AF129012, FN811664) were inserted 
into each of the reconstructed trees by parsimony criteria without allowing changes in 
the overall tree topology. A consensus tree was manually produced based on the 
maximum likelihood tree calculated with a 30% filter using an approach described in 
(Peplies et al., 2008). The branching patterns of all trees were compared and 
multifurcations were introduced at nodes where the exact tree topology could not be 
clearly resolved (Peplies et al., 2008). The tree presented in Figure 5 shows a subset of 
the sequences originally used for calculation. Neighbor-joining and maximum 
likelihood trees are included in the supplement for comparison. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Occurrence of Thiomargarita-like bacteria 
Free-living Thiomargarita-like cells were observed in sulfidic sediments at several mud 
mounds and associated methane seeps (Fig. 1A). As in sediments from off Namibia 
(Schulz et al., 1999), and in the Gulf of Mexico (Kalanetra et al., 2005), free-living 
sulfur bacteria off Costa Rica resembling Thiomargarita were most abundant in white 
and gray mat associated sediments in the uppermost 3 cm beneath the sediment/water 
interface. At some localities, cell populations consisted primarily of single 
Thiomargarita-like cells mixed with large Beggiatoa-like filaments (Fig. 1A), while at 
other locations, symmetrical cell clusters (not shown) predominated in gray flocculant 
material at the seabed. These cell clusters contained 2, 4, 8, and 16 cells, similar to those 
produced by reductive division in Thiomargarita sp. from the Gulf of Mexico  
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(Kalanetra et al., 2005). In the vicinity of these sediments rich in Thiomargarita-like 
cells, thin films of microbial biomass were found attached to methane-derived 
authigenic carbonates (Fig. 1B), byssal threads of the mussel Bathymodiolus spp. 
(Fig. 1C), fragments of organic detritus, and most commonly, the integuments of seep-
endemic invertebrates (Fig. 2A-C). 
 
Microscopic examination of this benthic biofilm 
material revealed densely-packed attached 
vacuolated cells that closely resemble 
Thiomargarita, but with most cells elongated into a 
stalk-like form. Individual cells occasionally 
reached nearly 700 ?m in length, but average 
elongate cells were 338 ± 169 ?m long (Fig. S3). 
These elongate cells were observed to bud 
spherical Thiomargarita-like cells from their 
unattached pole (Fig. 3, 4).  The attached poles of 
the elongate cells ranged from rounded (Fig. 3, 4) 
to a heavily tapered, and sometimes extruded shape, 
forming a short appendage (Fig. 4C).  Both the 
attached elongate cells and the buds consisted of a 
single thin layer of sulfur globule-containing 
cytoplasm surrounding a single large vacuole (Fig. 
3D and TEM observations not shown) – a basic 
cell structure that they share with all previously 
described Thiomargarita ecotypes (Kalanetra et al., 
2005; Schulz, 2006; Schulz et al., 1999). Elongate 
morphotypes were not observed in the unattached 
free-living state. We hypothesize that the attached, 
budding types, and at least some of the free-living 
cells, represent not different species, but different 
stages of a reproductive developmental cycle.  We 
evaluated this hypothesis by directly observing the 
budding forms after collection.  
 
Figure 1. Vacuolate sulfide-oxidizing 
bacteria are abundant on a variety of 
substrates along the Costa Rica Margin 
including: (A) free-living Thiomar-
garita-like cells and large Beggiatoa-
like filaments inhabiting sulfidic 
sediments; (B) slightly-elongate Thio-
margarita-like morphotypes attached to 
authigenic carbonates; and (C) elongate 
Thiomargarita-like cells attached to 
Bathymodiolus mussel byssal threads. 
Scale bars represent 500 ?m. 
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Furthermore, we analyzed the 16S ribosomal RNA gene sequences of the new, attached 
morphotypes, as well as of the free-living canonical morphotypes. Evidence for a 
developmental relationship between the attached cells and free-living spherical cells 
was provided by direct observation of buds formed at the time of collection completely 
detaching from budding parent cells at a rate of approximately one detachment in three 
hundred budding cells over a 24-hour period (12 in approximately 3,600 individuals 
observed), demonstrating that the budded daughter cells are indeed being released into 
the surrounding environment (Fig. 3B, C, F).  
 
Fully-detached, budded daughter cells were 
morphologically identical to free-living, spherical 
sulfur bacteria in surrounding sediments and both 
have similar cell diameters; 71 ± 22 ?m, n = 40 
vs. 88 ± 14 ?m, n = 37. The morphological 
similarity of the released buds to the free-living 
Thiomargarita-like cells in the surrounding 
sediments suggests the possibility that at least 
some of the latter population results from the 
released spherical buds. However, morphology 
can be misleading, particularly with respect to the 
phylogenetic identification of vacuolated sulfur 
bacteria. For example, marine filaments with a 
Beggiatoa-like morphology, that have similar 
filament diameters and were collected from the 
same locality, can be quite divergent with respect 
to their phylogenetic positions (Mußmann et al., 
2007; Teske et al., 1999). The observation that 
the attached elongate cells are found on hard 
substrates that are physically separated by 
sediments that contain spherical, free-living cells, 
and that elongate cells are never observed in the 
free-living populations, strongly suggests that at 
least some of the free-living population includes the spherical offspring of the attached 
morphotypes. Additionally, the assertion that the life cycle is initiated by the attachment 
of spherical cells is supported by the observation of attached spherical cells that are just 
 
Figure 2. The shells of living gastropods 
(Provanna laevis) from the Costa Rica 
margin and the Cascadia margin (Hydrate 
Ridge) are colonized by attached, 
elongate Thiomargarita-like cells. Scale 
bars represent approximately 1 mm. 
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beginning elongation (Figure S4), along with the spectrum of elongation morphologies 
from sphere, to prolate spheroid, to increasingly longer cylindrical cells occurring in 
close proximity (Fig. 4E). However, the percentage of free-living cells that represent the 
progeny of attached budding forms remains unclear.  
 
Figure 3.  An apparent reproductive 
developmental cycle in attached 
sulfur bacteria (A) appears to begin 
with the attachment of a spherical cell 
to a solid substrate (arrows 1), 
followed by elongation to a stalked 
form (arrows 2), initial bud formation 
(arrows 3) and finally budding 
(arrows 4) to produce a spherical 
daughter cell (arrows 5). (B, C) 
Attached sulfur bacteria on a 
gastropod shell. (D, E) Detail of 
attached cell and intracellular sulfur 
globules. (F) Bacteria attached to 
mussel byssal threads. (G) Budded 
Thiomargarita-l ike cell was 
observed to undergo complete detachment from the mother cell between 12 and 20 hours after collection. 
After bud detachment, the elongate mother cell (A4 ? 3) can continue to produce additional buds. Scale 
bar in B = 350 ?m; C = 1 mm; D = 200 μm; E = 300 μm.  
 
Sequence comparisons of individual cells indicated that Costa Rica margin seeps harbor 
not just one, but at least three distinct phylogenetic clusters. The relatedness of the 
organisms in this study to Thiomargarita namibiensis and Thiomargarita sp. from the 
Gulf of Mexico is apparent from the phylogenetic tree produced by sequencing 
individual representatives from Costa Rica and additional specimens from Namibia 
(Fig. 5). The sequences published prior to this study constitute the closest relatives to at 
least five sequences obtained in this study. While some sequences of free-living and 
attached morphotypes are closely related to previously published Thiomargarita spp. 
(Kalanetra et al., 2005, Schulz et al., 1999), two sequences (COS001 and COS016) each 
formed a separate branch that did not cluster within the Thiomargarita clade. The 
paraphyletic relationship of the retrieved 16S rRNA gene sequences surely complicates  
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Figure 4.  Attached sulfur 
bacteria. (A, B) Densely-
packed Thiomargarita-
like cells on gastropod 
shell co-occur with 
attached filamentous 
bacteria. Scale bar in 
A = 30 μm; B = 20 μm. 
(C) Particularly during 
early stages of attachment 
and elongation they have 
rounded bases where they 
are attached to benthic 
substrates. 
As the cell elongates, the base of the cells becomes tapered. In some specimens, a small appendage 
formed by extrusion of the cell ultrastructure is present. (D) Transmission electron micrograph of 
vacuolated Thiomargarita-like cells (t) attached to plaque (p) and mucous occupied by smaller 
filamentous bacteria. This material surrounds the Bathymodiolus mussel byssus. Scale bar = 2 μm. 
 
identification of cells based on morphology. Nomenclature for Thiomargarita-like cells 
and other vacuolate sulfur bacteria can be confusing, as some canonical genera include 
paraphyletic taxa. However, the taxonomy of the colorless sulfur bacteria, including the 
novel morphotypes identified in this study, was recently revisited by Salman et al. 
(in press). Sequences in the three clusters represent either attached, free-living, or paired 
free-living/attached morphotypes (Fig. 5). Some sequences showed >99% similarity 
between attached and free-living morphotypes (Table 1) that may represent different 
developmental stages of the same organism, as the <1% difference is within the range of 
experimental error. Alternatively, these cells could represent closely related phylotypes 
that superficially resemble parts of the putative dimorphic life cycle, but do not 
represent the direct progeny of the attached cells. The disparity could be caused by 
natural variability within the seep population coupled with the relatively low number of 
sequenced specimens, and the inherent limitations of sampling a deepwater site via 
submersible, thereby possibly missing directly corresponding mother and daughter cells. 
It is also unclear if the reductively-dividing free-living sulfur bacteria present in nearby 
sediments exhibit attachment or dimorphism as part of their life cycle(s).  
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Figure 5. Phylogenetic tree of gammaproteobacterial 16S rRNA gene sequences showing sequences of 
different morphotypes from Costa Rica (COS) and Namibia (NAM) in gray and their affiliation to 
previously published Thiomargarita spp. These sequences are shown within the context of the broader 
clade of conspicuous sulfide-oxidizing Gammaproteobacteria. Of each newly sequenced cell the 
morphology and diameter is indicated. In attached forms, the widest diameter of the attached basal body 
is reported. The scale bar represents approximately 10% sequence divergence. 
 
 
 
Table 1. Levels of 16S rDNA sequence identities of nearly full-length sequences from Thiomargarita-
like cells from the Costa Rica margin (COS) and Namibia (NAM) along with partial sequences of the 
formerly described Thiomargarita namibiensis (T. nam.) and Thiomargarita sp. Gulf of Mexico (T. GOM) 
as reference species. 
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Ecological Significance of Dimorphism 
Reproductive dimorphism is known in the Alphaproteobacteria, such as Caulobacter
crescentus, whose parent cells are stalked, and the daughter cells are vibroid – but in 
those organisms the daughter cells are actively motile (Brun and Janakiraman, 2000; 
Poindexter, 2006). In the sulfur bacteria detected here, the daughter cells are not yet 
known to be actively motile – though an inconspicuous sporadic slow rolling motility 
has been observed in different, spherical sulfur bacteria from Namibia (Salman et al., in
press). Additionally, free-living daughter cells can be readily transported by bottom 
currents. Broken, transported and re-deposited clasts of methane-derived authigenic 
carbonate edifices observed on the collection cruises, as well as evidence for local 
sediment winnowing, record the presence of such currents at the sites where the 
attached Thiomargarita-like morphotypes occur. Upon detachment, buds may also 
attach to substrates directly adjacent to the mother cell. This process is known to occur 
in some prosthecate Alphaproteobacteria and would explain the observation that mats of 
attached Thiomargarita-like sulfur bacteria are often densely packed and frequently 
exhibit more than one developmental stage on the same substrate (Fig. 3B).  
Alternatively, certain cells in the mat may simply have slower elongation and budding 
rates than others. 
 
The factors responsible for initiating attachment, elongation and budding in these 
bacteria are not fully understood because Thiomargarita and its vacuolated relatives 
have yet to be cultivated in the laboratory. However, comparisons with other organisms 
that exhibit similar behaviors may provide clues. Attachment to solid substrates is also 
known in other Gammaproteobacteria, including the closely related marine, vacuolated 
Thiothrix-like bacteria (Kalanetra et al., 2004, Kalanetra and Nelson 2010). Indeed, 
attached filamentous Thiothrix-like filaments sometimes co-occur with the attached 
Thiomargarita-like cells described here. Attachment provides stabilization of a parent 
cell under conditions where it can produce daughter cells for dispersal to other potential 
habitats via bottom currents. Presumably, stabilization of reproductively-active sulfide-
oxidizing cells over zones of sulfide enrichment would be more important in advective 
seep habitats where sulfide generated by the anaerobic oxidation of methane or vented 
directly from subsurface fluids is more localized than the sulfide generated by sulfate 
reduction in upwelling regions (Linke et al., 2005). 
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Budding is known in Thiothrix-like filaments (Kalanetra et al., 2004), in certain low-GC 
gram-positive bacteria, Cyanobacteria, Planctomycetes, and prosthecate Alpha-
proteobacteria (refs. in Angert, 2005) among others. In prosthecate bacteria, it is the 
stalked parent cell that undergoes budding, suggesting that perhaps elongation enhances 
dispersal of daughter cells. However, elongation is apparently not a prerequisite to 
budding in attached Thiomargarita-like cells, as division of attached but not elongated 
cells, or slightly elongated cells, was observed on a handful of substrates (Fig. 1B). 
Access to scarce metabolites may instead drive elongation in attached sulfur bacteria. 
Cell elongation in Caulobacter crescentus is thought to enhance the uptake of 
phosphorous from the environment by increasing the cell’s surface area-to-volume ratio 
(Poindexter, 1984). Thiomargarita namibiensis, which lives in sediments beneath 
upwelling zones, sequesters phosphorous as intracellular polyphosphate granules 
(Schulz and Schulz, 2005). In seep settings, phosphorous is less available than in an 
upwelling environment (Joye et al., 2004; Linke et al., 2005). Thus, cell elongation in 
seep-dwelling sulfur bacteria may provide for enhanced phosphorous uptake as it does 
in the Alphaproteobacteria.  
 
Nutrient uptake and ATP synthesis scales with cell surface area, and Thiomargarita 
functions at a relatively low level of metabolic power per gene (Lane and Martin, 2010). 
An elongate cell has a higher surface area-to-volume ratio than a spherical cell of the 
same volume (Young, 2006). For example, if a cell was assumed to be a cylinder 
capped with hemispherical ends, 300 ?m in length and 80 ?m in diameter, the cell 
would have a 38.5% greater surface area-to volume ratio (0.054) over a sphere with the 
same volume (0.039). The larger a Thiomargarita cell grows, the larger its potential 
store of nitrate, but at the cost of decreasing its surface area-to volume ratio. Growth of 
a cell into an elongate form, as opposed to simply expanding the sphere volume, 
minimizes the decrease in surface area-to volume ratio that accompanies growth.  
Reductive cell division, which is observed in free-living Thiomargarita-like cells at this 
site, also effectively increases surface area while maintaining a constant nitrate-storage 
volume, albeit by producing smaller cells.  
 
The elongation of budding cells may also allow attached cells greater access to the 
terminal electron acceptors, oxygen and nitrate. It is not known if attached and free-
living reductively-dividing Thiomargarita-like bacteria represent different stages within 
the same life cycle. However, one possibility is that elongation increases surface area in 
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attached cells that have access to nitrate and can readily enlarge, while reductive 
division apportions stored nitrate into smaller, easily dispersible cells with higher 
surface-area-volume ratios when nitrate availability is limited. Closely related vacuolate 
sulfur bacteria resembling Beggiatoa and Thioploca can actively move along gradients 
between sulfide and terminal electron acceptors (Huettel et al., 1996; Nelson et al., 
1986). In seep settings, alternating conditions of access to electron donor and acceptor 
can be introduced by brine flows (Girnth et al., 2011), changing currents, and 
heterogenous pore fluid advection, exposing populations of sulfur bacteria to alternating 
conditions of high sulfide, nitrate and oxygen fluxes. Elongation in sessile bacteria may 
provide cells with a larger surface area for more efficient uptake of spatially segregated 
metabolites, under the fluctuating and heterogeneous fluxes of O2, NO3-, and H2S 
measured in Costa Rica margin sediments (Linke et al., 2005).  
 
In some freshly collected samples, elongate cells possess a visibly marked increase in 
sulfur globules at the distal end of the cell. The apical, sulfur-enriched region is the site 
of bud-formation. These sulfur resources might be incorporated into the budding 
offspring, providing an initial energy reserve for the free-living state. Alternatively, the 
irregular distribution of sulfur globules may be driven by the local geochemical 
environment, where the observed sulfur accumulation at the apical end of the cell is 
linked to close contact with either oxygenated or sulfidic waters, depending upon the 
orientation of the cell.  However, this explanation seems less likely – as cells attached to 
opposite sides of byssal threads also showed apical sulfur enrichment in cells oriented in 
opposite directions. 
Metazoan-Bacterial Interactions 
The attachment of newly detected sulfur bacteria to benthic substrates also has 
potentially important implications for metazoan ecology at seeps. Elongate sulfur 
bacteria were found attached to byssal threads of Bathymodiolus spp. (Mytilidae, 
Bivalvia), the carapace of a Yeti crab specimen (Kiwa sp.), the shells of several species 
of gastropod including Provanna laevis, Hyalogyrina sp., Pyropelta spp., and the limpet
Lepetodrilus sp. These gastropod shells were commonly covered with thick mats of 
attached elongate sulfur bacteria (Fig. 2). Interestingly, bacteria-covered Provanna 
collected from Hydrate Ridge in 2010 exhibited an unusual behavior that may benefit 
the attached sulfide-oxidizing bacteria. When placed in a container with seawater 
overlying sulfidic sediments, they were observed to either climb to the uppermost 
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portion of the jar and maintain a position adjacent to the small air headspace (n = 4), or 
actively dig a burrow into the sulfidic sediments (n = 8) and subsequently inverting 
themselves so that their shell and attached bacteria were positioned within the freshly 
dug burrow (Fig. 6). Gastropods removed from the burrows with forceps repeatedly re-
established their burrows and inverted positions (n = 6). Epibiont-bearing invertebrates 
are known to migrate between oxygenated and sulfidic sediment pore waters as a means 
of supplying symbionts with the metabolic substrates required for sulfide oxidation (e.g., 
Ott et al., 1991), and a similar behavior may be on display here.  
 
 
Figure 6. The gastropod Provanna laevis burrows into sulfidic mud in a collection container, (A) first 
digging a burrow, (B) then occupying the burrow with its carapace oriented downward, which exposes the 
population of attached sulfur bacteria to sulfidic conditions. (C) The head of the gastropod remains 
partially exposed above the sediment/water interface.  
 
However, this behavior and association with seep invertebrates is apparently not a 
requirement for growth of the attached Thiomargarita-like cells, as these bacteria are 
sometimes found on stabilized mineral and detrital substrates such as carbonate rocks. 
The impetus for gastropods to exhibit this behavior that potentially exposes them to 
predation while lying inverted with their soft parts exposed remains unclear. The 
bacteria may reduce the animal’s exposure to hydrogen sulfide as is thought to occur in 
other invertebrates (Alain et al., 2002). These species of gastropods are not known to 
contain sulfide-oxidizing endobionts. Attached bacteria may also serve as food source 
for grazing gastropods, as occurs in some other animal/epibiont symbioses (e.g., 
Dattagupta et al., 2009; Gillian and Dubilier, 2004; Zbinden and Cambon-Bonavita, 
2003; Ott et al., 1991) although these gastropods are seemingly incapable of consuming 
the bacteria attached to their own shells. 
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At Costa Rica seep settings, attached sulfur bacteria are rare on rocks and shells with 
large surface areas. The substrates most well-colonized by the cells are those with low 
surface areas such as small shells and mussel byssal threads. When they do occur on 
larger substrates, they are found in small isolated patches or within small crevices. The 
apparent absence of attached bacteria on Bathymodiolus mussel shells, Lamellibrachia 
tubes, and most carbonate rocks suggests that they may be limited to surfaces that are 
not subject to intense shearing forces or grazing by gastropods. The shells and carapaces 
of the grazers themselves and cryptic habitats such as mussel byssal threads may offer a 
refuge from consumers. Alternatively (or additionally), the availability of sulfide, nitrate, 
and oxygen may make certain microenvironments more conducive to colonization by 
attached sulfur bacteria. High oxygen and nitrate fluxes, primarily driven by bacterial 
oxidation of sulfide (781 and 700 μmol cm-2 yr-1 respectively) have been reported at the 
collection sites, but these fluxes vary by up to three orders of magnitude over distances 
of tens-of centimeters as a result of heterogeneities in seep fluid flow (Linke et al., 
2005). Whether these attached bacteria show preferential attachment to specific 
substrates that guarantee access to sulfide or other metabolites, or if their distribution is 
influenced by the very abundant microbial grazers in the system remain open questions. 
?
Examination of photographs and specimens of seep fauna collected during 2005 and 
2006 cruises to the Eel River Basin and Hydrate Ridge (off the coast of California and 
Oregon, USA), and observations of gastropods collected from Hydrate Ridge in 2010 
both show inhabitation by morphologically-similar elongate Thiomargarita-resembling 
cells (Fig. 2B), suggesting that certain ecotypes of attached sulfur bacteria are 
geographically widespread in seep settings. The difficulty in collecting these specimens 
and maintaining them under enrichment conditions that allow for observation of their 
development renders our understanding of these organisms incomplete. However, the 
dimorphic life cycle in seep-associated cells closely related to Thiomargarita spp. 
described here reveals a complex reproductive ecology for these giants of the bacterial 
world that further confounds the generalization that bacteria are small and simple.  
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Supplemental Information 
 
 
 
 
Supplemental Figure 1. Neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree of 16S gene sequences showing new 
Thiomargarita sequences from Costa Rica (COS) and Namibia (NAM) within the context of the broader 
clade of conspicuous sulfur-oxidizing gamma proteobacteria. 
 
 
 
 
 
Supplemental Figure 2. Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of 16S gene sequences showing new 
Thiomargarita sequences from Costa Rica (COS) and Namibia (NAM) within the context of the broader 
clade of conspicuous sulfur-oxidizing gamma proteobacteria. 
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Supplemental Figure 3. Long-axis size distribution of budding elongate Thiomargarita cells attached to 
byssal threads. 
 
 
 
 
Supplemental Figure 4. Spherical cells just beginning to elongate provide evidence that the initial 
attachment stage in a spherical cell.  Scale bar = 100 μm. 
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Abstract
 
The colorless, large sulfur bacteria are well known because of their intriguing 
appearance, size and abundance in sulfidic settings. Since their discovery in 1803 
these bacteria have been classified according to their conspicuous morphology. 
However, in microbiology the use of morphological criteria alone to predict 
phylogenetic relatedness has frequently proven to be misleading. Recent sequencing of 
a number of 16S rRNA genes of large sulfur bacteria revealed frequent 
inconsistencies between the morphologically determined taxonomy of genera and the 
genetically derived classification. Nevertheless, newly described bacteria were 
classified based on their morphological properties, leading to polyphyletic taxa. We 
performed sequencing of 16S rRNA genes and internal transcribed spacer (ITS) 
regions, together with detailed morphological analysis of hand-picked individuals of 
novel non-filamentous as well as known filamentous large sulfur bacteria, including 
the hitherto only partially sequenced species Thiomargarita namibiensis, Thioploca
araucae and Thioploca chileae. Based on 128 nearly full-length 16S rRNA-ITS 
sequences, we propose the retention of the family Beggiatoaceae for the genera closely 
related to Beggiatoa, as opposed to the recently suggested fusion of all colorless sulfur 
bacteria into one family, the Thiotrichaceae. Furthermore, we propose the addition of 
nine Candidatus species along with seven new Candidatus genera to the family 
Beggiatoaceae. The extended family Beggiatoaceae thus remains monophyletic and is 
phylogenetically clearly separated from other related families.  
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Introduction
The colorless sulfur bacteria include some of the largest known bacteria, such as the 
microbial giant Thiomargarita namibiensis [63]. The first representative of this 
extraordinary group, Beggiatoa alba, was discovered as early as 200 years ago [81] 
because of its large size and conspicuous, white appearance. Although a number of other 
species have been described and investigated, at present only three type strains of colorless, 
large sulfur bacteria exist in pure cultures (B. alba [69], Thiothrix nivea [42], Leucothrix 
mucor [21]). Vacuolated representatives have yet to be isolated in pure culture [27,52,56]. 
Furthermore, only a small number of full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences have been 
retrieved to date and for some ecotypes genetic data are unavailable or are represented by 
only partial sequences. Therefore, classification and identification based on morphological 
properties is continuously applied to newly discovered organisms of the colorless sulfur 
bacteria [e.g. 2,29,38,49,53,72]. Although it is generally accepted in the discipline of 
microbiology that this approach may be misleading, the taxonomy of the colorless sulfur 
bacteria has, until now, never been revised on the basis of phylogenetic data. Accordingly, 
the traditional nomenclature disagrees with the classification derived from the phylogenetic 
data, resulting in polyphyletic genera [1,2,53,72].  
 
In the current edition of Bergey´s Manual of Systematic Bacteriology it was suggested that 
all colorless, large sulfur bacteria should be combined into the family Thiotrichaceae [17]. 
However, according to the International Code of Nomenclature of Bacteria [40], this 
recently proposed classification is illegitimate because multiple type genera were combined 
into one family [14], which is furthermore not monophyletic. In fact, all afore published 
Bergey’s Manuals [44,71, citing only the most recent] and the Approved Lists of Bacterial 
Names [66, 67] use the family name Beggiatoaceae, which includes those bacteria closely 
related to Beggiatoa, but excludes more distantly related genera like Leucothrix and
Achromatium.   
 
In this study, we investigated large sulfur bacteria collected from surficial sediments at five 
distant marine locations between 2004 and 2010. After the initial finding of a large 
morphological diversity among these bacteria, with many of them resembling described 
representatives of the genus Thiomargarita, extensive analysis of their 16S rRNA genes 
was initiated to study their phylogenetic relatedness. The large size of these bacteria 
enabled us to hand-pick single cells and filaments for each amplification reaction. In this 
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way, sequence data could be directly correlated with morphology and geographical origin 
of the cell or filament. Now, with a robust genetic basis and the morphology as support, we 
propose the retention of the originally published family Beggiatoaceae and suggest a 
revised classification of the taxa therein. 
 
Materials and methods 
Sample collection and localities 
Benguela upwelling zone 
Sediments from the South-East Atlantic off the coast of Namibia were obtained during the 
LEG AHAB 4 cruise (March 2004) and the R/V Meteor cruise M76 (April?June 2008). 
Samples were taken by a multicorer at 100?200 m water depth across the coordinate block 
19°1.01’?25°30.00’S and 12°13.75’?14°23.36’E. The top 3 cm of the sediment were 
transferred into plastic beakers, covered with about 2 cm of the overlying water and stored 
at 4°C.  
Costa Rica margin 
Push cores of sediment and carbonate rocks hosting seep gastropods and Bathymodiolus 
spp. bivalves were sampled along the Pacific Costa Rica margin in January 2010 by the 
DSV Alvin at Mound 12 (water depth 900?1100 m, 8°55.8’N, 84°18.75’W). Sub-samples of 
the upper few centimeters of the sediment and hand-picked Bathymodiolus byssal threads 
were covered with overlying water and stored at 4°C. 
South-East Mediterranean Sea 
Sediment samples of the Nile Deep Sea Fan were taken in October 2006 during the 
BIONIL cruise M70/2 (R/V Meteor). A sulfide-rich band at the flank of the Amon Mud 
Volcano (32°22.04’N, 31°42.16’E) was sampled by push coring. Parts of the whitish mat 
overlying the sulfidic sediment were removed with a pair of tweezers and stored in TE 
buffer at ?20°C.  
Chilean margin 
Sediment from the Chilean margin was sampled in January 2010 by the L/C Kay Kay II at 
Station 18 (36º30.80’S, 73º7.75’W, COPAS Time Series). Samples were taken at about 
90 m depth with a box corer, filled in plastic bags (ca. 500 mL) and stored at 4°C. 
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Grund Fjord, Denmark 
Samples from the Grund Fjord (56°28.11’N, 10°14.35’E) near Floes, Denmark, were taken 
in February 2010 through a hole in the ice cover. A push corer was attached to a stick and 
samples were taken by hand at approximately 1.5 m water depth, kept at room temperature 
for two days and subsequently stored at 4°C. 
Cell preparation and sequencing 
Filaments, chains and single cells of large sulfur bacteria were removed from the samples 
by hand with a Pasteur pipette tip, which was closed and thinned out by melting (except the 
Amon Mud Volcano-sample; see below). Cells attached to surfaces were scraped off using 
two needles. Cells from aggregates or filaments from bundles were removed manually with 
needles. All cells were washed in artificial seawater, removing sediment particles and 
mucus sheaths as thoroughly as possible. Only single cells, single chains or single filaments 
were used for polymerase-chain-reaction (PCR). These cells were photographed with a 
camera attached to a microscope (Sterni 2000-C, Zeiss, Germany; 40? magnification) and 
added to 25 μl PCR reaction mix containing 0.2 mM of each dNTP, 1 μM each of forward 
and reverse primer, 1? High Fidelity PCR enzyme mix reaction buffer with MgCl2 
(1.5 mM) and 1.25 U High Fidelity enzyme mix (Fermentas, St. Leon-Rot, Germany). 
Subsequently, the cells were disrupted inside the reaction mix with a sterile needle so that 
the cytoplasm was released. From the Amon Mud Volcano, only a DNA extract (Mo Bio 
Ultra CleanTM Soil DNA Isolation Kit, Dianova GmbH, Germany) of the mat sample was 
available and used for the PCR reaction.  
 
The standard primers used for amplification in this study were VSO233F (5´-CCT 
ATGCCGGATTAGCTTG-3´, Escherichia coli 16S rRNA position 233?251) and ITSReub 
(5´-GCCAAGGCATCCACC-3´, E. coli 23S rRNA position 23?38 [11]). In some cases, 
single cells removed from an aggregate were used in several parallel PCR reactions 
containing different primer pairs in order to enhance the chance of retrieving a PCR 
product from the respective aggregate. A list of all primers utilized, including their 
specificities, is summarized in the Supplement Table S1.  
 
Irrespective of the primer pair used, the following PCR program was applied: initial 
denaturation at 94°C for 2 min, followed by 28 cycles of 94°C for 30 s, 56°C for 30 s and 
68°C for 4 min. In the last 18 cycles, the elongation step at 68°C was extended each time 
by an extra 10 s so that the final elongation lasted 7 min. After separation on a 
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0.8% agarose gel, the PCR products were cut out and extracted with a kit (Qiagen, Hilden, 
Germany). In most cases, PCR products were re-amplified with the previously used primer 
pair to increase the amount of PCR product for further processing. DNA fragments, either 
as PCR products or as cloned inserts, were sequenced using the Big Dye Cycle Sequencing 
Kit (Applied Biosystems, Darmstadt, Germany) and analyzed on an ABI Genetic Analyzer 
3130x (Applied Biosystems, Darmstadt, Germany). The sequences were deposited in the 
GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ databases under the accession numbers listed in the Supplement 
Table S2.  
Sequence and phylogenetic analyses 
The quality of the obtained sequences was manually checked using FinchTV (Geospiza, 
Inc., USA) and full-length sequences were assembled with SeqMan (Lasergene software 
package, DNAStar, USA). During assembly, large, unusual regions (260?942 nucleotides) 
within some 16S rRNA gene sequences were identified. These regions had no resemblance 
to any part from other 16S rRNA genes from databases and are henceforth referred to as 
insertions. Prior to phylogenetic analysis, sequence regions of 16S rRNA genes, insertions 
and internal transcribed spacer (ITS) were determined and analyzed separately. The 
phylogenetic analysis of the 16S rRNA gene sequences was based on release 102 of the 
SILVA SSURef database [60] and was carried out using the ARB software package [47]. 
The sequence alignment, which was produced by the integrated aligner, was manually 
checked considering also the secondary structure information of the 16S rRNA molecule. 
 
Trees were reconstructed with nearly full-length sequences of 296 selected representatives 
of the Gammaproteobacteria (Beggiatoales) and Deltaproteobacteria (as an outgroup) using 
neighbour joining, maximum parsimony and maximum likelihood (RAxML) methods. A 
termini filter considering only sequence information between E. coli position 279 and 1463 
as well as 0, 30 and 50% positional conservatory filters that exclude highly variable regions 
were applied. Partial sequences (accession numbers FN811664, FR690910, FR690943, 
FR690948, FR690960, FR690981) were added to each reconstructed tree by parsimony 
criteria without allowing changes in the overall tree topology. Previously published partial 
sequences were not included in the trees. The branching patterns of all resulting trees were 
compared and a consensus tree based on the maximum likelihood tree calculated without a 
positional conservatory filter was constructed using the approach outlined in the Standard 
Operating Procedure for Phylogenetic Inference (SOPPI, [59]). Accordingly, multifur-
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cations were introduced at nodes that were not supported by all treeing methods, 
demonstrating that the actual tree topology at those nodes could not be clearly resolved.  
 
Separate databases of the ITS and insertion regions were constructed by importing the 
respective sequence parts into ARB. Sequences were aligned using Clustal W criteria [76] 
and manually checked afterwards. All sequence analyses and identity calculations for the 
different genetic regions were performed with the ARB software package. 
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) analysis 
Sampled sulfur bacteria were washed in artificial seawater, fixed in 13% glutaraldehyde for 
50 days at 4°C and were subsequently dehydrated in an ethanol series (30, 50, 70, 90, 99%; 
each step 30 min at room temperature). Cells were then transferred into a drop of 99% 
ethanol on an adhesive plate (Plano GmbH, Germany) and the ethanol was removed until 
the cells adhered to the surface but did not run dry. The plate was then transferred to a 
critical point dryer (Balzers CDP030, Bal-Tec/Leica Microsystems, Lichtenstein, Germany) 
and the ethanol was replaced by liquid CO2. After evaporation of the CO2, the plate was 
positioned onto a specimen stub and a second adhesive plate was carefully placed on top of 
the cells. By tearing off the second plate, the cells were disrupted with parts remaining on 
the first plate and detached parts adhering to the second plate. Both plates were 
subsequently sputtered with gold and used for SEM-analysis (DSM 940, Zeiss, Germany). 
FITC staining 
FITC staining is widely used for highlighting cytoplasmic structures. In case of organisms 
containing vacuoles, this compartment usually remains unstained and thus FITC staining 
allows indirect detection of vacuoles [18, 33-35]. Single cells and chains were washed in 
artificial seawater and fixed for 7 days at 4°C in 10% formaldehyde (diluted in 3.5% NaCl). 
Cells were then washed in 3.5% NaCl for 30 min and subsequently suspended in 1 mL 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). 10 μL FITC (fluorescein-5-isothiocyanate, 10 g L-1 in 
DMSO) was added and the solution was mixed with a pipette tip. The cells were incubated 
for 24 h at room temperature or at 4°C in the dark and subsequently washed three times in 
fresh PBS before being analyzed with a confocal laser scanning microscope (DMIRE2, 
Leica Microsystems, Germany and LSM510, Zeiss, Germany). 
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Results
16S rRNA gene sequence analysis 
In total, we obtained 128 nearly full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences from single 
filaments, chains and cells. 107 sequences included the ITS region of the rRNA operon and 
98 sequences contained insertions within the 16S rRNA gene. The majority of sequences 
originated from large spherical sulfur bacteria that morphologically resembled 
Thiomargarita cells. The highest morphological diversity within this group was detected in 
Namibian sediments, from which most sequences originated (n=91). Fewer sequences were 
obtained from samples taken off Costa Rica (n=17) and Chile (n=6). The sequence 
obtained from the DNA-extract of the Amon Mud Volcano sample was included in the 
phylogenetic analysis although it could not be assigned to an individual cell in this study. 
Its origin from Thiomargarita-resembling cells was demonstrated previously by 
fluorescence in situ hybridization [18]. The remaining sequences were obtained from 
filamentous sulfur bacteria originating from the coast of Chile (n=10) and Denmark (n=2) 
as well as from the B. alba strain B15LD retrieved from the German Type Culture 
Collection (n=1).  
 
The 16S rRNA gene sequences retrieved in this study were closely related to published 
Beggiatoa and Thioploca sequences, together representing a monophyletic group within the 
consensus tree (Fig. 1). This monophyletic group was well separated from other families 
within the Gammaproteobacteria, including those containing other colorless sulfur bacteria 
like Thiothrix spp. or Achromatium spp. (Fig. 1 and Supplement Fig. S1). Therefore, this 
monophyletic group, which includes the type species B. alba, is henceforth referred to as 
the family Beggiatoaceae. The family Beggiatoaceae was further sub-divided into 
12 clusters (Fig. 1, Clusters I– “XII”). Some clusters included sequences representing the 
polyphyletic genus Beggiatoa (see current nomenclature in the Supplement Fig. S1). 
Multifurcations at various nodes in Fig. 1 indicated that currently available 16S rRNA data 
were insufficient to completely resolve the affiliation of the respective groups. In many 
clusters, the sequenced organisms did not share a uniform morphology or a similar 
geographic origin, however, in a subset of clusters certain morphological characteristics do 
seem to be conserved. 
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Thiomargarita namibiensis COS001 (FN811663) 115 m 
Thiomargarita namibiensis CHI001 (FR690916) 37 m 
Thiomargarita namibiensis COS002 (FR690910) 123 m 
Thiomargarita namibiensis AMV001 (FR690921) 47 m 
Thiomargarita namibiensis CHI002 (FR690917) 70 m 
14x Thiomargarita namibiensis NAM001 NAM014 (FR690879 92) 70 523 m  
4x Thiomargarita namibiensis COS003 COS006 (FR690911 14) 40 100 m
5x Thiomargarita namibiensis NAM015 NAM019 (FR690893 97) 40 65 m
3x Thiomargarita namibiensis CHI003 CHI005 (FR690918 20) 92 126 m 
Thiomargarita namibiensis NAM020 (FR690898) 45 m 
Thiomargarita namibiensis COS007 (FR690915) 50 m 
7x Thiomargarita namibiensis NAM021 NAM027 (FR690899 905) 25 90 m
4x Thiomargarita namibiensis NAM028 NAM031 (FR690906 09) 37 50 m
3x Candidatus Thiomargarita joergensenii  NAM032 NAM034 (FR690922 24) 17 56 m
Candidatus Thiomargarita joergensenii  NAM035 (FR690925) 22 53 m 
x
x
x
x
Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii  NAM053 (FR690942) 155 m 
Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii  NAM054 (FR690943) 90 m 
Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii  NAM055 (FR690944) 65 m 
Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii  NAM056 (FR690945) 100 m 
Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii  NAM057 (FR690946) 
Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii  NAM058 (FR690947) 42 m 
Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii  NAM059 (FR690948) 20 m 
9x Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii  NAM060 NAM068 (FR690949 56, FN811659) 72 200 m
Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii  CHI006 (FR690967) 78 m 
17x Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii  NAM036 NAM052 (FR690926 41, FN811658) 39 250 m
3x Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii  COS008 COS010 (FR690961 62, FN811661) 120 190 m
Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii  NAM069 (FR690957) 96 m 
Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii  NAM070 (FR690958) 80 m 
Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii  COS011 (FR690963) 160 m 
Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii  NAM071 (FR690959) 37 m 
Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii  COS012 (FR690964) 77 m 
Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii  NAM072 (FR690960) 25 m 
3x Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii  COS013 COS015 (FR690965 66, FN81162) 16 19 m
5x Candidatus Marithioploca araucae  CHI009 CHI013 (FR690989 93) 25 33 m
Candidatus Marithioploca araucae  Bay of Concepcion  (AF035956)
2x Candidatus Marithioploca araucae  CHI014 CHI015 (FR690994 95) 12 18 m
Candidatus Maribeggiatoa vulgaris  Carmel Canyon  (AY580013) 
Candidatus Maribeggiatoa vulgaris  Monterey Canyon (AF064543)
3x Candidatus Thiopilula aggregata  NAM073 NAM075 (FR690968 70) 35 67 m
Candidatus Thiopilula aggregata  NAM076 (FR690971) 25 m 
 Candidatus Thiopilula aggregata  NAM077 (FR690972) 28 m 
Candidatus Thiopilula aggregata  NAM078 (FR690973) 44 m 
Candidatus Thiopilula aggregata  NAM079 (FR690974) 21 m 
Candidatus Thiopilula aggregata  NAM080 (FR690975) 17 m 
3x Candidatus Thiopilula aggregata  NAM081 NAM083 (FR690976 78) 11 24 m 
Candidatus Thiopilula aggregata  NAM084 (FN811660) 16 m 
Candidatus Thiopilula aggregata  COS016 (FN811664) 28 m 
Candidatus Thiopilula aggregata  COS017 (FR690981) 28 m 
Candidatus Thiopilula aggregata  NAM085 (FR690979) 23 m 
Candidatus Thiopilula aggregata  NAM086 (FR690980) 25 m 
3x Candidatus Thiophysa hinzei  NAM087 NAM089 (FR690982 84) 56 61 m
Candidatus Thiophysa hinzei  NAM090 (FR690985) 57 m 
Candidatus Thiophysa hinzei  NAM091 (FR690986) 90 m 
Candidatus Isobeggiatoa divolgata Limfjorden  (AF532775)
Candidatus Isobeggiatoa divolgata Dangast  (AF532769)
Candidatus Isobeggiatoa sp. Tokyo Bay  (AB108786)
Candidatus Marithrix sessilis Escanaba Trough filamentous bacterium  (AY883934)
Candidatus Marithrix sessilis  Juan de Fuca filamentous bacterium  (AY883933)
Candidatus Marithrix sessilis  White Point filamentous bacterium  (AY496953)
Candidatus Parabeggiatoa communis  Limfjorden  (AF532770)
Candidatus Parabeggiatoa communis  Limfjorden  (AF532774)
Candidatus Parabeggiatoa communis  Limfjorden  (AF532772)
Candidatus Parabeggiatoa sp.  Limfjorden  (AF532773)
Beggiatoa sp. OH-75-2a (AF110273)
Beggiatoa alba B18LD (AF110274)
Beggiatoa alba B15LD (FR690999)
Beggiatoa alba (L40994)
Beggiatoa sp. 401 (AY583995)
Beggiatoa sp. 402 (AY583996)
Beggiatoa sp. LPN (EU015402)
Beggiatoa sp. AA5A (AF110275)
Beggiatoa sp. 1401-13 (L40997)
Beggiatoa sp. MS-81-1c (AF110276)
Beggiatoa sp. MS-81-6 (AF110277)
Beggiatoa sp. Chiprana  (EF428583)
outgroup
10 %
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
= single spherical cell 
= chain of spherical cells 
= chain of cylindrical cells 
= cells in regular aggregates 
= attached cells 
= cells aggregated in thick mucus matrix 
= cells aggregated in diatom shell 
= cells aggregated in common envelope 
= single filament 
= multiple trichomes in common sheath 
= attached filaments 
Achromatium oxaliferum (L42543)
Leucothrix mucor (X87277)
Thiothrix nivea (L40993)
x
x
x
Beggiatoa sp. 1124 (EU919200)
Beggiatoa sp. Arauama II (GU117707)
Beggiatoa sp. Arauama I (GU117706)
Candidatus Parabeggiatoa sp. Chile  (FJ875196)
Candidatus Parabeggiatoa sp. Chile  (FJ875198)
Candidatus Parabeggiatoa sp. Chile  (FJ875197)
Candidatus Parabeggiatoa sp.  Chile  (FJ875199)
Candidatus Isobeggiatoa sp. Chile  (FJ875195)
Candidatus Maribeggiatoa vulgaris  Carmel Canyon (FJ814745)
Candidatus Maribeggiatoa sp.  Carmel Canyon  (FJ814753) 
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII
Candidatus Marithioploca araucae  CHI007 (FR690987) 33 m
Candidatus Marithioploca araucae  CHI008 (FR690988) 37 m
Candidatus Marithioploca araucae  CHI016 (FR690996) 16 m
Candidatus Isobeggiatoa sp. Smeerenburgfjorden  (FN561862)
Thioploca ingrica Lake Biwa  (AF452892)
Thioploca ingrica Lake Constance  (AY115530)
Thioploca ingrica Lake Ogawara  (AB263619)
Thioploca ingrica DEN002 (FR690998) 4 m
Thioploca sp. DEN001 (FR690997) 4 m
Thioploca sp. (EU718069)
Thioploca sp. (EU718071)
Thioploca ingrica (EU718070)
Thioploca ingrica (L40998)
Fig. 1. Consensus tree of nearly full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences of the large, colorless sulfur bacteria, 
calculated with nucleotides at positions 279–1463 (according to E. coli numbering). The nomenclature of the 
validly published names Thiomargarita, Thioploca and Beggiatoa is sustained in the Clusters I, XI and “XII”, 
respectively. The nomenclature of the remaining clusters is based on the proposal of Candidatus taxa made in 
this study. Roman numbers indicate identified clusters within the proposed family Beggiatoaceae. Cluster 
“XII” is written in quotation marks due to further sub-clustering, which cannot be resolved with the current 
data. Cell and filament diameters are only given for sequences, for which single cells or filaments were used 
in this study. 
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Cluster I in the 16S rRNA tree comprised sequences originating from spherical cells of 
diverse geographic origins. Within this cluster, 16S rRNA gene sequence identities were 
between 98.5 and 100% (Table 1). Cluster I also included the typical, spherical, chain-
forming morphotype of the validly published type species T. namibiensis (Fig. 2a) 
discovered in 1999 [63]. The original description of T. namibiensis included a partial 
sequence (accession number AF129012, [63]), which was 93.0–94.9% identical with 
sequences of Cluster I (partial sequence not included in Fig. 1). Interestingly, all sequences 
from spherical cells in chains (n=14, Fig. 2a and b) retrieved in our study were completely 
identical. Besides cells occurring in chains (sometimes rather as lumps, Fig. 2a–c) with a 
thin mucus sheath, cells of Cluster I were single and uncoated or minimally mucus-covered 
(Fig. 2d?f), or were aggregated in a thick mucus matrix (Fig. 2g–i). The mucus-covered 
aggregates most frequently contained one or a few cells, but occasionally aggregates with 
more than 30 cells were found. Generally, diameters of cells in Cluster I ranged from 25 to 
532 μm (n=118), but spherical, chain-forming Thiomargarita were reported to reach up to 
750 μm in diameter [63]. When residing within a chain or an aggregate, diameters of 
individual cells sometimes varied greatly (see Fig. 2a, 86?155 μm, and Fig. 2g, 25–88 μm). 
Binary cell division and the presence of a large central vacuole (visualized by FITC 
staining, Supplement Fig. S2b, d and h) characterized all cells of Cluster I. Intracellular 
nitrate storage was previously reported in spherical, chain-forming Thiomargarita
namibiensis cells [63], though it remains to be tested whether all representatives of Cluster 
I accumulate nitrate. While Thiomargarita was initially assumed to be non-motile, slow 
jerky rolling movement of single, spherical cells has been sporadically observed under the 
microscope. Single cells belonging to this cluster originated from sediments of the South-
East Atlantic (Fig. 1, NAM015?NAM020), the South-East Pacific (Fig. 1, COS001–
COS007 and CHI001–CHI005) and the Mediterranean Sea (Fig. 1, AMV001). Chain-
forming and aggregate-forming cells of Cluster I have so far only been found in Namibian 
sediments (Fig. 1, NAM001–NAM014 and NAM021–NAM031).   
  
Cluster II, a sister-group to Cluster I, comprised sequences of spherical cells that 
resembled single Thiomargarita-like cells from Cluster I, but that were found in empty, 
closed, centric diatom frustules (Fig. 2j–l). Sequence identities within Cluster II ranged 
between 99.2 and 100% and their nucleotide sequences were ?97.3% identical to Cluster I 
(Table 1). Representatives of Cluster II have thus far only been observed in samples from 
diatomaceous ooze of coastal Namibia (Fig. 1, NAM032?NAM035). All cells in this 
cluster ranged from 17 to 56 μm (n=56) in diameter. Within individual frustules, up to 
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27 cells were counted and their diameters also varied (e.g. 22–53 μm). The cells were 
always arranged at the periphery of the frustule (Fig. 2j and k). Dividing stages as well as a 
slow rolling movement were frequently observed and vacuoles were detected by FITC 
staining (Fig. S2g).  
 
Cluster III was composed of sequences from cells of diverse morphologies and different 
geographic origins with sequence identities ranging from 98.7 to 100%. Cluster III included 
a chain-forming morphotype similar to chains described for T. namibiensis that 
phylogenetically group with Cluster I, however, with a different cellular morphology. 
Rather than being spherical, cells in the chains of Cluster III had a cylindrical shape in 
which the long-axis oriented along the axis of the chain (Fig. 3a–c). Sequence identities 
between Cluster I and Cluster III were ?97.1% (Table 1), however, the previously 
published partial sequence that was assigned to T. namibiensis (accession number 
AF129012, [63]) was 100% identical to several sequences of Cluster III, retrieved from 
cells with different morphologies (Fig. 1, e.g. NAM036–NAM054 and NAM059). Apart 
from chain-forming representatives, Cluster III included sequences of aggregated, regularly 
arranged spherical cells (Fig. 3d, f). This morphotype was discovered in the present study 
in sediments from the coasts off Namibia and Chile (Fig. 1, NAM053, NAM054, 
NAM060-NAM068, NAM069, NAM070, CHI006), as well as in previous studies in 
sediments from the Gulf of Mexico and Costa Rica [5, 33]. These cube-like assemblages of 
4–8 or more spherical cells did not exhibit an apparent mucus sheath (Fig. 3d–f). Judged 
from the arrangement of the cells, other authors previously proposed that the cells divide in 
three or more planes, possibly constituting a reductive division [4, 5, 33, observed in this 
study as well]. The previously published partial sequence of aggregate-forming cells 
collected in the Gulf of Mexico (accession number AY632420, [33]) was 100% identical to 
sequences of Cluster III resulting from cells with comparable morphology (Fig. 1, 
NAM069, NAM070, COS010). A second aggregate-type of Cluster III, which featured 
cells residing randomly inside a rigid envelope (6 to more than 22 cells, Fig. 3g–i), was 
found in Namibian sediments (Fig. 1, NAM059, NAM071, NAM072). Cells collected at 
the Pacific coast off Costa Rica were spherical or elongated and attached to surfaces (Fig. 1 
and 3j–k, COS012–COS015) or occurred as free-living cells (Fig. 1 and 3l, COS011). In 
the attached morphotypes, formations of spherical buds at the apical ends of attached 
elongated cells were previously observed by others [5] and in this study (data not shown). 
Cells of the remaining three morphotypes of Cluster III divided by regular binary fission. 
Generally, cell diameters in this cluster ranged from 16 to 250 μm (n=94) and all 
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morphotypes stained with FITC contained vacuoles (Fig. S2c–f). Nitrate accumulation was 
detected in aggregate-forming cells from the Gulf of Mexico [33], while a slow rolling 
movement was sporadically observed in the spherical enveloped cells from Namibia (this 
study).  
 
Table 1. Identity values of 16S rRNA and ITS sequences among the species of the Beggiatoaceae and a 
comparison with the type species matching their morphology (TS).  
Cluster 
in  
Fig. 1 
name  of  
organisms  
within the cluster  
morphologically 
associated 
type species (TS) 
16S 
identity 
within the 
cluster 
ITS  
identity 
within the 
cluster 
16S 
identity 
with TS 
ITS identity  
with  
 selected clusters  
 
I Thiomargarita namibiensis Thiomargarita namibiensis 
 
98.5?100% 
 
95.9?100% 
 
98.5?100% 
 
?82.3% (V) 
II “Candidatus  
Thiomargarita joergensenii” 
Thiomargarita namibiensis 99.2?100% 99.0?100% ?97.3% ?89.4% (I), ?86.9% (IV), 
?82.7% (V) 
III “Candidatus  
Thiomargarita nelsonii” 
Thiomargarita namibiensis 98.7?100% 94.1?100% ?97.1% ?85.2% (I), ?84.9% (II) 
IV “Candidatus  
Marithioploca araucae” 
Thioploca schmidlei 98.3?100% 98.9?100% ?92.8% (‡) 
 
?85.4% (I), ?89.6% (III), 
?84.9% (XI) 
V “Candidatus  
Thiopilula aggregata” 
Thiomargarita namibiensis 96.5?100% 98.0?100% ?94.9%  ?83.7% (III), ?89.1% (IV) 
VI “Candidatus  
Thiophysa hinzei” 
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
 
99.5?100% NA ?95.9% NA 
VII “Candidatus  
Maribeggiatoa spp.” 
Beggiatoa alba B18LD 
 
97.6?100% NA ?88.4% NA 
VIII “Candidatus  
Isobeggiatoa spp.” 
Beggiatoa alba B18LD 
 
94.9?98.8% NA ?86.8% NA 
IX “Candidatus  
Parabeggiatoa spp.” 
Beggiatoa alba B18LD 
 
95.0?99.9% NA ?88.2% NA 
X “Candidatus  
Marithrix sessilis” 
Thiothrix nivea 99.5?100% NA ?85.9% NA 
XI Thioploca spp. Thioploca schmidlei 96.2?99.8% 81% NA ?78.4% (I), ?83.2% (II), 
?85.6% (III), ?85.6% (V), 
?80.8% (“XII”) 
“XII” Beggiatoa alba B15LD Beggiatoa alba B18LD 86.1?100% only 1 
sequence 
available 
99.8% ?76.2% (I), ?79.5% (II), 
?76.1% (III), ?79.9% (IV), 
?75.6%(V) 
 
 (‡) Since a 16S rRNA sequence for T. schmidlei is not available, this value represents identity towards Thioploca ingrica. 
 
Cluster IV, which branched off at the base of Clusters I–III, comprised sequences obtained 
from filamentous sulfur bacteria collected off the coast of Chile. Both free-living filaments 
and bundled trichomes that were enclosed by a common sheath were observed in these 
sediments. The diameter of both types ranged between 12 and 37 μm (n=10). Cluster IV 
was further divided into two sub-clusters that both contained sequences originating from 
single filaments and bundled trichomes. The first sub-cluster included seven sequences 
(Fig. 1, CHI007–CHI013) that were completely identical (100%) with each other as well as 
with the previously published partial sequence of Thioploca araucae (accession number 
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L41043, [73], not included in Fig. 1). Furthermore, this sub-cluster included the nearly full-
length sequence previously assigned to Beggiatoa sp. “Bay of Concepción” (accession 
number AF035956, [72]) that was 99.8% identical to the other seven sequences. Filament 
diameters of representatives affiliated to this sub-cluster ranged from 25 to 37 μm. The 
second sub-cluster comprised three identical sequences (Fig. 1, CHI014?CHI016) that 
shared 98.9% sequence identity with the previously published partial sequence of 
Thioploca chileae (accession number L40999, [73], not included in Fig. 1). Filament 
diameters in this sub-cluster ranged from 12 to 18 μm. The two sub-clusters were          
98.3–99.5% identical (Table 1). For the two previously described species T. araucae and 
T  chileae, gliding motility of the trichomes, the presence of a central vacuole and storage 
of nitrate were reported [15,49]. Except for the differences in filament diameters, the 
bundled morphotype of Cluster IV resembled freshwater Thioploca of Cluster XI with the 
type species T. schmidlei (see below), whereas the free-living filaments of Cluster IV 
resembled Beggiatoa of Cluster “XII” with the type species B. alba (see below). 
T. schmidlei and B. alba feature diameters of 5–9 μm [43] and 1.5–4 μm [77,81], 
respectively, whereas the bundled Chilean filaments were 12?40 μm in diameter [49, this 
study] and the free-living ranged from 16 to 40 μm in diameter [72, this study]. Sequence 
identities between Clusters IV and XI were ?92.8% (Table 1) and sequences of Cluster IV 
shared ?87.8% with the B. alba type strain B18LD (accession number AF110274, [2]) in 
Cluster “XII”. 
 
Cluster V consisted of sequences obtained from cell aggregates occurring in Namibian 
sediments or from cells attached to solid substrates in sediments from the Costa Rica 
margin. All sequences were 96.5?100% identical and most sequences were retrieved from 
cells that were aggregated in a thick mucus matrix (Figs. 4a–c and 1, NAM073, NAM078, 
NAM085, NAM086 and FN811660). This morphotype resembled the respective 
morphotype of Cluster I (Fig. 2g–l), however, Cluster V was rather distantly related to 
Cluster I, sharing ?94.9% sequence identity (Table 1). Aggregated cells affiliated to Cluster 
V ranged from 25 to 67 μm (n=34) in diameter and were often variable in size within a 
single aggregate. Cluster V also contained sequences from spherical cells residing in 
diatom frustules (Figs. 4d–e and 1, NAM079, NAM080) with variable cell diameters 
within one as well as between different frustules (15–24 μm, n=10). This morphotype was 
similar to those frustule-inhabiting cells of Cluster II, however, instead of being restricted 
to the periphery of the frustule (Fig. 2j and k), cells affiliated to Cluster V were evenly 
distributed within the enclosure (Fig. 4d and e). All spherical cells of Cluster V divided by 
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binary fission. Furthermore, attached cells from Cluster V were morphologically 
indistinguishable from attached cells of Cluster III (Figs. 4g and 3j–k, respectively). The 
putative reproduction mechanism of this morphotype via budding, as well as its segregation 
in at least two distinct phylogenetic groups, is described in detail by Bailey et al. [5]. 
Diameters of all cells in Cluster V ranged from 15 to 67 μm (n=46). The presence of 
vacuoles in most morphotypes of this cluster was shown by FITC staining (Fig. S2g and h). 
A jerky rolling movement was frequently observed in bacteria from aggregates.  
 
Cluster VI was a sister-group of Cluster V. The two clusters shared a maximum sequence 
identity of 96.9% and the sequence identity of Cluster VI shared with Cluster I was ?95.9% 
(Table 1). The sequence data in this cluster were exclusively derived from single spherical 
cells (Fig. 4 h and i), which originated from Namibian sediments. Cells of this morphotype 
were vacuolated (Fig. S2d), 56–90 μm (n=5) in diameter and sporadically moved by slow 
jerky rolling. 
 
Sequences forming Clusters VII– “XII” were not obtained in this study (except for 
sequences with accession numbers FR690997–99), but are presented here to complete the 
proposed family Beggiatoaceae. Information about the cellular morphology was taken 
mostly from the available literature. It should also be noted that the respective sequences 
from the literature were retrieved from bulk samples or from DNA-extractions of numerous 
cells and filaments (which in some cases were pure cultures) rather than by single-cell or 
single-filament PCR as applied in this study. 
 
Cluster VII comprised sequences from filamentous bacteria collected at the Carmel and 
Monterey Canyons (Monterey Bay, CA, USA). Filament diameters generally ranged from 
65 to 85 μm, but can be as narrow as 20–30 μm. These bacteria were reported to occur as 
free-living filaments, to exhibit a gliding motility and to contain intracellular vacuoles 
[1,35]. Nitrate storage was tested and detected in one case [35]. Sequences of Cluster VII 
were published as belonging to the genus Beggiatoa [1,35], however, they were very 
distantly related to the genus’ type strain B. alba B18LD, sharing ?88.4% sequence identity 
(Table 1). Moreover, one sequence in Cluster VII (accession number FJ814753) was more 
distantly related to the others (97.6% sequence identity). 
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Fig. 2. Images of T. namibiensis (a–i) and “Candidatus Thiomargarita joergensenii” (j–l). The morphology of 
T. namibiensis is highly diverse, including ensheathed spherical cells that form chains (a) or lumps (b), 
uncoated or barely covered single cells (d–f) and colony-forming spherical or ovoid cells aggregated in a 
thick mucus matrix (g and h). The cells can be removed from the mucus when manually manipulated (i). The 
cytoplasm of T. namibiensis consists of a complex network of strings and fibres forming a sponge-like 
structure surrounding the large central vacuole (c, SEM-image). Cells of “Candidatus Thiomargarita 
joergensenii” have been observed to be exclusively spherical in shape, residing inside empty diatom frustules 
(j and k) that can be opened manually releasing the interior cells (l). Scale bars are 100 μm. 
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Sequences of Cluster VIII were also referred to as Beggiatoa spp. in previous studies that 
analyzed filamentous free-living bacteria phylogenetically. In this study, Cluster VIII was 
divided into two sub-clusters, the first of which contained sequences of filaments 
originating from the brackish Limfjorden, Denmark [53], and the intertidal mud flat of 
Dangast, Germany [53]. The second sub-cluster comprised sequences of filaments sampled 
from various marine habitats like sediments off the coast of Chile [3], from 
Smeerenburgfjorden on Svalbard [30], as well as from estuarine sediments of Tokyo Bay, 
Japan [38]. Filament diameters were reported to range from 10 to 40 μm in Limfjorden, 
9 to 11 μm in Dangast, were 20 μm in Smeerenburgfjorden and 30 μm in Tokyo Bay. All 
filaments exhibited gliding motility and for some organisms the presence of large central 
vacuoles and intracellular storage of nitrate were reported [30,53]. The two sub-clusters 
were 94.9–95.5% identical and shared ?86.8% identity with B. alba B18LD (Table 1). 
 
Similar to Cluster VIII, Cluster IX was composed of free-living filaments morphologically 
resembling Beggiatoa spp. Two sub-clusters that appeared to correlate with habitat salinity 
were found. Sequences of the first sub-cluster originated from samples taken at the brackish 
Limfjorden, Denmark [53], while sequences of the second sub-cluster originated from 
marine sediments off Chile [3]. The sequence data of the two sub-clusters were 94.9–
97.2% identical and all sequences of Cluster IX were distantly related to the type strain 
B. alba B18LD, sharing ?88.2% sequence identity (Table 1). More detailed information on 
the organisms was reported only from the Danish samples, where filament diameters 
ranged between 5 and 30 μm, the presence of large central vacuoles was confirmed and 
intracellular nitrate was detected [53]. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Images of “Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii” exhibiting highly diverse morphologies including: 
ensheathed chain-forming cylindrical cells (a–c), regularly arranged spherical cells forming tetragonal 
aggregates that divide in three planes (d–f, in (e) cells were separated manually), colony-forming spherical 
cells surrounded by a rigid envelope structure (g–i), attached cells (j and k) and single spherical cells             
(l, binary division stage). Like in T. namibiensis, the cytoplasm of “Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii” cells 
consists of a network-structure of strings surrounding the central vacuole (c, SEM image, the white box 
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includes a magnified view onto the inner surface of an opened cell). The envelope (arrow head in h, SEM 
image) that encloses colony-forming “Candidatus T. nelsonii” cells does not exhibit a cytoplasmic-like 
texture, but rather a smooth surface from the inside (the white box indicates region magnified in picture i). 
Cells inside the envelope appear hollow showing internal vacuoles (arrow head in i, SEM image). Panels j 
and k show cells attached via holdfast structures to phytodetritus (arrow heads in j) and a byssal thread (arrow 
heads in k). Scale bars are 100 μm if not noted differently. 
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Sequences of Cluster X originated from bacteria collected at hydrothermal vents and 
ridges along the west coast of the USA. These organisms were originally referred to as 
“vacuolated attached filaments” [34,35]. The filaments were attached to rocks, tubeworms 
and other solid surfaces surrounding the vents. The formation of rosettes and the production 
of gonidia were observed occasionally, resembling morphological characteristics of 
Thiothrix spp. [35]. Filaments were non-motile and either narrow (less than 2 μm in 
diameter) and devoid of a vacuole, or wider (4–112 μm) and vacuolated. Nitrate storage 
could not be detected, but instead a transient storage of oxygen was suggested [34,35]. 
Sequences of this cluster shared identity values of ?87.9% and ?85.9% with the type strains 
B. alba B18LD and T. nivea (accession number for T. nivea is L40993, [73]), respectively 
(Table1). 
 
Cluster XI included sequences obtained from bundled trichomes resembling Thioploca spp. 
encountered in various fresh and brackish water habitats [25,36,37,73, this study]. The 
trichomes, which measured between 2 and 5.6 μm in diameter, exhibited independent 
gliding motility [25,36,73, this study]. The Thioploca type species T. schmidlei [43], with 
trichome diameters between 5 and 9 μm, was reported from freshwater habitats but neither 
a culture nor phylogenetic data from this species currently exist. A second freshwater 
species, Thioploca ingrica, has been classified [48, 83] and sequenced (accession numbers 
L40998 [73] and EU718069–EU18071 [25]). T. ingrica occasionally contained vacuoles 
[50,74,83,84] and internal nitrate was recently detected as well [25,84]. Cluster XI was 
divided into two sub-clusters, each of them containing one of the sequences obtained in this 
study and two of the published T. ingrica sequences. The first sub-cluster included the 
oldest available sequence for this species (L40998), three other sequences published as 
non-vacuolated Thioploca spp. [36,37] and the sequence DEN002 (FR690998) retrieved in 
this study. The second sub-cluster shared ?97.5% identity with the first and contained two 
T. ingrica sequences together with the here-obtained sequence DEN001 (FR690997). All 
sequences within Cluster XI were between 96.2 and 99.8% identical (Table 1).  
 
Cluster “XII” contained sequences of free-living filaments published as Beggiatoa spp. 
[2,13,23,73], including the Beggiatoa type strain B. alba B18LD [70]. Here, the cluster is 
written in quotation marks because the phylogenetic analysis implied a further sub-
clustering that, however, could not be fully resolved based on the current data. The implied 
sub-clusters (Fig. 1, Cluster “XII” from top to bottom) comprised: (i) a monophyletic group 
of seven sequences from freshwater strains that included the type strain B. alba B18LD, (ii) 
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Fig. 4. Images of “Candidatus Thiopilula aggregata” (a–g), “Candidatus Thiophysa hinzei” (h and i) and 
comparisons of recent spherical sulfur bacteria with drawings of Achromatium volutans by Hinze (1903; j and 
k) and Nadson (1914; l), originally named Thiophysa volutans [24, 80]. “Candidatus Thiopilula” cells usually 
form colonies in thick mucous matrices (a and b) or are residing in empty diatom frustules (d and e). Cells 
from both structures can be released when manually manipulated (c and f). Also, they occur attached to solid 
surfaces forming apical gonidia (arrow in g). “Candidatus Thiophysa” so far occurred exclusively as single 
cells (h and i), strongly resembling spherical sulfur bacteria discovered and documented at the beginning of 
the 20th century (j–l). The different sizes of cells and sulfur globules within panels j, k and l possibly represent 
natural variability observed in natural populations including those examined in this study. Scale bars are 
100 μm if not noted differently. 
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another monophyletic group of two sequences from non-vacuolated filaments from a 
hypersaline habitat (GU117707, GU117706) and two sequences from marine strains 
(AF110277, AF110276) and (iii) two identical sequences of vacuolated Beggiatoa spp. 
from a hypersaline environment (EF428583, EU919200). Two individual sequences remain 
unclear in their affiliation to any of these groups and therefore emerge from the common 
baseline (AF110275, L40997). The sub-clusters furthermore exhibited only low identity 
values, reaching down to merely 86.1% identity among all sequences currently subsumed 
within Cluster “XII” (Table 1) and likely require future taxonomic revision. Beggiatoa 
filaments vary in their diameters between 2 and 5 μm for freshwater [57,69,70,77] and 
marine environments [55,73] and range from 2 and 8 μm for hypersaline habitats [13,23]. 
To date, vacuolation as well as nitrate storage have only been detected in the widest 
representatives originating from hypersaline environments (EF428583 and EU919200) and 
have even been ruled out for some narrow, marine pure-culture strains [52,56]. Gliding 
motility, however, is observed for all of the sequenced organisms. Most sequences in this 
cluster originated from pure cultures or enrichments.  
 
To clarify the affiliation of the above presented sequences to more distantly related sulfur 
bacteria, the three type species of related Gammaproteobacteria, T. nivea [42,82], L. mucor 
[46,58] and Achromatium oxaliferum [22,61], were included in the phylogenetic 
comparison with the Beggiatoaceae. The maximum identity that the 16S rRNA gene 
sequences of these organisms shared with that of the Beggiatoaceae type species B. alba 
was 85.8%. The first two organisms are narrow filaments (0.7–5 μm) and occur either 
attached to algae, to other benthic surfaces or numerous filaments are connected at one end, 
forming free-floating rosettes. They are non-motile, but can produce gliding gonidia, either 
successively at the distal end of the filament (Thiothrix spp. [79]) or by a complete 
disintegration of the filament into numerous gonidia (Leucothrix spp. [8]). Internal 
vacuoles and nitrate-storage have not yet been reported for these taxa. Thiothrix spp. have 
been observed exclusively in freshwater habitats and seven species of the genus are 
currently recognized. L. mucor is presently the only species of its genus and originates from 
marine sediments. It does not store elemental sulfur as internal globules, in contrast to its 
sulfur-containing relatives. Both of these type species exist as pure cultures, their 16S 
rRNA gene sequences were 87.9% identical and shared ?86.5% identity with the 
Beggiatoaceae. The third type species, A. oxaliferum [22,61], comprises spherical to 
cylindrical bacteria from freshwater habitats, which store conspicuously large calcium 
carbonate inclusions within the cell [7]. Similar to what was observed in this study for 
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Thiomargarita-like cells, A. oxaliferum exhibits a slow, jerky rolling motility on sediment 
surfaces and glass slides [24,61]. Internal vacuolation and nitrate-storage for A. oxaliferum 
are not known. No enrichments or cultures are available for this type species. A. oxaliferum 
shared ?86.8% sequence identity with T. nivea and L. mucor and ?87.2% with the 
Beggiatoaceae.  
ITS sequences 
ITS sequences of the non-filamentous sulfur bacteria were between 395 and 490 
nucleotides long. The shortest ITS sequence was detected in filamentous B. alba B15LD 
(337 nt, FR690999) and the longest in trichomes of Thioploca sp. DEN001 (543 nt, 
FR690997). Conserved and variable sequence blocks as well as genes for tRNAile and 
tRNAala were identified by the comparison of all ITS sequences retrieved (Fig. S2a). The 
phylogenetic analysis of the ITS region reflected the 16S rRNA phylogeny on a fine scale. 
Generally, identity values of ITS sequences were highest (94.1–100%) within a 16S rRNA-
derived phylogenetic clusters and lower (<90%) when separate clusters were compared 
(Table 1). Within sub-clusters, like those of Cluster IV, ITS sequences were even 
completely identical and were slightly less identical (?98.9%) when the two sub-clusters 
were compared. 
Insertions within the 16S rRNA gene  
Of all obtained 16S rRNA gene sequences, 77% contained insertions of variable length 
(260–942 nt). The localization of the insertions at the sites 795, 1078, 1396 and 1495 
(based to E. coli numbering) was conserved and thus formed the basis for their 
classification (insertion types 795, 1078, 1396 and 1495; Supplement Tables S2 and S3). 
The insertions so far occurred in sequences affiliated to Clusters I–VI, and their type and 
number differed among the clusters (Supplement Table S3). The four different insertion 
types were not related to one another in their primary sequence (maximum identity 32.7%). 
Further details on this topic will be given elsewhere (Salman et al. in prep.).  
Discussion
Since their discovery, the classification of the large sulfur bacteria has been based primarily 
on morphological characteristics: (1) single free-living filaments were identified as 
Beggiatoa spp., (2) multiple trichomes surrounded by a common sheath as Thioploca spp., 
(3) single filaments attached via a hold-fast structure and containing sulfur inclusions as 
Thiothrix spp. or when devoid of sulfur inclusions as Leucothrix spp., (4) mucus-covered 
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spherical cells as Thiomargarita spp. and (5) spherical cells without an outer mucus layer 
as Achromatium spp. Only a few 16S rRNA gene sequences have been produced, and in 
many cases, only rather distant relationships between the identified organisms and the type 
species of the respective assigned genus were found [1,35,53,72,73]. 
Inconsistencies in the identification of large sulfur bacteria 
Within the group of large filamentous sulfur bacteria, the genus Beggiatoa with the type 
species B. alba is defined by (1) the existence as single free-living filaments, (2) the 
formation of sulfur inclusions and (3) a gliding motility. The genus Thioploca with the type 
species Thioploca schmidlei differs from the genus Beggiatoa by only one property: instead 
of being free-living, the trichomes of Thioploca are bundled in a common sheath. 
Difficulties in the morphological differentiation between the two genera are caused by the 
fact that trichomes leaving the common sheath of a Thioploca filament are morphologically 
indistinguishable from single Beggiatoa filaments [31,64,72]. In the present study, we 
retrieved 16S rRNA gene sequences from both single filaments and bundled trichomes 
from the same sediment sample and found that both were genetically closely related (98.3–
100% identical, Fig. 1, Cluster IV). We thus conclude that Thioploca-like trichomes can 
occur and probably live also as free filaments outside of their common sheaths, in 
agreement with earlier observations [32,49,64]. The hypothesis of free-living Thioploca-
like trichomes is further supported by the observation of trichomes of different diameters 
within one sheath, supposedly resulting from free-living filaments entering a sheath 
populated by trichomes of a different diameter. This has been observed for both marine 
[49,64] and freshwater species [39]. An example illustrating the difficulty in the 
discrimination between Beggiatoa spp. and Thioploca spp. is a study by Teske et al. [72], 
in which phylogenetic analysis of free-living filaments showed their close affiliation with 
partial sequences of Chilean Thioploca spp. (>98% sequence identity). In spite of that, the 
organisms were classified as Beggiatoa sp. based on the lack of a common sheath [72]. We 
conclude that the sole occurrence as a single filament or the absence of a common mucus 
sheath should no longer be a determinative property of the genus Beggiatoa.  
 
Filamentous sulfur bacteria have not only been identified by morphology on the genus level, 
but also on the species level, for which the filament diameter was considered. As known 
from clonal cultures, single Beggiatoa strains have a conserved filament diameter 
[9,55,57,69,70].  Also, in certain habitats it can be observed that filaments exhibit a rather 
restricted filament diameter [23,30,38,41,56]. However, to identify a certain species or 
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strain in an environmental sample using filament diameter as known from the culture might 
be delusive because diameters of strains in natural populations sometimes overlap [29]. It is 
likely that a frequently changing habitat alternatingly favours various strains of one or even 
several species, which might have identical filament diameters. In our study, this is 
supported by the observation of overlapping diameter values even for clusters that are 
supposed to represent different genera among the large sulfur bacteria: each of the Clusters 
VII, VIII and IX includes free-living, vacuolated, marine filaments with diameters in the 
range of 20–40 μm (Table 2). Only free-living filaments of Cluster “XII” can so far be 
distinguished from the others as they are narrow (?9 μm) and mostly non-vacuolated. 
Ensheathed filaments so far seem to be distinguishable based on their habitat and trichome 
diameters. Wide (12–43 μm, Cluster IV), marine, vacuolated bacteria differ from 
brackish/freshwater, narrow (?9 μm, Cluster XI), mostly non-vacuolated representatives 
(Table 2). However, the finding of narrow (2.5–5 μm), marine, bundled trichomes 
[31,51,64] raises the question whether these are phylogenetically affiliated to Cluster IV as 
they are marine or with Cluster XI as they are narrow. 
 
Besides free-living populations, recently also attached marine filaments were found that 
were covering benthic substrates surrounding hydrothermal vents [20,26,34,35,68] or were 
attached to each other, forming free-floating rosettes. The filaments produced gonidia at 
their free ends [20,26,35]. These morphological features resemble narrow (1–4 μm), non-
vacuolated freshwater Thiothrix spp. [20,26,34,35,68]. However, the diameter of the 
recently discovered filaments was of a wide range (1–112 μm) and the cells were 
vacuolated when diameters exceeded 4 μm [35]. Phylogenetic data [34,35] revealed a close 
relationship of these filaments collected from different hydrothermal vents (Fig. 1, Cluster 
X), while identifying a profound difference between these organisms and freshwater 
Thiothrix and marine Leucothrix (?85.9% sequence identity). Due to this conflict, the 
authors refrained from classifying the sequenced organisms. In addition to the attached 
filamentous sulfur bacteria, attached non-filamentous sulfur bacteria were discovered even 
more recently [5, this study]. These spherical, ovoid or elongated single cells were 16–
100 μm in diameter and up to 700 μm in length. So far, they have only been observed at 
methane seeps. These attached cells were always vacuolated and often formed gonidia at 
the free end of an attached cell. Bailey et al. [5] suggested a dimorphic life-style for these 
bacteria, describing gonidia production at the apical end of an attached egg-shaped or stalk-
like elongated cell that results in spherical cells being released into the surrounding 
sediment. Our findings support this hypothesis (Fig. 4g). In contrast to Thiothrix-like 
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filaments, the attached non-filamentous cells have not yet been shown to form free-floating 
rosettes. In our study, 16S rRNA gene sequences of attached cells and filaments affiliated 
to at least three clusters (Fig. 1, Clusters III, V and X) that should be treated as three 
distinct genera (see below). Apparently, the production of hold-fast structures and the 
formation of free-living offspring from attached ancestral cells is a more frequently 
appearing characteristic of the large sulfur bacteria than previously recognized. 
 
Non-filamentous, free-living sulfur bacteria have so far been assigned to the genera 
Achromatium or Thiomargarita. Achromatium is morphologically defined as a genus of 
single, spherical to ovoid cells that are 10–35 μm wide, contain numerous calcium 
carbonate inclusions, lack an outer sheath and frequently move by slow jerky rolling. The 
genus Thiomargarita was considered to comprise non-motile, spherical cells of 40–750 μm 
diameter, that contain sulfur inclusions and have an outer mucus sheath, sometimes 
forming chains. In several studies from marine environments, single, spherical cells were 
found [12,18,24,41,54,75, this study] and the organisms were usually assigned to either 
Achromatium or Thiomargarita, sometimes without reference to phylogenetic data. In our 
study, non-filamentous sulfur bacteria varied both in cell diameter (15 to more than 200 μm) 
and cell sheathing (ranging from uncovered or barely coated cells to several micrometer 
thick mucus-covered cells), were sporadically motile by slow jerky rolling, but never 
contained calcium carbonate inclusions. These cells affiliated phylogenetically to several 
clusters of the Beggiatoaceae (Table 2; Fig. 1, Clusters I, II, III, V and VI), but did not 
show any cluster-specific grouping according to their different morphological features. 
These examples illustrate that a seemingly homogeneous population of non-filamentous 
sulfur bacteria may be, similar to the filamentous sulfur bacteria, a mixture of different 
phylogenetic taxa. In addition, our observation of a sporadic movement in some of the 
spherical cells implies that, among the non-filamentous sulfur bacteria, not only 
Achromatium spp. have the ability to move. Consequently, morphology is not a reliable 
criterion for a differentiation between Achromatium spp. and Thiomargarita spp. However, 
two unique attributes have so far been identified for each of the two genera. First, chain-
formation was found only within the genus Thiomargarita and thus discriminates these 
morphotypes from Achromatium spp. that always appeared singly. However, chain-
formation is not a discriminative property of the genus Thiomargarita because numerous 
other morphotypes, including single cells, are as well observed in this genus (Fig. 1, 
Table 2, Clusters I–III). Second, the formation of calcium carbonate inclusions so far 
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constitutes a discriminative property that subsumes members of the genus Achromatium. 
However, calcium carbonate inclusions were not found in the species A. volutans [80]. 
 
In conclusion, classification and identification of large sulfur bacteria based on 
morphological features is ambiguous. When considering possible polymorphisms in 
individual cells (dimorphic life-style), some morphologies may even be inducible. 
Therefore, we suggest that classification and identification of large sulfur bacteria should 
be primarily based on phylogenetic data. Supported by our molecular data, we agree to the 
revision of the taxonomy of the sulfur bacteria recommended by others [1,53,72] and 
therefore propose several new Candidatus genera and species to take a first step into the 
direction of the aspired taxonomic revision.  
Proposed taxonomic revisions 
The Beggiatoaceae as an independent family, excluding other genera such as Achromatium
or Leucothrix, was validly published in the current (8th) edition of Bergey’s Manual of 
Determinative Bacteriology [44], in the thereafter published Approved Lists  [66,67] as 
well as in the subsequent (1st) edition of Bergey’s Manual of Systematic Bacteriology [71]. 
The recent (2nd) edition of Bergey’s Manual of Systematic Bacteriology [17], however, 
introduced a combined family name, the Thiotrichaceae, which included the following 
genera: Beggiatoa, Thioploca, Thiomargarita, Thiothrix, Leucothrix, Achromatium, 
Thiobacterium and Thiospira [17]. Certainly, this classification is illegitimate according to 
rule 51b of the International Code of Nomenclature of Bacteria, because the proposed 
family Thiotrichaceae would contain three genera that are type genera (Beggiatoa, 
Leucothrix and Achromatium) of already validly published families (see also [14]). 16S 
rRNA data reveal a sequence identity of only ?85.8% among the type species of these 
genera and furthermore show that the individual families (Beggiatoaceae, Leucotrichaceae 
and Achromatiaceae) are monophyletic while the combined family Thiotrichaceae is not 
(Fig. S1). Accordingly, we support the retention of the original family name Beggiatoaceae,
including the validly published genera Beggiatoa, Thioploca and Thiomargarita, and 
propose to add nine Candidatus species along with seven new Candidatus genera, of which 
the 16S rRNA gene sequences are monophyletic within the family. We furthermore suggest 
excluding all other genera that are not monophyletic with the family or that were in the past 
included merely according to morphological similarities. 
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In the original characterization of the latest, validly published genus of the Beggiatoaceae, 
Thiomargarita [63], cells were described as spheres arranged in chains. This morphology 
was exclusively found in Cluster I in this study, whereas the originally retrieved partial 
T. namibiensis sequence was assigned to Cluster III. This disagreement might have been 
caused by using a mixed sample of chain-forming round and chain-forming cylindrical 
cells for the amplification by Schulz et al. [63]. At that time, it was not assumed that the 
two chain-forming morphotypes were distinct phylotypes and therefore the obtained 
(partial) sequence was assigned to chain-forming Thiomargarita in general. In this study, 
however, we performed PCRs from both chain-forming morphotypes and indeed they are 
separate phylotypes, supposedly two different species. We propose to assign the sequences 
in Cluster I to the species T. namibiensis because this cluster contains the originally 
described spherical and chain-forming morphology of the validly published species 
T. namibiensis. Clusters II and III are monophyletic sister-groups of T. namibiensis. 
Maximum sequence identities between the three clusters range from 97.1 to 97.3%, while 
sequences within each single cluster are identical by 98.5–100% (Cluster I), 99.2–100% 
(Cluster II) and 98.7–100% (Cluster III). These clusters are thereby identified as separate 
species of the common genus Thiomargarita. We recommend naming the remaining two 
clusters after two extraordinary scientists devoting decades of research to the versatile 
group of large sulfur bacteria encompassing many milestones along the path: Bo Barker 
Jørgensen and Douglas C. Nelson. Therefore, the two novel species are suggested to be 
named “Candidatus Thiomargarita joergensenii” (Cluster II) and “Candidatus Thiomar-
garita nelsonii” (Cluster III). 
 
Cluster IV of the 16S rRNA tree contains sequences that group with partial sequences of 
T. araucae, T. chileae and the full-length sequence of Beggiatoa sp. ’Bay of Concepcion’ 
[49,72]. The morphology of the sequenced filaments of this cluster strongly resembles 
freshwater Thioploca spp. when trichomes occur in a bundle but is similar to Beggiatoa spp. 
when filaments occur as individuals. Yet, the 16S rRNA gene sequence data delineate this 
cluster from the validly published genera Thioploca and Beggiatoa at the genus level 
(?93.9% sequence identity). According to morphological characteristics and recognizing 
their occurrence in marine environments, we propose the new genus name “Candidatus
Marithioploca” for all organisms in Cluster IV. The separation of two species within this 
cluster was suggested elsewhere based on morphology [49]. Here, we confirm the finding 
of at least two groups within genus “Candidatus Marithioploca” based on different 
diameter ranges (12–18 μm and 25–37 μm, Fig. 1), however, the separation of two distinct 
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species is weakly supported due to very high identities in both their 16S rRNA (98.3–
99.5%) and ITS (98.9%) sequences. We conclude that all organisms in Cluster IV should 
be subsumed into one species of the genus “Candidatus Marithioploca”. As a consequence, 
we suggest transferring organisms formerly described as T. araucae and T. chileae into the 
new species “Candidatus Marithioploca araucae” (sic), according to the specific epithet 
proposed by Maier and Gallardo [49] but noting that the specific epiphet is grammatically 
incorrect [78]. 
 
Clusters V and VI are sister-groups comprising two novel genera of large sulfur bacteria. 
These clusters share 95.5–96.9% sequence identity with each other and ?95.9% with the 
T. namibiensis cluster. Cluster V contains non-filamentous, spherical cells that were either 
found in colony-like aggregates or attached to benthic surfaces, often populating them 
densely [5]. According to the formation of colonial aggregates and high population 
densities on solid surfaces, we propose the genus and species name “Candidatus Thiopilula 
aggregata” for these organisms, meaning “little, aggregated sulfur balls”. 
 
Cluster VI contains sequences of exclusively spherical cells that delineated from the other 
clusters at the genus level. The first description of spherical, vacuolated cells, that are 
inconspicuously motile by a slow jerky rolling movement and contain sulfur inclusions, 
was given by Hinze in 1903 [24], who named them Thiophysa volutans. Later, van Niel 
reclassified this species as A. volutans [80]. The genus Achromatium belongs the family 
Achromatiaceae and therefore we propose to revive the genus name Thiophysa Hinze 1903 
[24] for organisms grouping within Cluster VI of the Beggiatoaceae, according to Rule 33c 
of the International Code of Nomenclature of Bacteria [40]. Because of the lack of cultures, 
we are unable to retrieve the exact same sample of cells as Hinze. Therefore, we cannot be 
certain to include the same species that Hinze defined as T. volutans, nor can we confirm 
the genetic homogeneity of the sample that Hinze investigated. Apart from that, the epithet 
volutans suggests a putative motility of the cells, which can be confirmed as a frequent 
characteristic for all spherical sulfur bacteria so far investigated in this study, irrespective 
of being free-living, aggregated in diatom frustules or surrounded by a common envelope. 
Therefore, a rolling motility cannot be assigned to a certain taxon of non-filamentous, large 
sulfur bacteria. Accordingly, we recommend combining the revived genus name Thiophysa 
with a new species name, honouring the discoverer of these marvellous bacteria, G. Hinze, 
and propose the name “Candidatus Thiophysa hinzei” for organisms of this cluster. 
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The bacteria of Clusters VII, VIII and IX occur as free-living filaments in the sediment. 
Their 16S rRNA genes were sequenced in earlier studies and they have been classified as 
Beggiatoa spp. even though sequences of these clusters are different from the Beggiatoa
type species and from each other at the genus level (identity values between the clusters are 
minimally between 85.3 and 93% and maximally between 88.1 and 94.1%). They bear a 
paraphyletic affiliation towards the Beggiatoa type species, B. alba, and therefore the 
conclusion is justified that bacteria of the Clusters VII, VIII and XI are genetically 
diverging genera exhibiting Beggiatoa-like properties. Therefore, they should no longer be 
considered as Beggiatoa. Instead, we propose the new genus names “Candidatus
Maribeggiatoa”, “Candidatus Isobeggiatoa” and “Candidatus Parabeggiatoa” and suggest 
transferring the species of the Clusters VII, VIII and IX into the new respective species 
“Candidatus Maribeggiatoa vulgaris” (meaning “usual or plentiful Beggiatoa-like 
organisms”, Cluster VII), “Candidatus Isobeggiatoa divolgata” (meaning “widespread 
Beggiatoa-like organisms”, Cluster VIII) and “Candidatus Parabeggiatoa communis” 
(meaning “common or general Beggiatoa-like organisms”, Cluster IX). Sequences 
represented by a genus name, but appended by “sp.” (Fig. 1) instead of the respective 
Candidatus species names, exhibited identities between 95.4 and 97.6% with the named 
species, which implies that the Candidatus genus possibly contains more than one species.
 
Filaments of Cluster X have not been classified subsequent to their discovery but a close 
morphological resemblance to Thiothrix-filaments was noted [35]. The 16S rRNA 
sequence data of this group were only 85.9% identical with the validly published Thiothrix 
spp., requiring the introduction of a new genus name. Recognizing both their marine habitat 
and their morphological similarity to Thiothrix spp., we propose “Candidatus Marithrix” as 
the new genus name. With respect to their observed life-mode, we propose “Candidatus 
Marithrix sessilis” as the name for the new species, meaning “sessile marine hair”. 
Furthermore, this Candidatus genus is included in the monophylum of the family 
Beggiatoaceae (Fig. 1), sharing 87.1–94.5% sequence identity with other genera of this 
family, while it delineates from the genus Thiothrix at the family level (?85.9% sequence 
identity). 
 
Cluster XI comprises freshwater organisms morphologically resembling T. schmidlei, 
which was first discovered by Lauterborn in 1907 [43] in Lake Constance, Germany, and 
was defined as the type species of the genus Thioploca. The 16S rRNA gene of 
T. schmidlei was never sequenced and therefore cannot be used as a type sequence of the 
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genus. However, we suggest keeping the genus name Thioploca for sequences that are 
subsumed in Cluster XI and that originate from freshwater trichomes bundled in a common 
sheath. Teske et al. [73] were the first to sequence an organism of the genus Thioploca 
(accession number L40998), which they assigned to the species T. ingrica on a 
morphological basis [48, 83]. We suggest classifying all sequences affiliated to sequence 
L40998 as T. ingrica. Genus names appended by “sp.” in this cluster exhibited 16S rRNA 
gene sequence identities ?97.5% and an ITS sequence identity of 81% with T. ingrica, 
which implies that the genus possibly contains more than one species. 
 
Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of the currently recognized genera and species of 
the Beggiatoaceae as well as the newly identified organisms added as Candidatus taxa to 
the family.  
ITS confirms clusters defined by 16S rRNA data 
The internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region can be used as a fast molecular chronometer 
with a good resolution of short-term phylogenetic evolution [28]. This is possible because 
of the lower evolutionary pressure on the non-coding parts of this spacer compared to the 
surrounding functional regions [6]. In this study, ITS identity values supported the 
clustering pattern derived from the 16S rRNA gene analysis. Indeed, clusters with 
individuals of putatively identical species showed high sequence identity values in the 
range of 94–100% at the ITS level (e.g. 95.9–100% in Cluster I or 94.1–100% in Cluster 
III), thereby confirming the close affiliation of the individuals sequenced. On the other 
hand, ITS identity values dropped to 85–89% between two putative species of the same 
genus, overlapping with ITS identity values of 75–89% between different genera. This 
finding reveals that the ITS region is not useful for higher-level classification. Instead, the 
ITS region is reliable for delineating fine-scale phylogeny on the intraspecies level, as 
reported earlier by others [45]. In most cases, where 16S rRNA genes were 100% identical, 
the ITS sequences were highly identical as well (99.1?100%) and in the majority of these 
cases the sequenced cells originated from the same geographical sampling area. Yet, also 
cells from different geographic origins shared identical 16S rRNA and ITS sequences, 
including two cells from Namibia and Costa Rica (NAM071 and COS012). Among cells 
from the South-Eastern Atlantic and the Mid-Pacific, we even found individuals 100% 
identical on the entire sequence obtained from the rRNA operon (identical 16S rRNA, ITS 
and insertion sequences). This finding implies that dispersal is faster than evolution within 
this species and that geographical barriers do not promote diversification. 
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Furthermore, it was an important observation that cells with different morphologies may 
feature 100% identical ITS sequences. This was detected for Cluster III with cells forming 
regularly arranged clusters and cells of cylindrical shape forming chains (both from 
Namibia), with attached cells and enveloped cells (from Costa Rica and Namibia), or for 
Cluster I with single cells and spherical, chain-forming cells (from Costa Rica and 
Namibia). This finding leads us to speculate about polymorphisms in some species or sub-
species of sulfur bacteria. Yet, this hypothesis remains to be tested by temporal 
observations of single cells or better by culturing.  
Towards an improved definition of the family Beggiatoaceae
Members of the family Beggiatoaceae are not only filamentous, as suggested earlier 
[44,71], but of highly variable morphology with complexities ranging from simple free-
living cells, over chains and aggregates to highly structured filaments that even temporarily 
reside in a bundle. They vary greatly in size, starting with diameters of about 1 μm but 
reaching up to several hundreds of microns, making their largest representatives the largest 
known bacteria. Among the different sub-groups, morphologies may be conserved (e.g. 
Beggiatoa-like filaments), but occasionally differ greatly within a single species (e.g. 
T. namibiensis). Motility was noticed in all genera, although of different modes and 
velocities. Unique characteristics frequently occurring in the Beggiatoaceae are the ability 
to grow to gigantic dimensions (several 100 μm), the possibility to compartmentalize the 
cytoplasm via internal vacuolation (vacuoles can comprise up to 98% of the cellular 
biovolume) and the capacity to store nitrate (reaching close to 1 M). However, these 
features are not compulsory as filaments of Cluster X contain vacuoles without storing 
nitrate [34,35] and some narrow representatives of Cluster XI may even store nitrate 
without obvious vacuolation [25, 84]. Moreover, filaments from Cluster “XII” are usually 
narrow in diameter without vacuoles and nitrate storage. Only two sequences of Cluster 
“XII” can be assigned to wider, vacuolated, nitrate storing filaments [23]. Notably, the 
phylogeny of the organisms now subsumed in Cluster “XII” requires clarification in the 
future as the current data do not allow assessing whether the organisms might need to be 
segregated into different phylogenetic taxa with more restrictive characteristics.
 
Vacuolation, as mentioned above, seems to be a frequent property in the Beggiatoaceae 
and supposedly correlates with the diameter of the cell or filament. Most filamentous 
freshwater organisms have a small diameter (approximately 1–4 μm) and do not possess 
vacuoles, whereas marine species or those found in hypersaline environments can grow to 
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wider dimensions and are compartmentalized when their diameter exceeds roughly 5 μm 
[2,55,69]. The smallest marine non-filamentous sulfur bacterium observed in this study had 
a diameter of 9 μm and still contained a single central vacuole (data not shown). Few 
freshwater species like T. schmidlei and T. ingrica can grow to diameters >4 μm and in that 
case were found to contain several small or a large central vacuole [25,48,50,84]. As 
discussed earlier by Schulz and Jørgensen [62], vacuolation allows for large cell diameters 
while maintaining an efficient diffusion of solutes into the cytoplasm. In most cases, 
vacuolation of the cytoplasm was concomitant with nitrate storage [15,23,25,35,53,63]. In 
some species, vacuoles were reported to contain other compounds like polyphosphate [10] 
or possibly oxygen [34,35]. However, varieties and possible functions of vacuoles in 
members of the Beggiatoaceae or their association with specific habitat characteristics 
require further investigation. 
 
Different genera of the Beggiatoaceae show correlations between their level of oxygen 
tolerance and motility. In the filamentous free-living or bundle-forming sulfur bacteria, low 
tolerance to oxygen is accompanied by the ability to withdraw from zones with sub-optimal 
conditions by gliding [31]. On the other hand, higher oxygen tolerance correlates with 
sporadic motility, as observed in the genera Thiomargarita, “Candidatus Thiopilula” and 
“Candidatus Thiophysa”, or even a sessile life-style, as described for filamentous 
“Candidatus Marithrix sessilis” [35] and dimorphic forms of “Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii” and “Candidatus Thiopilula aggregata” [5].  
 
Sessile ecotypes of the Beggiatoaceae share some properties with members of the 
Leucotrichaceae, including oxygen tolerance, production of gonidia and attachment to 
substrates or formation of rosettes. In all these organisms, a stationary life-mode seems to 
be complemented by the formation of a smaller and free-living offspring. These cells 
probably serve as a dispersal stage to populate more distant habitats. This life cycle has 
been known since the studies of Winogradsky [82] for the narrow Leucotrichaceae, but was 
only recently found in members of the wide Beggiatoaceae, more specifically in members 
of the species “Candidatus Marithrix sessilis” [35], “Candidatus Thiopilula aggregata” and 
“Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii” [5]. Whereas in the Leucotrichaceae, attached 
filaments produce gonidia that, after detachment, move by gliding [79] or show a jerky 
gliding motility [8], the definite motility of gonidia in the Beggiatoaceae still remains to be 
shown. In the well-studied Leucotrichaceae, gonidia production is always concomitant with 
rosette formation [79], whereas in the Beggiatoaceae, this correlation does not hold in 
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general: while gonidia production has been observed in rosette-forming filaments of 
“Candidatus Marithrix sessilis” [35], the sessile non-filamentous “Candidatus Thiopilula 
aggregata” and “Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii” produce gonidia from single cells 
attached to solid surfaces [5]. 
  
Finally, the members of the Beggiatoaceae are seemingly lacking a confined 
biogeographical distribution. Extremely similar or even identical sequences were detected 
in at least five different marine sites around the globe. This includes also the partial 
sequence of spherical sulfur bacteria from the Gulf of Mexico [33], which is 100% 
identical to some full-length sequences of this study from Namibia and Costa Rica. Already 
in previous studies, Thioploca filaments sampled from distant freshwater lakes in Germany 
and Japan revealed almost identical 16S rRNA sequences (>99.6% [36]). In conclusion, we 
propose that the habitats of the Beggiatoaceae are not isolated on the scale of evolution and 
that spatially separated upwelling areas or other habitats such as lakes are populated by 
similar cosmopolitan sulfur bacteria.  
Etymology of the Candidatus taxa
”Candidatus Thiomargarita joergensenii” 
Thi.o.mar.ga.ri’ta. Gr. neut. n. theion (Latin transliteration thium), sulfur; L. n. margarita 
pearl; N.L. fem. n. Thiomargarita sulfur pearl; joer.gen.se’ni.i. N.L. gen. n., joergensenii of 
Jørgensen, named in honor of Bo Barker Jørgensen, a Danish microbiologist. 
Single, spherical cells; so far occurring in empty diatom frustules; sporadic slow jerky 
rolling movement; vacuolated; sulfur inclusions; marine; accession numbers FR690922– 
FR690925. 
”Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii” 
Thi.o.mar.ga.ri’ta. Gr. neut. n. theion (Latin transliteration thium), sulfur; L. n. margarita 
pearl; N.L. fem. n. Thiomargarita sulfur pearl; nel.so’ni.i. N.L. gen. n. nelsonii of Nelson, 
named in honor of Douglas C. Nelson, an American microbiologist. 
Cells of highly diverse morphology and life-modes; ability to divide in multiple planes, to 
attach or to form gonidia; sporadic slow jerky rolling movement; vacuolated; sulfur 
inclusions; marine; accession number FR690926– FR690966, FN811658– FN811659, 
FN811661– FN811662. 
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”Candidatus Marithioploca araucae” 
Ma.ri.thi.o.plo’ca. L. gen. n. maris of the sea; N.L. fem. n. Thioploca a genus name; N.L. 
fem. n. Marithioploca the Thioploca of the sea, the truly marine Thioploca; T. araucae [49], 
Approved Lists 1980; a.rau’ca.e. N.L. fem. adj. araucae of Arauco in Central Chile (sic). 
Multicellular filaments either free-living filaments or bundled by a common mucus sheath; 
gliding motility; vacuolated; ability to store nitrate; sulfur inclusions; marine; accession 
numbers FR690987– FR690996, AF035956. 
”Candidatus Thiopilula aggregata” 
Thi.o.pi’lu.la. Gr. neut. n. theion (Latin transliteration thium), sulfur; L. fem. n. pilula little 
ball, little globule; N.L. fem. n. Thiopilula little sulfur ball; ag.gre.ga’ta. L. fem. adj. 
aggregata joined together. 
Spherical cells aggregated in variable arrangements; ability to attach and form gonidia; 
sporadic slow jerky rolling movement; vacuolated; sulfur inclusions; marine; accession 
numbers FR690968– FR690980, FN811660, FN811664.  
“Candidatus Thiophysa hinzei” 
Thi.o.phy’sa. Gr. neut. n. theion (Latin transliteration thium), sulfur; Gr. fem. n. physa 
bubble, breath; N.L. fem n. Thiophysa sulfur bubble; hin’zei. N.L. gen. n. hinzei of Hinze; 
named in remembrance of G. Hinze, a German microbiologist, who first described marine 
large, spherical sulfur bacteria. The genus name Thiophysa was proposed by G. Hinze [24] 
for these marine sulfur bacteria. Yet, the name has never been validly published and the 
organisms were named “Achromatium volutans” [80], which was also never validly 
published in the Approved Lists. The name Thiophysa is revived according to Rule 33c of 
the International Code of Nomenclature of Bacteria. 
Single, spherical cells; vacuolated; sporadic slow jerky rolling movement; sulfur inclusions; 
marine; accession numbers FR690982– FR690986. 
“Candidatus Maribeggiatoa vulgaris” 
Ma.ri.beg.gi.a.to’a. L. gen. n. maris of the sea; N.L. fem. n. Beggiatoa a genus name; N.L. 
fem. n. Maribeggiatoa the Beggiatoa of the sea, the truly marine Beggiatoa; vul.ga’ris. L. 
fem. adj. vulgaris usual, common. 
Disc-shaped cells forming multicellular filaments; gliding motility; vacuolated; ability to 
store nitrate; sulfur inclusions; marine; at hydrothermal vents; accession numbers for 
“Candidatus Maribeggiatoa spp.” F064543, FJ814745, FJ814753, AY580013, FJ14753.  
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“Candidatus Isobeggiatoa divolgata” 
I.so.beg.gi.a.to’a. Gr. adj. isos equal, similar; N.L. fem. n. Beggiatoa a genus name; N.L. 
fem. n. Isobeggiatoa the similar Beggiatoa, the bacterium similar to Beggiatoa; di.vol.ga’ta. 
L. fem. adj. divolgata widespread, common. 
Disc-shaped cells forming multicellular filaments; gliding motility; vacuolated; ability to 
store nitrate; sulfur inclusions; brackish or marine, also arctic latitudes; accession numbers 
for “Candidatus Isobeggiatoa spp.” AF532769, AF532775, FJ875195, AB108786, 
FN561862.  
“Candidatus Parabeggiatoa communis” 
Pa.ra.beg.gi.a.to’a. Gr. prep. para beside, like; N.L. fem. n. Beggiatoa a genus name; N.L. 
fem. n. Parabeggiatoa resembling the genus Beggiatoa; com.mu’nis. L. fem. adj. 
communis common, widespread.  
Disc-shaped cells forming multicellular filaments; gliding motility; vacuolated; ability to 
store nitrate; sulfur inclusions; brackish or marine; accession numbers for “Candidatus 
Parabeggiatoa spp.” AF532770, AF532772–AF532774, FJ875196–FJ875199. 
”Candidatus Marithrix sessilis” 
Ma’ri.thrix. L. gen. n. maris of the sea; Gr. n. thrix hair; N.L. fem. n. Marithrix hair of the 
sea; ses’si.lis. L. adj. sessilis sitting, adhering to a surface. 
Attached, multicellular filaments, sometimes forming rosettes; ability to produce gonidia; 
non-motile; sulfur inclusions; vacuolated or non-vacuolated; marine; at hydrothermal vents; 
accession numbers AY883933, AY883934, AY496953. 
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Figure S1. Maximum likelihood tree of all available nearly full-length 16S rRNA sequences of the large, 
colorless sulfur bacteria and their closest relatives. Percentage numbers on the branches indicate bootstrap 
values of 1000 runs. The classification is based on the current nomenclature. Boxes mark the currently 
available sequences of genera, which were recently combined into one family, the Thiotrichaceae, by Garrity 
et al. [3]. The branching pattern shown here, however, suggests that the groups should be classified according 
to the previous classification [5,7-9] that knows three distinct families, the Beggiatoaceae, Achromatiaceae 
and Leucotrichaceae (boxes from top to bottom). Each of them is a clearly separated monophyletic group 
supported by a high bootstrap value (75%, 99% and 93%, respectively). Therefore, it is recommended to 
retain the original classification of three separate families. 
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Figure S2. (a) Schematic diagram of the ITS region of the Beggiatoaceae divided into conserved (grey, c1 
and c4) and variable regions (white, v1, v2 and v3), with special emphasis on conserved regions coding for 
tRNA genes (black, c2 and c3). (b–h) FITC staining of the cytoplasmic rim surrounding the central vacuole in 
the large sulfur bacteria morphotypes: chain-forming sulfur bacteria with round (b) and cylindrical-shaped (c) 
cells, a single free-living bacterium (d), spherical cells aggregated in an envelope (e), cells aggregated 
regularly forming a cube-like structure (f), cells released from a diatom frustule (g) and bacteria aggregated 
randomly within a thick mucus matrix (h). 
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Table S1. Primers used for the phylogenetic analysis of the large sulfur bacteria. Position numbering is 
according to the 16S/23S rRNA gene numbering of E. coli. 
 
primer position sequence target gene reference specificity 
 
VSO233F 
 
233?251 
 
5´-CCTATGCCGGATTAGCTTG-3´ 
 
16S rDNA 
 
this study Thiomargarita spp., “Candidatus Marithioploca”,
“Candidatus Thiophysa”,
“Candidatus Maribeggiatoa”, “Candidatus 
Marithrix”, “Candidatus Parabeggiatoa”
AMV442F 442?461 5´-GTTGGGAAGAAAAGCTTTAG-3´ 16S rDNA this study Thiomargarita namibiensis, “Candidatus 
Marithioploca”
VSO86F 86?105 5´-GGGGTGATGACGAGTGG-3´ 16S rDNA this study Thiomargarita spp., “Candidatus Thioploca”,
“Candidatus Thiopilula”, “Candidatus Marithrix”,
“Candidatus Parabeggiatoa”, “Candidatus 
Maribeggiatoa”
VSO1300R 1291?1307 5´-ATCCGGACTACGAGTAG-3´ 16S rDNA this study Beggiatoaceae excluding Thioploca spp. and
Beggiatoa spp. 
FWTpl131F 131?148 5´-TCTGCCTTGTAGTGGGGA-3´ 16S rDNA this study Thioploca spp., “Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii” 
VSO673F 656?673 5´-GTACAGTAGAGGGAAGCG-3´ 16S rDNA [4] “Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii”,
“Candidatus Parabeggiatoa”, “Candidatus 
Marithioploca”, “Candidatus Maribeggiatoa”,
“Candidatus Thiopilula”, “Candidatus 
Thiophysa”, Thioploca spp. 
VSO360F 361?379 5´- GGAATATTGGACAATGGGC-3´ 16S rDNA [1] Proteobacteria, Bacteroidetes, Actinobacteria 
GM3F 8?23 5´-AGAGTTTGATCMTGGC-3´ 16S rDNA [6] Eubacteria 
 
GM4R 1492?1507 5´-TACCTTGTTACGACTT-3´ 16S rDNA [6] Eubacteria 
 
ITSReub 23?38 5´-GCCAAGGCATCCACC-3´ 23S rDNA [2] Eubacteria 
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Table S2. Summary of all individual cells and filaments sequenced in this study. 
name morphology cell / 
filament 
diameter 
[μm]
sample 
origin
primers utilized PCR 
product 
length 
(rounded)
position of 
insertion(s)
accession 
number
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM001
chain of round cells 141 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2900 bp 1078, 1396 FR690879
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM002
chain of round cells 172 22° 59.87´S  
14° 3.12´E
233F / ITSReub 2900 bp 1078, 1396 FR690880
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM003
chain of round cells 164 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2900 bp 1078, 1396 FR690881
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM004
chain of round cells 136 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2900 bp 1078, 1396 FR690882
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM005
chain of round cells 122 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2900 bp 1078, 1396 FR690883
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM006
chain of round cells 160 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2900 bp 1078, 1396 FR690884
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM007
chain of round cells 148 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2900 bp 1078, 1396 FR690885
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM008
chain of round cells 145 25° 00.04´S  
14° 23.36´E
233F / ITSReub 2900 bp 1078, 1396 FR690886
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM009
round double-cell 131 19° 1.01´S   
12° 13.75´E
233F / ITSReub 2900 bp 1078, 1396 FR690887
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM010
chain of round cells 121 19° 48.83´S  
12° 46.37´E
233F / ITSReub 2900 bp 1078, 1396 FR690888
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM011
single, round cell 146 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2900 bp 1078, 1396 FR690889
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM012
chain of round cells 122 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2900 bp 1078, 1396 FR690890
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM013
round cells, lump-
forming
70 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2900 bp 1078, 1396 FR690891
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM014
round cells, lump-
forming
532 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2900 bp 1078, 1396 FR690892
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM015
single, round cell 47 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2300 bp 1396 FR690893
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM016
single, round cell 40 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2300 bp 1396 FR690894
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM017
single, round cell 64 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2300 bp 1396 FR690895
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM018
single, round cell 52 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2300 bp 1396 FR690896
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM019
single, round cell 65 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2300 bp 1396 FR690897
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM020
single, round cell 45 24° 17.15´S  
14° 16.10´E
233F / ITSReub 2300 bp 1396 FR690898
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM021
round cells in 
mucus aggregate
40 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 3500 bp 795, 1495 FR690899
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM022
round cells in 
mucus aggregate
52 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 3500 bp 795, 1495 FR690900
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM023
round cells in 
mucus aggregate
50 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 3500 bp 795, 1495 FR690901
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM024
round cells in 
mucus aggregate
40 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 3500 bp 795, 1495 FR690902
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM025
round cells in 
mucus aggregate
47 24° 17.15´S  
14° 16.10´E
233F / ITSReub 3500 bp 795, 1495 FR690903
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM026
round cells in 
mucus aggregate
25-88 25° 00.04´S  
14° 23.36´E
233F / ITSReub 3500 bp 795, 1495 FR690904
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM027
round cells in 
mucus aggregate
44 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 3500 bp 795, 1495 FR690905
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM028
round cells in 
mucus aggregate
48 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 3900 bp 795, 1396, 1495 FR690906
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM029
round cells in 
mucus aggregate
50 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 3900 bp 795, 1396, 1495 FR690907
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM030
round cells in 
mucus aggregate
37 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 3900 bp 795, 1396, 1495 FR690908
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM031
round cells in 
mucus aggregate
40 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 3900 bp 795, 1396, 1495 FR690909
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
COS001
single round cell 115 8° 55.8´N    
84° 18.75´W
233F/ITSReub 1800 bp - FN811663
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
COS002
single round cell 123 8° 55.8´N    
84° 18.75´W
233F/ITSReub 3400 bp 795, 1396 FR690910
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Table S2 (continued) 
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
COS003
single round cell 40 8° 55.8´N    
84° 18.75´W
233F/ITSReub 2900 bp 1078, 1396 FR690911
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
COS004
single round cell 44 8° 55.8´N    
84° 18.75´W
233F/ITSReub 2900 bp 1078, 1396 FR690912
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
COS005
single round cell 100 8° 55.8´N    
84° 18.75´W
233F/ITSReub 2900 bp 1078, 1396 FR690913
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
COS006
single round cell 82 8° 55.8´N    
84° 18.75´W
233F/ITSReub 2900 bp 1078, 1396 FR690914
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
COS007
round double cell 50 8° 55.8´N    
84° 18.75´W
233F/ITSReub 2900 bp 1078, 1396 FR690915
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
CI001
single round cell 37 36 30.80´S   
73 7.75´W
233F/ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690916
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
CI002
single round cell 70 36 30.80´S   
73 7.75´W
233F/ITSReub 3500 bp 795, 1396 FR690917
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
CI003
single round cell 126 36 30.80´S   
73 7.75´W
233F/ITSReub 2900 bp 1078, 1396 FR690918
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
CI004
single round cell 118 36 30.80´S   
73 7.75´W
233F/ITSReub 2900 bp 1078, 1396 FR690919
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
CI005
single round cell 92 36 30.80´S   
73 7.75´W
233F/ITSReub 2900 bp 1078, 1396 FR690920
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
AM001
single round cell ca. 47 32° 22.04´N  
31° 42.16´E
233F/1300R and 
AM442F/ITSReub
3500 bp 795, 1078, 1495 FR690921
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
oergenseniiNAM032
round cells in 
diatom frustule
56 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2600 bp 1078 FR690922
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
oergensenii NAM033
round cells in 
diatom frustule
NA 19° 1.01´S   
12° 13.75´E
233F / ITSReub 2600 bp 1078 FR690923
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
oergensenii NAM034
round cells in 
diatom frustule
17-38 24° 17.15´S  
14° 16.10´E
233F / ITSReub 2600 bp 1078 FR690924
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
oergensenii NAM035
round cells in 
diatom frustule
22-53 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 3800 bp 795, 1078, 1495 FR690925
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii NAM036
chain of barrel-
shaped cells
117 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690926
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii NAM037
chain of barrel-
shaped cells
39 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 1760 bp - FR690927
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii NAM038
chain of barrel-
shaped cells
96 25° 00.04´S  
14° 23.36´E
233F / ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690928
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii NAM039
chain of barrel-
shaped cells
63 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 1760 bp - FN811658
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii NAM040
chain of barrel-
shaped cells
45 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 1760 bp - FR690929
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii"  NAM041
chain of barrel-
shaped cells
58 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 1760 bp - FR690930
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii"  NAM042
chain of barrel-
shaped cells
80 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690931
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii"  NAM043
chain of barrel-
shaped cells
125 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690932
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii"  NAM044
chain of barrel-
shaped cells
90 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690933
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii"  NAM045
chain of barrel-
shaped cells
100 19° 48.83´S  
12° 46.37´E
233F / ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690934
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii"  NAM046
chain of barrel-
shaped cells
120 24° 17.15´S  
14° 16.10´E
233F / ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690935
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" NAM047
chain of barrel-
shaped cells
158 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690936
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii"  NAM048
chain of barrel-
shaped cells
85 19° 1.01´S   
12° 13.75´E
233F / ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690937
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii"  NAM049
chain of barrel-
shaped cells
182 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690938
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii"  NAM050
chain of barrel-
shaped cells
61 19° 1.01´S   
12° 13.75´E
233F / ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690939
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii"  NAM051
chain of barrel-
shaped cells
250 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690940
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" NAM052
chain of barrel-
shaped cells
105 24° 17.15´S  
14° 16.10´E
233F / ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690941
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" NAM053
regularly arranged 
round cells
155 19° 1.01´S   
12° 13.75´E
233F / ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690942
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" NAM054
regularly arranged 
round cells
100 25° 00.04´S  
14° 23.36´E
233F / ITSReub 1760 bp 1396 FR690943
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" NAM055
chain of barrel-
shaped cells
65 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690944
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"Candidatus  Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" NAM056
chain of barrel-
shaped cells
100 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
M3 / M4 2800 bp 1396 FR690945
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" NAM057
chain of barrel-
shaped cells
NA 19° 1.01´S   
12° 13.75´E
M3 / M4 2800 bp 1396 FR690946
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" NAM058
chain of barrel-
shaped cells
42 24° 17.15´S  
14° 16.10´E
233F / ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690947
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" NAM059
round cells in 
enelope
20 NA 233F / 1300R 1100 bp - FR690948
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" NAM060
regularly arranged 
round cells
114 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 1760 bp - FR690949
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" NAM061
regularly arranged 
round cells
200 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 1760 bp - FR690950
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" NAM062
regularly arranged 
round cells
NA 19° 1.01´S   
12° 13.75´E
233F / ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690951
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" NAM063
regularly arranged 
round cells
118 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 1760 bp - FR690952
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" NAM064
regularly arranged 
round cells
92 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 1760 bp - FR690953
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" NAM065
regularly arranged 
round cells
90 25° 00.04´S  
14° 23.36´E
233F / ITSReub 1760 bp - FN811659
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" NAM066
regularly arranged 
round cells
72 25° 00.04´S  
14° 23.36´E
233F / ITSReub 1760 bp - FR690954
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" NAM067
regularly arranged 
round cells
NA 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 1760 bp - FR690955
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" NAM068
regularly arranged 
round cells
95 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 1760 bp - FR690956
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" NAM069
regularly arranged 
round cells
96 24° 17.15´S  
14° 16.10´E
233F / ITSReub 1760 bp - FR690957
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" NAM070
regularly arranged 
round cells
80 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
233F / ITSReub 1760 bp - FR690958
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" NAM071
round cells in 
enelope
37 NA 233F / ITSReub 1750 bp - FR690959
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" NAM072
round cells in 
enelope
25 NA 673F / 1300R 618 bp - FR690960
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" COS008
single, round cell 190 8° 55.8´N    
84° 18.75´W
233F/ITSReub 1800 bp - FN811661
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" COS009
single, round cell 190 8° 55.8´N    
84° 18.75´W
233F/ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690961
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii"  COS010
round double-cell 120 8° 55.8´N    
84° 18.75´W
233F/ITSReub 1800 bp - FR690962
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" COS011
round double-cell 160 8° 55.8´N    
84° 18.75´W
233F/ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690963
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" COS012
attached, round cell 77 8° 55.8´N    
84° 18.75´W
233F/ITSReub 1800 bp - FR690964
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" COS013
attached, elongated 
cell
18 8° 55.8´N    
84° 18.75´W
233F/ITSReub 1800 bp - FR690965
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" COS014
attached, elongated 
cell
16 8° 55.8´N    
84° 18.75´W
233F/ITSReub 1800 bp - FN811662
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" COS015
attached, elongated 
cell
19 8° 55.8´N    
84° 18.75´W
86/ITSReub 2000 bp - FR690966
"Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii" CI006
regularly arranged 
round cells
78 36 30.80´S   
73 7.75´W
233F/ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690967
"Candidatus Thiopilula 
aggregata" NAM073
round cells in 
mucus aggregate
35 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
M3 / M4 2300 bp 1078 FR690968
"Candidatus Thiopilula 
aggregata" NAM074
round cells in 
mucus aggregate
35 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
M3 / M4 2300 bp 1078 FR690969
"Candidatus Thiopilula 
aggregata" NAM075
round cells in 
mucus aggregate
30-67 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
M3 / M4 2300 bp 1078 FR690970
"Candidatus Thiopilula 
aggregata" NAM076
round cells in 
mucus aggregate
25 24° 17.15´S  
14° 16.10´E
M3 / M4 2800 bp 1396 FR690971
"Candidatus Thiopilula 
aggregata" NAM077
round cells in 
mucus aggregate
28 24° 17.15´S  
14° 16.10´E
M3 / M4 2800 bp 1396 FR690972
"Candidatus Thiopilula 
aggregata" NAM078
round cells in 
mucus aggregate
30-44 24° 17.15´S  
14° 16.10´E
M3 / 673R and 
233F / ITSReub
670 bp and 
2600 bp
1396 FR690973
"Candidatus Thiopilula 
aggregata" NAM079
round cells in 
diatom frustule
21 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
M3 / M4 2800 bp 1396 FR690974
"Candidatus  Thiopilula 
aggregata" NAM080
round cells in 
diatom frustule
12-17 19° 1.01´S   
12° 13.75´E
M3 / M4 2800 bp 1396 FR690975
"Candidatus Thiopilula 
aggregata" NAM081
round cells in 
diatom frustule
NA 24° 03.19´S  
14° 15.69´E
M3 / 673R and 
233F / ITSReub
670 bp and 
2600 bp
1396 FR690976
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"Candidatus Thiopilula 
aggregata" NAM082
round cells in 
diatom frustule
NA 24  03.19 S  
14  15.69 E
GM3 / GM4 2800 bp 1396 FR690977
"Candidatus Thiopilula 
aggregata" NAM083
round cells in 
diatom frustule
11-24 24  17.15 S  
14  16.10 E
GM3 / GM4 2800 bp 1396 FR690978
"Candidatus Thiopilula 
aggregata" NAM084
round cells in 
mucus aggregate
16 24  03.19 S  
14  15.69 E
GM3 / GM4 1500 bp - FN811660
"Candidatus Thiopilula 
aggregata" NA M085
round cells in 
mucus aggregate
23 24  17.15 S  
14  16.10 E
GM3 / GM4 1500 bp - FR690979
"Candidatus Thiopilula 
aggregata" NAM086
round cells in 
mucus aggregate
25 24  17.15 S  
14  16.10 E
GM3 / GM4 2800 bp 1396 FR690980
"Candidatus Thiopilula 
aggregata" COS016
attached, elongated 
cell
28 8  55.8 N    
84  18.75 W
360F/1300R 950 bp - FN811664
"Candidatus Thiopilula 
aggregata" COS017
attached, elongated 
cell
28 8  55.8 N    
84  18.75 W
673F/1300R 600 bp - FR690981
"Candidatus Thiophysa 
hinzei" NAM087
single, round cell 60 24  03.19 S  
14  15.69 E
233F/ITSReub 3600 bp 1396, 1495 FR690982
"Candidatus Thiophysa 
hinzei" NAM088
single, round cell 56 24  17.15 S  
14  16.10 E
233F/ITSReub 3600 bp 1396, 1495 FR690983
"Candidatus Thiophysa 
hinzei" NAM089
single, round cell 61 24  03.19 S  
14  15.69 E
233F/ITSReub 3600 bp 1396, 1495 FR690984
"Candidatus Thiophysa 
hinzei" NAM090
single, round cell 57 24  03.19 S  
14  15.69 E
233F/ITSReub 3600 bp 1396, 1495 FR690985
"Candidatus Thiophysa 
hinzei" NAM091
single, round cell 90 24  03.19 S  
14  15.69 E
233F/ITSReub 3600 bp 1396, 1495 FR690986
"Candidatus Marithioploca 
araucae" CHI007
single filament 33 36  30.80 S   
73  7.75 W
233F/ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690987
"Candidatus Marithioploca 
araucae"  CHI008
single filament 37 36  30.80 S   
73  7.75 W
233F/ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690988
"Candidatus Marithioploca 
araucae"  CHI009
single filament 32 36  30.80 S   
73  7.75 W
GM3/673R and 
233F/ITSR
670 bp and 
2600 bp
1396 FR690989
"Candidatus Marithioploca 
araucae" CHI010
single filament 32 36  30.80 S   
73  7.75 W
233F/ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690990
"Candidatus Marithioploca 
araucae"  CHI011
single filament 33 36  30.80 S   
73  7.75 W
233F/ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690991
"Candidatus Marithioploca 
araucae"  CHI012
single filament 30 36  30.80 S   
73  7.75 W
233F/ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690992
"Candidatus Marithioploca 
araucae" CHI013
single filament 25 36  30.80 S   
73  7.75 W
GM3/673R and 
233F/ITSR
670 bp and 
2600 bp
1396 FR690993
"Candidatus Marithioploca 
araucae" CHI014
single filament 18 36  30.80 S   
73  7.75 W
GM3/673R and 
233F/ITSR
670 bp and 
2600 bp
1396 FR690994
"Candidatus Marithioploca 
araucae"  CHI015
single filament 12 36  30.80 S   
73  7.75 W
GM3/673R and 
233F/ITSR
670 bp and 
2600 bp
1396 FR690995
"Candidatus Marithioploca 
araucae" CHI016
single filament 16 36  30.80 S   
73  7.75 W
233F/ITSReub 2600 bp 1396 FR690996
Thioploca ingrica            
DEN001
filaments in bundle 4 56  28.11 N  
10  14.35 E
FWTpl131F/ITSReub 1900 bp - FR690997
Thioploca ingrica            
DEN002
filaments in bundle 4 56  28.11 N  
10  14.35 E
FWTpl131F/ITSReub 1900 bp - FR690998
Beggiatoa alba             
B15LD
single filament 3 DSM1416 GM3/ITSReub 1900 bp - FR690999
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Table S3. Overview of the insertion types in the 16S rRNA genes of large, colorless sulfur bacteria identified 
in the study. The presence of the insertion in at least one sequence of the given species is indicated by ‘+’, 
whereas ‘?’ indicates that the insertion was absent in all sequences of the species. 
insertion type  Cluster species name 
795 1078 1396 1495 
I Thiomargarita namibiensis + + + + 
II “Candidatus Thiomargarita joergensenii“ + + - + 
III “Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii“ - - + - 
VI “Candidatus Marithioploca araucae“ - - + - 
V “Candidatus Thiopilula aggregata“ - + + - 
VI “Candidatus Thiophysa hinzeii“ - - + + 
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The concept of the study was developed together with H. Schulz-Vogt and R. Amann. 
I designed probes and helpers and developed the protocol for CARD-FISH application 
on large sulfur bacteria, including the precursor hybridization technique. Development 
of primers and sequencing of the 23S rRNA were done by me and I performed in vitro 
splicing experiments. I also performed in silico analysis of the introns. 
The manuscript was written in collaboration with H. Schulz-Vogt and R. Amann. 
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Abstract
 
The 16S rRNA of the small ribosomal subunit serves as a prominent tool for the 
phylogenetic analysis and classification of Bacteria and Archaea due to its conserved 
size of ~1.6 kb and its fundamental function in living organisms. Here we show that 
the 16S rRNA genes of not yet cultivated large sulfur bacteria, among them the largest 
known bacterium, Thiomargarita namibiensis, regularly contain numerous, long 
introns and can be enlarged to up to 3.5 kb. CARD-FISH on both ribosomes and 
rRNA precursor molecules, as well as in vitro splicing experiments show self-splicing 
of the intron and ligation of the exons, which explains, why the introns are not 
inhibiting the formation of functional ribosomes. The most frequent intron exhibits 
comparable phylogenetic relations as 16S rRNA genes within the different species, but 
diverging relationships between the species and genera of the family. This suggests 
that the introns are passed on to daughter cells, but may also be transferred 
horizontally to closely related bacteria. Remarkably, introns have never been 
identified in a bacterial 16S rRNA gene before, which is probably caused by a bias 
during PCR discriminating against longer homologous, as we can show experimentally. 
In conclusion, we suggest that the possibility of extremely long 16S rRNA genes has to 
be considered when generating clone libraries for diversity studies.  
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Introduction
Large sulfur bacteria are subject to fast and easy identification in environmental samples 
because of their conspicuous macroscopic appearance. In spite of this, they are usually 
underrepresented or even entirely missing from universal clone libraries in the course of 
diversity studies (Angert et al., 1998; Gillan et al., 1998; Edgcomb et al., 2002; Lopez-
Garcia et al., 2003; Sekar et al., 2006; Stevens and Ulloa, 2008). Studies on microbial 
diversity in natural environments or in enrichment cultures usually involve the construction 
of clone libraries, for which the technique of polymerase-chain-reaction (PCR) is used. PCR, 
however, is commonly known to be prone to bias. Biases are usually systematic and can be 
already introduced during sample preparation before applying PCR (v. Wintzingerode et al., 
1997) and are certainly caused by the fact that primers are not universal (Frank et al., 2008; 
Hong et al., 2009). Furthermore, the heterogeneity in concentration of source organisms 
(Suzuki and Giovannoni, 1996) or gene copy numbers (Cilia et al., 1996; Dennis et al., 
1998; Coenye and Vandamme, 2003; Nannya et al., 2005) cause bias in the relative 
abundance of organisms in clone libraries, which are therefore not considered to be 
quantitative (Chandler et al., 1997). Eventually, there exists another bias in PCR, which has 
not yet been considered when constructing 16S rRNA-based clone libraries: length 
heterogeneity of the target gene. This bias is caused by kinetic reasons, during which a 16S 
rRNA gene of significantly extended length in a mixed sample will be less likely amplified 
than 16S rRNA gene of the standard length of ~1.6 kb. In turn, the microbial diversity as 
assessed by a clone library is thus specifically distorted towards shorter 16S rRNA genes. 
 
In a previous study, we investigated the phylogenetic diversity of large sulfur bacteria by 
developing new protocols to retrieve nearly full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences, and 
applied this on more than one hundred single cells and filaments (Salman et al., 2011). In 
the course of this study, it became apparent that large sulfur bacteria commonly contain one 
or multiple introns in their 16S rRNA genes. As a result, their 16S rRNA gene sequences 
can be more than 3 kb long. Here we show that the introns are removed efficiently from 
host rRNA precursor molecules, which is why they possibly have no negative impact on the 
host. However, the overall presence of introns in this group of bacteria leads to the 
hypothesis that there could be many other intron-containing groups of bacteria, which are 
probably less morphologically conspicuous, but likewise systematically excluded from 
detection in universal clone libraries. 
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Material and Methods 
16S rRNA sequences 
A detailed description of the amplification of 16S rRNA gene sequences including introns 
has recently been published (Salman et al., 2011). 
23S rRNA sequences 
The 23S rRNA gene of a single “Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii” chain was amplified 
according to (Salman et al., 2011) using the primers ITS350F (5´-aattaggaagctgatgtaaa-3´) 
binding in the ITS1 region of Thiomargarita spp. and 97ar (Van Camp et al., 1993) binding 
at the 3´-end of bacterial 23S rRNA genes. The elongation time during PCR was extended 
to 5 minutes. The amplicon of ca. 4500 nt was purified using a spin column containing 
SephadexTM G-50 Superfine (Amersham Biosciences, Uppsala, Sweden), directly 
sequenced with the Big Dye Cycle Sequencing Kit and further analyzed on an ABI Genetic 
Analyzer 3130x (Applied Biosystems, USA). The localization of the three introns was done 
by manually aligning the obtained sequence with the 23S rRNA gene sequence of the close 
relative Leucothrix mucor (accession number X87285) in BioEdit (Hall, 1999). The 
complete sequence was deposited in the GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ databases under accession 
number FR774200. 
Catalyzed reporter deposition-fluorescence in situ hybridization  
Probe 1284 was designed matching 16S rRNA of all non-filamentous large sulfur bacteria 
using the ARB ProbeDesign tool (Ludwig et al., 2004). Prior to performing catalyzed 
reporter deposition-fluorescence in situ hybridization, CARD-FISH (Pernthaler et al., 2002), 
its discrimination against all database entries besides non-filamentous members of the 
Beggiatoaceae was tested with the online Probe Match tool provided by the Ribosomal 
Database Project (Cole et al., 2005). Specificity was tested using filamentous “Candidatus
Marithioploca araucae”, containing one central mismatch to the probes´ sequence (data not 
shown). All other probes and helpers applied in this study (for introns and ITS regions) 
were designed manually. Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-labelled probes and non-labelled 
helpers were purchased from Biomers (Ulm, Germany). 
 
Chains of Thiomargarita spp. were removed from Namibian sediment (Salman et al., 2011), 
transferred into 5% formaldehyde in artificial seawater and fixed for 1 h at room 
temperature. Subsequently, they were transferred into 50% ethanol (in 3.5% NaCl) and 
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incubated for 1 h at room temperature before being washed in 3.5% NaCl. The individual 
chains were fixed on polylysine-covered glass slides (Menzel, Braunschweig, Germany), 
sprayed with 0.4% low melting agarose (Nu Sieve® GTG® Agarose, Cambrex Bioscience 
Rockland, Inc.; Rockland, ME, USA), dried at 37°C and stored at -20°C. Cells were 
dehydrated in ethanol (50%, 80%, 99%, each for 1 minute) and air-dried at room 
temperature. Permeabilization with 10 mg/mL lysozyme was done for 1 h at 37°C in a 
moisture chamber, followed by washing in MilliQ twice. Internal peroxidises were 
inactivated by incubation in 0.15% H2O2 in methanol for 30 minutes at room temperature. 
Slides were washed twice in MilliQ and once in 99% ethanol before air-drying. 
Hybridization was performed in a pre-warmed humid chamber. Twenty microliters of 
hybridization buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, 0.01% SDS, 900 mM NaCl, 10?35% formamide) 
containing 50 ng of (each) HRP-labelled probe(s), and if necessary the respective helpers, 
were spotted onto the cells and incubated for 3 h at the appropriate hybridization 
temperature (see Table 2). Slides were washed in washing buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, 5 mM 
EDTA, 0.01% SDS, 80?450 mM NaCl according to the formamide concentration in 
hybridization buffer) for 15 minutes at 48°C or 37°C and transferred twice to fresh 1? PBS 
(pH 7.6). For signal amplification, 70 μL of amplification buffer containing 0.015% H2O2 
and either FITC-labelled or Alexa488-labelled tyramide were applied and incubated for 
45 minutes at 46°C or 35°C in the dark. Slides washed once in 1? PBS (pH 7.6, 5 minutes), 
twice in MilliQ (5 minutes each), once in 99% ethanol (2 minutes), air-dried in the dark and 
subsequently mounted with 4:1 Citifluor AF1 (Citifluor, Leicester, UK) and Vectashield 
(Vector laboratories, Burlinghame, CA, USA) before freezing at -20°C. In case of double 
hybridization, a second round of hybridization was applied before mounting the slides. 
Peroxidases of the first probe(s) were inactivated as previously described. For second the 
hybridization, the time was extended to 15 h and Alexa594-labelled tyramide was used for 
signal amplification. Examination of the fluorescent signals was performed with a Zeiss 
epifluorescence microscope. 
In vitro splicing 
PCR amplicons of 16S rRNA genes containing an intron were cloned using the TOPO TA 
cloning® kit (Invitrogen, Darmstadt, Germany). Plasmids were purified (Qiagen, Hilden, 
Germany), linearized (SpeI or PstI), purified (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and separated on a 
1% agarose gel to determine the concentration. For in vitro transcription, 20 μL reaction 
mix containing 1 μg DNA template, 0.5 mM of each NTP, 1× T7 Transcription Buffer and 
20 U T7 RNA Polymerase-PlusTM Enzyme Mix (Ambion, Darmstadt, Germany) were 
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incubated for 2 h at 37°C. After the addition of 2 U DNase I (Fermentas, St. Leon-Rot, 
Germany) and another incubation at 37°C for 15 minutes, 1 μL EDTA (50 mM) was added 
and the reaction mix was heated to 65°C for 10 minutes. RNA was mixed with 2× RNA 
loading dye (Fermentas, St. Leon-Rot, Germany), heated to 70°C for 10 minutes and 
subject to agarose gel electrophoresis on a 1% gel in 1× TBE buffer. To confirm splicing 
and religation of the exons, the RNA was subject to RT-PCR. 20 μL reaction mix were 
prepared containing 0.5 μg RNA, 0.5 μM of the product-specific reverse primer, 1 mM of 
each dNTP, 1× RT Reaction Buffer, 20 U RiboLockTM RNase Inhibitor and 40 U M-MuLV 
Reverse Transcriptase (Fermentas, St. Leon-Rot, Germany). Reverse transcription was 
performed by incubation at 37°C for 1 h and stopped by heating to 70°C for 10 minutes. 
Subsequently, 1 μL cDNA was added to a 25 μL PCR reaction mix containing 1 μM each 
of a product-specific forward and reverse primer, 0.2 mM of each dNTP, 1? High Fidelity 
PCR Enzyme Mix Reaction Buffer with MgCl2 (1.5 mM) and 1.25 U High Fidelity Enzyme 
Mix (Fermentas, St. Leon-Rot, Germany). The PCR program included initial heating to 
94°C for 2 minutes, followed by 30 cycles of 94°C for 30 seconds, 55°C for 30 seconds and 
68°C for 2 minutes, and a final elongation time of 7 minutes at 68°C. PCR products were 
separated on a 1% agarose gel, the resulting bands were cut out and extracted (Qiagen, 
Hilden, Germany), sequenced using the Big Dye Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied 
Biosystems, Darmstadt, Germany) and analyzed on an ABI Genetic Analyzer 3130x 
(Applied Biosystems, Darmstadt, Germany). 
PCR of homologous genes with different lengths 
A 16S rRNA gene lacking introns (1500 nt) and a gene containing either intron S1396 
(2350 nt) or intron S1078 (2200 nt) were cloned using the TOPO TA cloning® kit 
(Invitrogen, Darmstadt, Germany). Vectors were amplified individually or simultaneously 
in a mix containing equal amounts of vectors with and without introns. The PCR reaction 
always contained 1 μM each of universal forward (GM3F) and reverse (GM4R) primer 
(Muyzer et al., 1995), 0.2 mM of each dNTP, 1? High Fidelity PCR Enzyme Mix Reaction 
Buffer with MgCl2 (1.5 mM) and 1.25 U High Fidelity Enzyme Mix (Fermentas, St. Leon-
Rot, Germany). The PCR program started with heating to 94°C for 2 minutes, followed by 
25 cycles of 94°C for 30 seconds, 42°C for 30 seconds and 72°C for 2 minutes, and a final 
elongation time of 10 minutes at 72°C. The resulting PCR amplicons were subject to 
agarose gel electrophoresis. 
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Results
Introns in rRNA genes 
We identified introns with variable lengths (290?942 nucleotides) at up to four sites (Figure 
1A) within the 16S rRNA genes of large sulfur bacteria (mentioned in Salman et al., 2011). 
Corresponding to their insertion site within these genes, they were classified as S795, 
S1078, S1396 and S1495 (according to E. coli numbering, adapted from Salman et al., 
2011). In the present study, we additionally identified three inserted sequences in the 23S 
rRNA gene of “Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii”. These novel insertions were classified 
as L1920, L1932 and L1955, accordingly (Figure 1A). The seven insertion sites in the two 
genes did not show sequence homology and sequence identities between the seven intron 
types accounted for merely 40% or less. This implies that the seven introns were not 
homologues. Intron distribution varies between the different phylogenetic groups with the 
Beggiatoaceae (Figure 1B) and also between each individual member of a given species 
(for details see Figure S1, supplementary material). Those introns inserted at the same site 
were conserved in their nucleotide sequence (usually 85?100% identical, except for S1495 
with 46.8%, Table 1) and within a given species, introns were 92?100% identical (Table 1). 
S1396 was the most frequent intron in the group of large sulfur bacteria. Its phylogeny 
within a given species reflected phylogeny of the 16S rRNA gene, but differs in the 
relationship between species and genera (for details see Figure S2, supplementary material). 
 
Figure 1. (A) In large sulfur bacteria, 
four introns can be inserted in the 
gene for the small ribosomal subunit 
(16S rRNA) and three introns can be 
inserted in the gene for the large 
ribosomal subunit (23S rRNA). The 
letters ‘S’ and ‘L’ indicate the gene, 
in which the intron is inserted, and the
number refers to the insertion site 
within the gene according to E. coli 
numbering. (B) Multifurcation tree 
based on nearly full-length 16S rRNA 
gene sequences of members of the 
family Beggiatoaceae. So far,   
introns were located in most 16S rRNA genes of the genera Thiomargarita, “Candidatus Marithioploca”, 
“Candidatus Thiopilula” and “Candidatus Thiophysa”. The analysis of one 23S rRNA gene of “Candidatus 
Thiomargarita nelsonii” revealed the presence of another tree intron types. 
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Introns S795, S1078, S1495, L1920, L1935 and L1955 were characterized as group I 
introns (Figure 2A) and S1396 as a group II intron (Figure 2B). In silico modelling of RNA 
folding patterns revealed conserved domains and stem-loop-structures for these groups of 
introns (reviewed in Ref. Lambowitz and Belfort, 1993). Furthermore, of 148 investigated 
introns, 112 contained an open reading frame (ORF) coding for an intron encoded protein 
(IEP), which is a common property of introns (Lambowitz and Belfort, 1993). The primary 
sequence of all seven intron types investigated here are only distantly related to other 
known bacterial or organellar introns from public databases, which is also common for 
introns (Lambowitz and Belfort, 1993; Saldanha et al., 1993). The nested ORF coded for a 
putative site-specific endonuclease of the LAGLIDADG/HNH superfamily. Maximum 
sequence identity (67%) was detected between intron L1955 and a corresponding gene for a 
homing endonuclease inserted into a group I intron in the 23S rRNA gene of the bacterium 
Coxiella burnetii (accession number CP001020). This family of homing endonucleases is 
usually encoded by group I introns, but occasionally also found in group II introns (Toor 
and Zimmerly, 2002; Haugen et al., 2005). 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Secondary structure diagram of (A) the group I intron S1078 (in Thiomargarita namibiensis 
NAM001, accession number FR690879) and (B) the group II intron S1396 (in “Candidatus Thiomargarita 
nelsonii” NAM036, accession number FR690926). Conserved domains in the respective diagram are indicated 
with P1?P9 (A) and DI?DVI (B) at each helix structure. The locations of the ORFs are illustrated by a dashed 
loop. In boxes are nucleotides of the exon regions adjacent to both sides of the intron. 
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Ligation of exons during in vitro splicing
The capability of self-splicing and ligation was demonstrated for several bacterial introns 
(e.g., Adamidi et al., 2003; Nesbø and Doolittle, 2003; Birgisdottir and Johansen, 2005; 
Chien et al., 2009) and in this study three out of seven introns were investigated for their 
self-splicing potential (Figure 3A?D). S1078, S1396 and S1495 were tested as ORF-less 
group I and group II introns. S1078 from a different donor was also analyzed as ORF-
containing group I intron. All four tested intron types showed self-splicing in transcription 
buffer during RNA synthesis (Figure 3B). Ligation of the exons was demonstrated by RT-
PCR (Figure 3C). Sequencing of the resulting amplicons (Figure 3D) confirmed ligation 
and revealed that exons were not truncated during splicing.  
 
Figure 3. In vitro splicing and ligation of the two 
exons. DNA is shown as wide bars and RNA as 
thin bars, exon regions are white and the intron 
region is black. (A) During transcription, the 
RNA intron folds and splices, thereby ligating 
the two exons. (B) The RNA gel shows three 
bands, indicating the presence of the not yet 
spliced full-length construct (1900 nt), the 
ligated exons (1200 nt) and the spliced intron 
(700 nt). (C) Bulk RNA was subject to reverse 
transcription PCR (RT-PCR) with primers on 
both exon ends. (D) The resulting cDNA was 
separated on a DNA gel, showing the presence of 
the full-length construct and the ligated exons.  
 
Detection of S1078 and S1396 in precursor rRNA 
CARD-FISH hybridizations of whole fixed cells of large sulfur bacteria indicated that 
introns were absent from mature 16S rRNA (Figure 5A, step 5). An oligonucleotide 
targeting position 1285?1304 of the 16S rRNA (VSO1285, Table S1) hybridized to nearly 
all cells, yielding strong signals indicative of high cellular concentration of target molecules 
(Fig. 4A). In contrast, single oligonucleotides targeting intron sequences yielded no signal 
above background (Fig. 4B). The application of a probe, of which the sequence bridged the 
intron insertion site, revealed likewise strong fluorescent signals (Figure 5E, exons). In 
contrast, a probe that targeted partly the exon and partly the adjacent spliced intron 
sequence showed no detectable hybridization (Figure 5E, exon+S1396).  
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Figure 4. (A) CARD-FISH hybridization of the 
16S rRNA using probe VSO1285 revealed strong 
signals for nearly all cells examined. (B) 
Hybridization of intron regions using a single 
probe, e.g.  S1396 with probe S1396-179 as shown 
here, never revealed detectable signals.  
 
 
To exclude that the intron-containing 16S rRNA genes are pseudogenes we applied a more 
sensitive CARD-FISH assay and tested whether the 16S rRNA introns were transcribed as 
part of the rRNA precursor (Figure 5A, step 1). The ITS region in the primary transcript 
was hybridized as positive control. Each of the excized segments (ITS, S1078 or S1396) 
was targeted with a mix of three to four probes, hybridized at lower temperatures (35°C 
instead of 46°C) and by using several helpers to open putative secondary structures (Table 
S1, Fuchs et al., 2000). Two Thiomargarita species, distinguishable by a distinct intron 
composition, were used for this hybridization technique: T. namibiensis containing S1078 
and S1396 and “Candidatus T. nelsonii” containing only S1396. ITS- and intron-specific 
signals could be obtained and double-hybridization experiments targeting both precursor 
segments revealed that all cells having intron-specific signals simultaneously showed ITS-
specific signals (Figure 5B and C). It should be noted that only few of the analysed 
Thiomargarita spp. cells showed signals when targeting excised regions of the precursor 
RNA, because its concentration is low and can vary strongly between cells (Britschgi and 
Cangelosi, 1995). This finding confirmed that intron-containing 16S rRNA genes were 
indeed transcribed (Figure 5A, step 1). Frequently, ITS signals were detectable although 
intron signals were not, and never vice versa. This indicates that introns were excised and/or 
degraded more efficiently than ITS (Figure 5, steps 2?5). Double hybridization on both 
intron sequences in T. namibiensis furthermore revealed simultaneous presence of S1078 
and S1396, however, in some chains, only signals for the longer S1396 were detectable 
(Figure 5D). This suggests that also the shorter intron S1078 might be removed/degraded 
faster than the longer intron S1396. 
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Figure 5. (A) Processing of the rRNA precursor and different maturation steps (1?5) in large sulfur bacteria. 
DNA is shown as wide bars and RNA as thin bars, exon regions are shown in white, intron regions in black 
and the ITS region in grey. At first, both introns and the ITS region are present in the rRNA precursor (step 1). 
The introns fold (step 2) and are spliced out, thereby ligating the two exons and giving way for folding of ITS 
region (step 3). Cellular enzymes then remove the ITS region (step 4) and the native ribosome is formed (step 
5). (B) Simultaneous hybridization of the ITS region and S1078 on the precursor in Thiomargarita sp. 
containing S1078 (+) and another species lacking S1078 (-). (C)  Simultaneous hybridization of the ITS region 
and S1396 present in both Thiomargarita spp. (+). (D) Simultaneous hybridization of S1078 and S1396 
present in Thiomargarita sp. (+). (E) Hybridization of the native ribosome using either one probe that bridges 
the intron insertion site (exons) or one probe that binds to the 3´-exon and the 3´-intron region (exon+S1396). 
 
Discussion
Introns are a common feature within the rRNA genes of large sulfur bacteria. There are at 
least four different types in the 16S rRNA gene and three different types in the 23S rRNA 
gene. All types are analogous because they do not share a common target sequence and not 
related among each other. Thus every intron type has probably individually inserted into the 
genome. Phylogenetic analysis of the most frequently occurring intron S1396 revealed that 
it was probably acquired both vertically and horizontally within the family. This feature is 
well known among group II introns (Itoh et al., 1998; Toro, 2003; Raghavan et al., 2007; 
Tourasse and Kolstø, 2008). On the level of individuals within a species, the sequence of 
intron S1396 generally follows the phylogeny suggested by 16S rRNA sequences (Table 1), 
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indicating that the intron coevolved with the host after insertion into its genome. On the 
family level, the relationship of introns between genera is different from the 16S rRNA-
derived phylogenetic pattern, suggesting horizontal transfer of introns between different 
species or genera (for details see Figure S2). This phenomenon is likely caused by the high 
mobility of these elements, frequently inserting and exciting from genomes (Dai and 
Zimmerly, 2002; Toro, 2003).  
 
Table 1. Introns identified in the 16S rRNA genes of the different species of large sulfur bacteria 
and identity values calculated within and among species. 
 
intron   intron-containing species sequence 
identities within 
the species  
sequence identities among the different 
 intron containing species  
 
S795 
with ORF 
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
“Candidatus Thiomargarita joergensenii”
 
94.6?100% 
-
?89% (“Candidatus Thiomargarita joergensenii”) 
S1078 
without ORF 
 
Thiomargarita namibiensis 98.1?100% 
 
- 
S1078 
with ORF 
“Candidatus Thiomargarita joergensenii”
“Candidatus Thiopilula aggregata”
98.8?100% 
99.9?100% 
85.2% (“Candidatus Thiopilula aggregata”) 
S1396 
without ORF 
 
Thiomargarita namibiensis 98.0?100% 
 
-
S1396 
with ORF 
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
“Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii”
“Candidatus Marithioploca araucae”
 
“Candidatus Thiopilula aggregata”
 
“Candidatus Thiophysa hinzei”
96.6?100% 
97.9?100% 
92.1?100% 
 
96.0?100% 
 
98.8?100% 
?93.5% (“Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii”) 
- 
?96.5% (Thiomargarita spp.),  
91.2% (“Candidatus Thiopilula spp.”) 
?92.5% (Thiomargarita spp.),  
91.6% (“Candidatus Thiophysa hinzei”) 
93.9% (Thiomargarita spp.),  
92.2% (“Candidatus Marithioploca araucae”) 
 
S1495 
without ORF 
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
“Candidatus Thiomargarita joergensenii”
- 
- 
46.8% (“Candidatus Thiomargarita joergensenii”) 
 
S1495 
with ORF 
Thiomargarita namibiensis 
“Candidatus Thiophysa hinzei”
97.9?100% 
99.0?100% 
?89.1% (“Candidatus Thiophysa hinzei”) 
 
The mixed presence and absence of open reading frames (ORFs) in the different intron 
types is in accordance with the Goddard-Burt-model (1999). This model describes a course 
of ORF-gain, ORF-truncation and ORF-loss in a population of group I intron containing 
organisms, and was confirmed in several studies (Foley et al., 2000; Bhattacharya et al., 
2002; Cannone et al., 2002; Nozaki et al., 2002; Haugen et al., 2005). ORFs contain 
information for intron encoded proteins (IEP) and are required for intron mobility in group 
I introns, but are considered unnecessary for intron splicing. Accordingly, once an intron 
has spread to all possible target sites within a genome, the IEP is redundant and looses its 
function (Goddard and Burt, 1999; Haugen et al., 2005). Apparently, in some organisms of 
the large sulfur bacteria, certain introns have saturated their targets and are seemingly in the 
course of loosing their IEPs. Group II introns without IEPs, on the other hand, are very 
uncommon (Simon et al., 2008), but are known to recruit the IEPs of closely related group 
II introns, which are simultaneously present in the host (Nakamura et al., 2002; Dai and 
Zimmerly, 2003). Thus, it can be hypothesized that some sulfur bacteria, featuring and 
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ORF-less S1396, might have additional, closely related ORF-containing group II introns in 
their genomes. 
 
The splicing mechanism from RNA precursors and the dispersal within the host genome are 
studied very well in bacterial introns (Nielsen and Johansen, 2009; Toor et al., 2009). Also 
sulfur bacterial introns show self-splicing capabilities in vitro (Figure 3) and a removal 
from precursor rRNA molecules in vivo (Figure 4). CARD-FISH on the rRNA precursor 
was previously performed targeting the ITS region (Oerther et al., 2000; Schmid et al., 
2001), and the technique was expanded in this study hybridizing also RNA introns. The 
successful and specific hybridization of the different introns demonstrates their 
transcription into RNA, strongly indicating that the16S rRNA genes retrieved by PCR were 
no pseudogenes. The introns have no clear target sequence for precursor processing 
enzymes like RNAse III, which indicates that the mechanism of intron splicing is probably 
uncoupled from precursor maturation. The efficient intron splicing prevents negative 
impact on ribosome functionality. The rRNA genes are not translated into proteins and the 
rRNA precursor is not subject to simultaneous transcription and translation like protein-
coding RNA precursors. Thus, the time between precursor synthesis and cellular precursor 
maturation is seemingly sufficient to allow intron splicing.   
 
The detection of large and frequent introns in the rRNA genes of large sulfur bacteria raises 
questions on a possible biological in the host organisms. Currently, we can only speculate 
about possible reasons for their presence. The introns might not be a big burdon since the 
physiologically specialized chemolithotrophic bacteria grow very slowly. They store high 
amounts of energy reserves (Schulz, 2006; Teske and Nelson, 2006), and since DNA 
replication requires only about 2% of a cell´s energy budget (Lane and Martin, 2010), these 
bacteria might be able to afford the transcription of intron-containing genes into RNA. 
Alternatively, it is tempting to speculated that the high frequency of introns in this group of 
bacteria is somehow connected to the extreme polyploidy in these organisms, which contain 
up to several thousands nucleoids (Lane and Martin, 2010). We postulate that intron 
persistence does not always imply a positive evolutionary cause.  
 
More important than their functional aspects is at this state the mere presence of introns in 
16S rRNA genes. This observation brings up the question whether the large sulfur bacteria 
are the only group of prokaryotes, which accumulate introns in this gene, or whether also 
other groups of bacteria contain such introns and are likewise discriminated in clone 
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libraries. Introns in the 23S rRNA genes have been reported for other bacteria (Everett et al., 
1999; Nesbø and Doolittle, 2003; Seshadri et al., 2003; Raghavan et al., 2007) and this gene 
bears the same evolutionary importance and conservation as the 16S rRNA gene. Among 
the Archaea, introns occur even more frequently in rRNA genes and are also found in 16S 
rRNA genes (Burggraf et al., 1993; Itoh et al., 1998). Nevertheless, until today, there were 
no entries in public databases reporting bacterial 16S rRNA genes with introns (Cannone et 
al., 2002; Jackson et al., 2002; Simon et al., 2008). This could be a coincidence or the 
consequence of a bias produced by the applied techniques, including even the interpretation 
of results. 
  
We suggest that 16S rRNA genes, which are enlarged due to the presence of introns, are 
unlikely to be detected using commonly applied techniques for retrieving 16S rRNA 
sequences. This was confirmed experimentally by mixing the same amount of intron-
containing (2350 nt) and intron-lacking (1500 nt) 16S rRNA genes and applying a universal 
PCR. We observed a systematic discrimination of the longer gene over the homologue 
being shorter by 850 nt (Figure 6, lane 3). In case the two homologues differ slightly less in 
length (700 nt), longer amplicons may be produced in low concentrations (Fig. 6, lane 4). 
This PCR bias can be explained by the kinetics of the reaction (Cardinale et al., 2004). The 
amplification of longer 16S rRNA genes from natural mixed samples, in which the amount 
of intron-containing genes is likely much lower than intron-lacking genes, may thus be 
affected much stronger by this length heterogeneity bias. Accordingly, it can be assumed 
that intron-containing 16S rRNA gene sequences have been strongly suppressed in 
environmental clone libraries mainly due to this length heterogeneity bias. Furthermore, it 
seems likely that PCR amplicons significantly larger than the expected size were excluded 
from further analysis in earlier studies. 
 
 
Figure 6. In a universal PCR approach, a vector containing a 16S 
rRNA gene without intron (1500 nt, lane 1) and a vector containing a 
16S rRNA gene with S1396 (2350 nt, lane 2) was amplified. In a PCR 
reaction containing the same amount of both these target genes, only 
the non-intron-containing 16S rRNA gene is amplified (lane 3).   
A PCR reaction containing equal amounts of the intron-free 16S rRNA gene and a gene enlarged by 700 nt, 
also larger amplicons are produced simulatenously with the shorter homologue (lane 4). 
 
The sole reason why it was noticed that 16S rRNA gene sequences of large sulfur bacteria 
were frequently absent from universal clone libraries (Angert et al., 1998; Gillan et al., 1998; 
Edgcomb et al., 2002; Lopez-Garcia et al., 2003; Sekar et al., 2006; Stevens and Ulloa, 
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2008) was the fact that their presence in an environmental sample could be unambiguously 
verified. A biased retrieval based on length differentiation certainly also needs to be 
considered for microbes other than large sulfur bacteria and which do not possess a 
conspicuous morphology. The analysis of large metagenomic datasets could in the future 
reveal whether introns are even a quite common trait of bacterial 16S rRNA genes.   
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Supplemental Information 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure S1. Multifurcation tree adapted from Salman et al. (2011) based on nearly full-length 16S rRNA 
gene sequences of the family Beggiatoaceae. Introns were located in 16S rRNA gene sequences 
subsequent to sequencing of individual cells and filaments. Introns are indicated with horizontal bars 
aside of each sequence or collection of identical sequences. From left to right, the introns are sorted 
according to their position in the 16S rRNA gene, from the 5´-end to the 3´-end. ORF-lacking introns are 
indicated by shorter bars containing diagonal stripes; ORF-containing introns are shown as longer bars 
with a central inserted non-striped region, representing the ORF. The symbol “x” indicates that no intron 
was found in the respective sequence(s). 
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Table S1. Oligonucleotide probes (horseradish peroxidise-conjugated) and helpers (non-labelled) used 
in this study. 
probe sequence hybridization
temperature
formamide 
concentration 
specificity 
 
VSO1285a 
 
5´-cgg act acg agt agt ttt gt-3´ 
 
46°C 
 
35% 
 
non-filamentous Beggiatoaceae 
Thm1061 5´-acg aca cga gct gac gac-3´ 46°C 20% 5´-exon adjacent to intron insertion site 
Thm1079 5´-gac tta acc caa cat ctc-3´ 35°C 20% 3´-exon adjacent to intron insertion site 
Thm1078-INT 5´-agt tat tta cga cac g-3´ 35°C 10% 5´-exon and 5´-intron  
Thm1073 5´-acc caa cat ctc acg aca-3´ 46°C 30% 5´-exon and 3´-exon region adjacent to intron 
insertion site 
Thm1380 5´-tgt aca agg ccc ggg aac-3´ 46°C 20% 5´-exon adjacent to intron insertion site 
Thm1397 5´-atg gtg tga cgg gcg gtg-3´ 46°C 20% 3´-exon adjacent to intron insertion site 
Thm1397-INT 5´-acg ggc ggt gat tgc g-3´ 35°C 10% 5´-exon and 5´-intron  
Thm1389 5´-acg ggc ggt gtg tac aag-3´ 46°C 35% 5´-exon and 3´-exon region adjacent to intron 
insertion site 
ThmITS30 5´-gat caa gta att tgt gtg g-3´ 35°C 10% ITS1 of Thiomargarita spp. 
ThmITS174 5´- tct ccc agc tga gct ata-3´ 35°C 10% ITS1 of Thiomargarita spp. 
ThmITS192 5´-tga atg caa atc agg cgc-3´ 35°C 10% ITS1 of Thiomargarita spp. 
ThmITS417 5´-cga atg caa tat acc caa g-3´ 35°C 10% ITS1 of Thiomargarita spp. 
S1078-37b 5´-ccg tta taa gct gga ttt-3´ 35°C 10% intron S1078 
S1078-52c 5´-atc tgt tag ggt ttc acc-3´ 35°C 10% intron S1078 
S1078-723d 5´-ata aca atc ata aat tta-3´ 35°C 10% intron S1078 
S1396-35e 5´-gat aga tgg att ttc acc-3´ 35°C 10% intron S1396 
S1396-179f 5´-ggg ctt tac ggt atg ttg-3´ 35°C 10% intron S1396 
S1396-203g 5´-tag gct att tct gac att-3´ 35°C 10% intron S1396 
     
helpers sequence helpers sequence 
aH1285-1267 5´-gag att rgc tcc ccc tcg-3´ eHS1396-35-14 5´-ayc tag tct aat aaa ctg ccw-3´ 
 H1285-1249 5´-cgg gtt tgc rac cct ctg-3´  HS1396-35-53 5´-tcm gcy gtc cga aag ck-3´ 
 H1285-1230 5´-trc tac cca ttg tag cac g-3´ fHS1396-179-137 5´-agt cac aac gcc ctt tty tg-3´ 
 H1285-1305 5´-gag ttg cag act cca atc-3´  HS1396-179-157 5´-ctt cct yat ggt aca cac atr-3´ 
bHS1078-37-16 5´-gtc tat aga atc gct tct ata-3´  HS1396-179-197 5´-gct att tct gac att ccc agc-3´ 
 HS1078-37-55 5´-catt aat ctg tta ggg ttt ca-3´ gHS1396-203-12 5´-agt cta ata aac tgc cwg g-3´ 
cHS1078-52-28 5´-tta taa gct gga ttt gtc tat aga-3´  HS1396-203-122 5´-gcy gag act acc att kg-3´ 
 HS1078-52-71 5´-acg gta ttg ccc tca gca tta-3´  HS1396-203-187 5´-ccc agc ggg ctt tac g-3´ 
dHS1078-723-705 5´-cta aaa tgg atc gat tg-3´  HS1396-203-221 5´-gat atc ccw ggg tca ttt at-3´ 
 HS1078-723-741 5´-aag agc cag cgt gtt-3´   
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Novel morphologic diversity among large sulfur bacteria 
In the past four decades, the exploration of the marine environment led to the discovery 
of a variety of unknown large sulfur bacteria. Besides the marine, filamentous counter-
parts to freshwater Beggiatoa spp. and Thioploca spp., also attached filaments were 
detected that resembled Thiothrix in some traits (Kalanetra et al., 2004). Regarding 
marine, non-filamentous sulfur bacteria, chain-forming spherical cells were detected and 
classified as the new genus Thiomargarita (Schulz et al., 1999). Soon, other, non-
filamentous, marine organisms such as cube-like aggregates (Kalanetra et al., 2005) or 
spherical single cells (de Beer et al., 2006; Gallardo & Espinoza, 2007; Girnth et al., 
2011) were reported. Further diversity studies of Namibian sediments, initiated in my 
diploma thesis (Gutzke, 2007) and extensively expanded in this PhD thesis, revealed 
four additional morphotypes of large sulfur bacteria (described in Chapter 2 and 3). 
None of these novel morphotypes was filamentous, but represented single cells in 
various states of assembly concomitant with a variety of coatings (Fig. 1). 
 
A morphotype with peculiar features is presented separately in Chapter 2. Here, for the 
first time, individual attached cells, instead of multicellular attached filaments, were 
reported within the family Beggiatoaceae (Gammaproteobacteria). A sessile state is 
generally very common in unicellular, benthic bacteria and usually emerges from a free-
living, planktonic state (Marshall, 2006). In the group of prosthecate Alphaproteo-
bacteria a more complex life cycle is known, which resembles that proposed for the 
novel, attached large sulfur bacterium. In the prosthecate Alphaproteobacteria, a rod-
shaped swarmer cell attaches to a surface and elongates by producing a stalk. This cell is 
reproductive and undergoes asymmetric cell division, producing the planktonic, motile 
swarmer cells (Poindexter, 2006). Also the novel, attached sulfur bacterium is 
considered to result from a smaller, possibly motile, cell. Subsequent to attachment, the 
cell is regarded to elongate and form apical buds, which are released as free-living cells 
into the sediment (Chapter 2). This process of asymmetric division is furthermore 
reminiscent of gonidia-production in filaments of the closely related “Candidatus
Marithrix” within the same family or of more distantly related organisms like Thiothrix, 
Leucothrix and certain cyanobacteria. Possibly, the discovered attached cells and their 
filamentous equivalents follow a similar strategy with a comparable dimorphic lifestyle. 
Apparently, the ability to develop attached cells or filaments with distinct poles during a 
certain life stage evolved more than once in evolution.  
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Figure 1. Ten different morphotypes were identified so far among the large sulfur bacteria. The upper six 
types have been reported prior to this thesis. The lower four were newly characterized in this thesis. The 
phylogeny of the different morphotypes and their nomenclature are not correlating. Instead, the same 
morphology can be found in several taxa. Six morphotypes have so far been exclusively detected in 
marine environments. 
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Apart from this attached morphotype, three additional morphologies among the non-
filamentous sulfur bacteria were described (Chapter 3). These types comprise spherical 
cells residing inside dead diatom frustules, a thick mucus layer or a rigid envelope 
(Fig. 1). In each of the three novel aggregation types, division stages and cells with 
varying diameters were found. Sequencing of the 16S rRNA gene resulted in identical 
sequences for different cells of a given aggregate (data not shown). This suggests that all 
cells of an aggregate are clonal and, by differences in growth and reproduction, may 
differ in cell size. This is in accordance to non-filamentous large sulfur bacteria arranged 
in chains, in which individual cells may have different sizes, but feature identical 16S 
rRNA gene sequence as well (data not shown).  
 
Moreover, during this thesis a sporadic rolling motility was observed among many 
different morphotypes of non-filamentous large sulfur bacteria (Chapter 3). This form of 
motility was nearly unrecognized until today and was described only in the genus 
Achromatium (Thiophysa) (Hinze, 1903; Schewiakoff 1892). Now, it could be revealed 
that this characteristic is a common feature among the non-filamentous large sulfur 
bacteria, including Thiomargarita spp. and two other generic groups (Chapter 3). 
 
The diversity of large sulfur bacteria in marine environments, as revealed in this thesis, 
seems to be greater than previously recognized. It remains to be determined whether 
there exist respective morphological analogs in freshwater habitats (Fig. 1). Moreover, 
results presented in Chapter 3 showed that morphological analogs frequently represent 
two or even multiple taxa (e.g. gliding, free-living filaments). In certain taxa, morpho-
logies may even be intermixed (e.g. Thiomargarita namibiensis). This implies that 
morphological analogs most likely did not evolve from a common ancestor featuring the 
respective morphological trait, but that they possibly evolved several times 
independently in the course of sulfur bacterial evolution. Therefore, the putative 
morphology of the ancestral cell in the group of large sulfur bacteria remains ambiguous. 
Phylogenetic diversity among large sulfur bacteria 
By inferring relationships and phylogenetic ancestry from the molecular data analyzed 
during this PhD thesis, it could be shown that the classification within the group of large 
sulfur bacteria was in need for revision and that several new taxa had to be introduced 
(Chapter 3). In the past six years, the novel family name Thiotrichaceae (Garrity et al., 
2005) has already had a major impact on current taxonomic applications. It was 
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validated by the IJSEM (Euzéby, 2005) and is therefore used for sequences submitted to 
the GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ databases, which are imported into frequently used SILVA 
database and ARB software. Nevertheless, in Chapter 3 it is proposed that the family 
name Beggiatoaceae should be revived because it is the historically and phyloge-
netically correct name for the monophyletic family of organisms related to the genus 
Beggiatoa (Chapter 3). Furthermore, at least ten genera could be determined within the 
Beggiatoaceae, which is an astonishing result regarding that a classification of the 
family based on traditional, morphology-derived characteristics would include merely 
three genera (Beggiatoa, Thioploca and Thiomargarita, see Chapter 1, Fig. 17). The new 
classification proposed in Chapter 3 is well supported by the modern guidelines: the taxa 
are classified according to 16S rRNA gene identity values corresponding to standard cut-
off values (see Table 1 in Chapter 1 and Table 1 in Chapter 3), and each defined taxon 
shows a clear monophyletic relationship in the reconstructed phylogenetic tree 
(Chapter 3, Fig. 1).  
 
The reclassification presented in this thesis aimed for the creation of a system, which can 
be easily applied and expanded in the future. Therefore, morphological traits were 
disregarded as parameters for classification because they were misleading (Chapter 3). 
Instead, a new nomenclature was proposed based on reconstructed tree topology and 
calculated identity values (Chapter 3). A branch not being monophyletic with a branch 
including either a type species or with the first sequence published for a given genus, 
received a new name. The nomenclature was mostly guided by morphological character-
ristics or historical information, however, the classification itself was unambiguously 
based on molecular information. A putative classification on species level was generally 
avoided because a species differentiation only based on 16S rRNA gene data is doubtful 
(introduced in Chapter 1, Fox et al., 1977b; Fox et al., 1992; Stackebrandt & Goebel, 
1994; Tindall et al., 2010). The genus Thiomargarita was an exception, because the 
amount of data was extremely high and the proposed species differentiation was also 
supported by ITS sequences. 
Implications on the future taxonomy of large sulfur bacteria
As presented above, there are two major outcomes of the present study: first, there is an 
extensive morphological diversity among the large sulfur bacteria in marine environ-
ments and second, also a vast phylogenetic diversity among these bacteria could be 
detected. Accordingly, both characteristics addressed in this thesis turned out to be much 
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more diverse than previously recognized. Within the Beggiatoaceae, ten morphotypes 
are described instead of six (Fig. 1) and ten genera are classified instead of three 
(compare Fig. 17 in Chapter 1 and Fig. 1 in Chapter 3). Generally, the finding of a 
greater morphological diversity among the large sulfur bacteria does not necessarily 
simplify the handling of this group of bacteria, but rather demonstrates that this feature 
is evermore tending to mislead the observer with respect to classification and identi-
fication of the organism. On the other hand, the detected vast phylogenetic diversity 
indicates a much higher and clearer resolution for future applications. 
 
Already in earlier studies, morphologically identical large sulfur bacteria were reported 
to phylogenetically segregate into different putative genera (Ahmad et al., 1999; Ahmad
et al., 2006). Now, also the opposite is revealed: organisms of extremely diverse 
morphology can be assigned to the exact same species when analyzing their 16S rRNA 
genes and ITS regions (Chapter 3, e.g. Thiomargarita namibiensis). Furthermore, earlier 
attempts to classify large sulfur bacteria according to their diameters or habitat salinity 
remains difficult when considering the blending of these features within certain 
taxonomic groups (Chapter 3). So far, only members of the Beggiatoaceae, which 
populate freshwater habitats, can be clearly distinguished based the duality of habitat 
salinity and morphological characteristic (certain Beggiatoa spp. and Thioploca spp.). 
 
These conflicts underpin the need for new categories, on which identification and 
classification of large sulfur bacteria should be based on in the future. Apparently, the 
evolutionary differences among the different types of large sulfur bacteria might not be 
fully reflected by the information gained when comparing morphological features, in 
contrast to the insight gained when analyzing certain physiological features or genomic 
regions. Regarding the lack of pure cultures for most representatives of the 
Beggiatoaceae, it is proposed to henceforth base the classification of the large sulfur 
bacteria mainly on molecular data (16S rRNA and ITS sequences, Chapter 3) as it is the 
current standard in the classification of bacteria. For confirmation and surely also 
improvement of the novel classification, other features should be examined, according to 
the multiphasic approach (Feil, 2004; Gevers et al., 2005; Stackebrandt & Goebel, 1994; 
Stackebrandt et al., 2002; Tindall et al., 2010). This can include sequencing of additional 
genomic regions like the ITS region as presented in Chapter 3 or other functional genes 
like those required for sulfide-oxidation. Furthermore, it can involve characterization of 
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distinct tolerance thresholds and flux requirements for oxygen and sulfide or the 
determination of storage capacities for nitrate, polyphosphate or other electron donors 
and acceptors. 
 
Certainly, the here-proposed systematic is not the ultimate truth and following the rules 
of the Bacteriological Code (Lapage et al., 1992), it can unfortunately not be contributed 
more than proposing Candidatus taxa. Nevertheless, the proposal is surely a great 
improvement to the previous, morphology-based classification and marks the first 
serious step towards a reclassification of the large sulfur bacteria already requested 
several times before (Ahmad et al., 1999; Ahmad et al., 2006; Mussmann et al., 2003). 
The novel nomenclature will prevent confusion and misinterpretation of the different 
types of sulfur bacteria in the future and it simplifies reference to a certain taxonomic 
group. The large amount of novel, high-quality phylogenetic data aids in identifying or 
classifying newly detected large sulfur bacteria. 
 
In addition, an improved classification is necessary to specifically assign the diverse 
ecotypes, which are frequently detected and characterized in different habitats, to a 
distinct phylogenetic group. A fast and easy tool to identify organisms or specific 
phylogenetic groups in their natural environment along with direct information about 
their abundance is fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH, Amann et al., 1995). Here, 
probes that are specific for one or several of the novel sulfur bacterial taxa were 
designed (Table 1) and can be applied in future studies for the general detection of these 
groups in a given habitat. Their specific abundance at certain locations or depths can 
thus be detected. The obtained results can be combined with a detailed characterization 
of the respective habitat, for example when using microsensors. A combination of these 
data could support the determination of putative ecological preferences for certain 
phylogenetic groups of large sulfur bacteria. Eventually, the direct assignment of 
specific ecological parameters to a certain phylogenetic group may enable a specific 
description of the organisms subsumed in that group and could finally lead to 
specifically modulated approaches for successful culturing. 
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Table 1. FISH probes targeting the 16S rRNA in members of the Beggiatoaceae. The specificities of 
previously published probes were recalculated including also the phylogenetic data obtained in this thesis. 
Calculation of probe sequences was performed with the ARB ProbeDesign tool and specificities were 
tested against the RDP database. The group containing Beggiatoa spp., Cluster ‘XII’ in Chapter 3, is 
highly diverse and thus a common probe cannot be designed. Nearly complete specificity for this group as 
well as for the entire Beggiatoaceae, can be achieved when mixing different group-specific probes.  
 
 
probe probe specificity 
 
probe sequence (5´? 3´) Th /FA (%)a reference 
 
VSO673 
 
“Candidatus T. nelsonii”, 
50% of “C. Parabeggiatoa spp.”, 
“C. Marithioploca sp.”, 
“C. Maribeggiatoa spp.”, 
“C. Thiopilula sp.”, 
“C. Thiophysa sp.” and 
5 additional non-target sequences 
 
 
CGCTTCCCTCTACTGTAC 
 
46 / 35 
 
(Kalanetra
et al., 2004) 
VSO1284 non-filamentous Beggiatoaceae CGGACTACGAGTAGTTTTGT NA / NA Chapter 4 
VSO1287 Thiomargarita spp., 
“C. Thiopilula sp.”, 
“C. Thiophysa sp.”, 
“C. Maribeggiatoa spp.”, 
“C. Parabeggiatoa spp.”, 
and 1 additional non-target sequence, 
excluding “Candidatus Maribeggiatoa sp.” 
‘Limfjorden’, “Candidatus Parabeggiatoa sp.” 
‘Carmel Canyon’ 
 
CCGGACTACGAGTAGTTT NA / NA this thesis 
Thm465 ~30% of T. namibiensis GTCAAGACTCTAGGGTAT 46 / 35 (Girnth 
et al., 2011) 
TMnam1135 T. namibiensis TCTAGAGTTCCCGACCTA NA / NA this thesis 
TMjoe460 “C. T. joergensenii” 
 
GATTCTAGGGTATTGGCC NA / NA this thesis 
Thm482 ~86% of “C. T. nelsonii” CTTCTTCTATTGCTGATG 46 / NA (Grünke
et al., 2010) 
TMG-831 70% of Thiomargarita spp. and  
2 additional non-target sequences 
 
GGATCAATTTCCCCCAAC NA / NA this thesis 
Biwa829 Thioploca spp. AGGTATACCCTTCCAACGTC 46 / 20 (Kojima
et al., 2003) 
829-
Thioploca 
“C. Marithioploca sp.” 
some “C. T. joergensenii” 
 
GGATTAATTTCCCCCAACAT
C 
46 / 20 (Teske
et al., 1995) 
MTPL176 “C. Marithioploca sp.” 
 
CGGACTACGAGTAGCTTT NA / NA this thesis 
MBeg176 “C. Maribeggiatoa spp.” and  
1 aditional non-target sequence 
 
CTCCCATAGGACTTATGC NA / NA this thesis 
Blim193 AF532771 and AF532775 in  
“C. Isobeggiatoa spp.” 
 
AAAAGACGCCCTCTTTCC 46 / NA (Mussmann
et al., 2003) 
IBeg1167 “C. Isobeggiatoa spp.” 
 
TCACCTTCCGTCGGTTTG NA / NA this thesis 
Blim575 “C. Parabeggiatoa spp.” and  
36 additional non-target sequences 
 
CTAGCCGCCTACATACGC 46 / NA (Mussmann
et al., 2003) 
PBeg845 “C. Parabeggiatoa spp.” and  
1 additional non-target sequence 
 
GCTACGACACTAAAAGGC NA / NA this thesis 
TPI844 “C. Thiopilula sp.” 
 
CTGCGACACTAAAGGATC NA / NA this thesis 
TPH997 “C. Thiophysa sp.” 
 
TTCAGCAAGGTTCCGAGG NA / NA this thesis 
MTX834 “C. Marithrix sessilis” 
 
AAAGGGCAAAATCCCTCC NA / NA this thesis 
BegF830 freshwater Beggiatoa spp., excluding Beggiatoa 
strains LPN, 1401-13 and AA5A 
 
AGACAGTCTCTCCCAACA NA / NA this thesis 
BegAM184 marine Beggiatoa spp. and Arauama sequences, 
excluding Beggiatoa strain MS-81-1c 
 
CCATCTTTTACCCGTAGG NA / NA this thesis 
BegC730 Beggiatoa sp. ‘Chiprana’ ATCAGTCCAGATAGTCGC NA / NA this thesis 
 
a Th=hybridization temperature, FA=formamide concentration in hybridization buffer, NA=not available 
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Large sulfur bacteria lack a confined biogeography but 
specialized morphologies reflect adaptation to habitats 
Within a phylogenetically defined species, sequence data are highly identical. However, 
from a close genetic relationship the origin of organisms from nearby geographic sites 
cannot be directly deduced. At least within the Beggiatoaceae, it is often observed that 
organisms belonging to the same species actually originate from extremely distant 
habitats (Chapter 3). For example, nearly identical 16S rRNA genes (>99.8%) among 
thioplocas originating from freshwater lakes in Germany and Japan (Kojima et al., 2003) 
and from Danish fjords (Høgslund et al., 2010) were detected. These closely related 
organisms apparently occur in habitats located on different continents, not being directly 
connected. Furthermore, certain marine filaments contain 16S rRNA genes that are by 
95?99% identical (“Candidatus Isobeggiatoa spp.”) and occur in coastal marine regions 
of Germany, Japan and Chile (Kojima & Fukui, 2003; Mussmann et al., 2003) or in 
fjords of Denmark and Svalbard (Jørgensen et al., 2010; Mussmann et al., 2003). The 
finding of cosmopolitan taxa is not new in the current understanding of microbial 
biogeography (Fenchel, 2003) and meets the postulate of ‘everything is everywhere, but, 
the environment selects’ (Baas Becking, 1934). 
 
One reason for this putative absence of a confined biogeographical distribution of sulfur 
bacterial taxa suggests a frequent dispersal of these organisms with respect to evolution. 
This dispersal can be explained fairly easy for marine habitats, even on a global scale, 
because water masses are frequently displaced by natural currents and, to a lesser extent, 
by ballast water in container ships. Upwelling areas like in the Gulf of Mexico or at the 
Namibian coast are connected by currents along the equatorial Atlantic belt and the 
spreading of even larger benthic organisms than bacteria along this current has been 
suggested (Olu-Le Roy et al. 2007). Evermore, Mediterranean Sea and North Sea water 
masses are naturally connected with the Atlantic Ocean via the Gulf Stream. Therefore, 
recent dispersal of benthic organisms including small and large bacteria across the 
oceans is highly possible. Furthermore, the finding that at least some of the large sulfur 
bacteria are able to produce smaller life-forms, which are dispersed much more 
efficiently, strongly supports the hypothesis of currently ongoing spreading events. For 
freshwater habitats, however, a spatial connection remains speculative, and the only 
recent ways of dispersal might be through aerosols and feathers of birds or fur of 
animals.  
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A second scenario, explaining the relative similarity of widely distributed organisms, is 
an extremely slow mutation rate, subsequent to a single or few dispersal events in 
ancient times. This implies that the niches, which are currently inhabited by almost 
identical organisms, are similar in their overall composition, because the natural 
selection seemingly resulted in a similar genetic pool. In both postulated scenarios, 
possible adaptations to micro-niches at the various geographic sites could have happened, 
however, these adaptations may not have manifested as mutations in the 16S rRNA gene 
sequences. This assumption is based on recent findings of other closely related strains 
that do not show speciation, as inferred from 16S rRNA comparison, according to their 
geographic origin. However, when analyzing additional features, like protein-coding 
genes in Sulfolobus sp. (Whitaker et al., 2003) or the metabolite spectrum in Salinibacter 
sp. (Rossello-Mora et al., 2008), a correlation with the organisms’ geographic location 
could be obtained.   
 
Inversely, not only extremely similar genes at distant sites are found, but also a high 
genetic diversity at a single sampling site was detected (Chapter 3). Obviously, whereas 
certain lineages remained nearly unchanged in their 16S rRNA gene sequence, others 
show cumulative speciation events. This finding supports the assumption that a given 
site does have a selective pressure on sulfur bacterial evolution, and that only in some 
cases these adaptations seem to be reflected in the rRNA genes. When detecting a 
divergence in 16S rRNA genes at a given site, an overall genetic variance can also be 
postulated for coding genes. Thus, the observed speciation within sulfur bacterial 
communities might reflect certain physiological properties or other phenotypic traits that 
are not yet documented. Certainly, much information for a detailed physiological 
characterization of the respective ecotypes is still missing, only allowing speculation. 
Cells might exhibit unique physiological properties, like different ranges of tolerance 
towards oxygen or sulfide, varying storage capacities of energy reserves or differing 
modes or speed of mobility. These kinds of adaptation to certain niches surely are 
manifested in molecular differences between the organisms and it remains to be tested, 
which genetic regions are affected. Just as well, detailed morphological traits are at the 
current state not yet fully examined and, surely, additional knowledge about features like 
intracellular compartments, membrane and cell wall composition or extracellular 
substances can reveal further differences between the respective types of cells.  
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For most previously reported types of large sulfur bacteria, adaptation of morphology to 
the natural habitat was postulated, involving means of mobility, levels of tolerance to 
oxygen and sulfide as well as the degree of aggregation (Girnth et al., 2011; Kalanetra et 
al., 2004; La Riviere & Schmidt, 2006; Schulz, 2006; Teske & Nelson, 2006). When 
speculating about possible evolutionary developments regarding morphological 
complexity within this group of bacteria, it is tempting to suggest that a simple form like 
a single, spherical cell is the basic form. Cellular aggregates or chains appear more 
advanced and a filament may be even more complex, also in terms of coordination of 
cell division and motility. Bundles of multiple filaments thus probably constitute the 
most complex life form. However, it cannot be clearly stated that certain sulfur bacteria 
are more advanced than others because some species exhibit life cycles that interconnect 
cellular types and aggregation modes. Morphologies can merge from one into another, as 
exemplified by the formation of free-living single cells of attached filaments (Kalanetra
et al., 2004; Larkin & Shinabarger, 1983) or of a free-living spherical cell from an 
attached elongated cell (Chapter 2). Moreover, the finding of putative reductive division 
in “Candidatus Thiomargarita nelsonii” represents a change in morphology, in this case 
in size. The life strategy of large sulfur bacteria is considered to be not opportunistic and 
the increased tolerance towards oxygen and sulfide in non-filamentous types reflects 
their diminished capabilities in mobility. Apparently, these non-filamentous large sulfur 
bacteria, which cannot adjust their position in a constantly changing habitat efficiently 
by fast movement, possibly developed a great spectrum of morphologies, which are to 
some extent interchangeable to enable adjustment.  
 
Many large sulfur bacteria occur in aggregates and have the ability to produce acertain 
kind of mucous sheath. A close association of cells or filaments can surely represent a 
selective advantage in certain situations or habitats. An advantage of bundle-formation 
in filamentous representatives, which might be the highest form of aggregation, certainly 
is the constant orientation within the substrate gradients allowing a more efficient 
movement over longer distances (Schulz et al., 1996). Among the non-filamentous 
sulfur bacteria, aggregation could serve as a protection against drift of single cells or it 
could help in burying the aggregate into deeper layers of the sulfidic sediment 
subsequent to sediment resuspension, because a large aggregate will settle faster than a 
single cell. Generally, certain types of coatings can serve as diffusion boundary 
regarding the putative sharing of exoenzymes or siderophores. The close proximity of 
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the cells might also enable a better communication, e.g. for performing a coordinated 
cell division, which may be mediated via quorum sensing.  
 
Large sulfur bacteria populating empty diatom frustules (Chapter 3) surely represent a 
unique example for aggregation. So far, the inhabitation of only completely empty 
frustules was observed and most likely the cells invaded the silicate remains when the 
viable part of the diatom itself has already died. The most stunning observation in this 
respect is that the populated frustules are still intact with the two thecae being still 
perfectly nested. Thus, the mechanism of how the cells entered the frustule seems 
unclear. Possibly, there exist smaller variants of the cells, which can penetrate the pores 
(<1 μm in diameter). The ecological reason for the inhabitation of empty silicate 
frustules remains unknown. It can be speculated that these cells cannot produce any kind 
of coating themselves and thus populate the remains of diatoms and foraminifera (data 
not shown) for protection.  
 
Many ecological adaptations in certain types of large sulfur bacteria have already been 
determined, and there are definitely many more to be detected. Although not yet fully 
unraveled, it can be speculated that minor ecological differences allow the frequent co-
occurrence of different groups of large sulfur bacteria frequently in certain habitats. 
There are examples of a co-occurring free-living and bundle-forming filaments (Schulz
et al., 1996) and also nearly all types of non-filamentous types were found at one site 
(Namibia, Chapter 3). Although exploiting the same resources, these bacteria do not live 
a competitive life-mode, which can be explained by the fact that large sulfur bacteria are 
not entirely dependent on constant nutrient uptake. They have the ability to produce 
intracellular storage compounds and to sustain a very slow metabolism (Schulz and 
Jørgensen, 2001). After all, highly restrictive habitats in terms of fluidity of the sediment 
or fluxes of oxygen and sulfide, are selecting for certain types of large sulfur bacteria, 
which is mostly determined by their different levels of tolerance for these compounds, 
but moderate conditions may allow for the co-occurrence of different types.  
Introns in the 16S rRNA genes 
Sequences of the small ribosomal subunit (16S rRNA) are nowadays used as the basis 
for the classification of all living organisms and thus large databases exist, including a 
vast amount of sequences from environmental samples. This gene was considered 
particu-larly useful as it is present in all living organisms, is not subject to horizontal 
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gene transfer and, most importantly, has a conserved length (recently reviewed in Pace, 
2009). However, the last attribute has now come into question as 16S rRNA genes of 
prokaryotes can apparently be much longer than usual due to the presence of large 
introns (Chapter 4). This fact is one among many others that weakens the previously 
considered ‘universal’ suitability of 16S rRNA genes for diversity studies. This conflict 
is caused by the fact that the study of the small ribosomal subunit usually involves 
polymerase-chain-reaction (PCR). However, this technique is frequently affected by 
systematic biases (Chandler et al., 1997; Cilia et al., 1996; Coenye & Vandamme, 2003; 
Dennis et al., 1998; Frank et al., 2008; Hong et al., 2009; Suzuki & Giovannoni, 1996; 
v. Wintzingerode et al., 1997), and now also the bias caused by length heterogeneity of 
homologous genes (Chandler et al., 1997) needs to be considered when amplifying 16S 
rRNA genes with PCR. The group of large sulfur bacteria is the first, in which numerous, 
large introns were detected in the 16S rRNA gene and thus comprises a group, which is 
systematically discriminated in universal PCRs during diversity studies. The absence of 
their sequences from clone libraries was shown several times (Angert et al., 1998; 
Edgcomb et al., 2002; Gillan et al., 1998; Lopez-Garcia et al., 2003; Sekar et al., 2006; 
Stevens & Ulloa, 2008) and although it is unknown, how many additional bacteria 
contain introns in their 16S rRNA genes, it seems plausable that other groups of 
microorganisms are as well regularly discriminated in microbial diversity studies. 
 
The presence of introns in 16S rRNA genes (and also in 23S rRNA genes as shown in 
one case) is a common feature among the large sulfur bacteria. This fact together with 
the systematic discrimination of longer template genes over shorter ones in a mixed 
sample (Chapter 4) offer a straight forward explanation for the common difficulty or 
even failure in producing full-length 16S rRNA sequences for Thiomargarita or 
“Candidatus Mari-thioploca” in previous studies. In these two genera, only the first half 
of the gene was successfully sequenced before (Girnth et al., 2011; Kalanetra et al., 
2005; Schulz et al., 1999; Teske et al., 1995), which is to current knowledge the intron-
free part of the gene. Although amplification in these studies was similar to the single-
cell PCR approach presented here, sequencing was only partially successful. Reasons 
can be a failure of amplification due to the length heterogeneity bias when not using a 
specific primer or the rejection of an amplicon, which was longer than expected.  
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The mechanisms of dispersal of bacterial introns within the host genome are well studied 
and considered to be highly efficient (recently reviewed in Nielsen & Johansen, 2009; 
Toor et al., 2009). In sulfur bacteria, it can only be speculated that introns are present at 
other sites in the genome than the rrn operon. The only sequenced genome of a large 
sulfur bacterium, which is publicly available (Mussmann et al., 2007) does not contain 
introns. An intron usually has a certain target sequence, in which it inserts via a process 
termed homing (Lambowitz & Belfort, 1993). Assuming that large sulfur bacteria 
contain multiple rRNA operons, a given intron could have at least inserted into every 
such target sequence present in the rRNA gene copies. In this case, a possible length 
heterogeneity PCR bias has to be also considered, because the different gene copies 
could also be heterogeneous with respect to carrying introns. Accordingly, a PCR would 
yield a single, intron-containing amplicon only when all intron target sites in the host are 
occupied, and it can be assumed that as long as the host includes intron-containing and 
intron-lacking gene copies, the shorter molecules would be preferentially amplified. This 
implies that whenver introns were detected in this thesis, the different types of introns 
have already inserted into every target sequence of the rRNA operons. In those cases, 
where a certain type of intron was not present in the amplicon, the cell either did not 
contain this intron in the respective genes or it contained a mix of inserted and non-
inserted intron types, which resulted in the amplification of the shortest possible 
molecule from a given cell. In order to test this hypothesis, a full genome sequence of a 
single, intron-containing cell is surely needed. 
 
Introns can be considered as ‘selfish mobile elements’ that are capable of mediating 
their own mobility in and out of host genomes. Ever since introns were detected in 
bacteria, questions about their biological function arose. The basic requirement for 
persistence within a host genome is seemingly to not have any negative impact on the 
host´s reproductivity. This is especially relevant for host organisms that continuously 
compete with other organisms for niche succession and that multiply rapidly. For at 
least two reasons, the establishment of introns in these organisms is very unlikely. First, 
an invasion by an intron is possibly noticed quickly as DNA replication and DNA repair 
happen on a fast scale, thus foreign DNA is likely detected at an early stage. Second, the 
replication of excess DNA requires more energy, and competitive organisms can most 
likely not afford this. Therefore, it is not surprising that bacteria with short generation 
times tend to reduce their genomes to the minimum information. The large sulfur 
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bacteria clearly do not fit into this category of microorganisms as they are capable of 
storing both their electron donor and acceptor in high amounts and accomplish a life 
strategy, which includes long periods of persistence and a seemingly slow metabolism 
(Schulz & Jørgensen, 2001; Schulz, 2006). They are considered to have long generation 
times (possibly weeks to months) and they do not appear to live a competitive life mode 
because they are found frequently co-occurring in one habitat. Instead of minimizing 
their genomic content, they rather multiply it and contain several thousand nucleoids 
(Lane and Martin, 2010), which could lead to a minimized repair of single gene copies. 
For all these reasons, large sulfur bacteria might be destined to accumulate foreign DNA 
like introns. Possibly, also other bacteria with comparable life modes could contain such 
introns. An example supporting this hypothesis is Coxiella burnetii, a bacterium, which 
features multiple introns in its 23S rRNA gene. It is a potential pathogenic parasite 
experiencing a surplus of nutrients and no competitors in infected host cells, and it is 
very robust when persisting outside of the host. It has a genome far larger than expected 
as parasites usually undergo reductive evolution and minimize their genomes (Raghavan
et al., 2007). 
 
There are few studies, which report positive effects of intron presence in a host organism. 
Some group I introns were shown to assists in the correct folding of tRNAs in Azoarcus 
(Rangan et al., 2004) and of rRNAs in Tetrahymena (Cao & Woodson, 1998; Cao & 
Woodson, 2000). A group I intron in a Bacillus phage is considered to be beneficial to 
the host because it destroys the genomes of competing phages (Goodrich-Blair & Shub, 
1996). Efficient splicing of a group II intron resulted in the ligation of two exon 
messages, which are then translated into a protein that mediates conjugation of a plasmid 
in Lactococci (Mills et al., 1996). Apart of a putative co-evolution of introns and their 
hosts (Nielsen & Johansen, 2009) also negative impacts of intron presence on host 
fitness are observed. A group I intron in the 23S rRNA gene of Simkania negevensis was 
reported to not splice from precursor RNA, which resulted in a delayed growth by 
affecting protein biosynthesis (Everett et al., 1999). Furthermore, free RNA introns were 
shown to bind non-covalently to their target sequence in a native ribosome and thus 
prevented protein synthesis by direct inhibition, also resulting in slow cell growth 
(Nikolcheva & Woodson, 1997). Implications of introns on the host organism, as those 
presented here as an excerpt of possibilities, remain to be determined for the intron-
containing large sulfur bacteria. 
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The insertion of introns into rRNA genes is not the only example for the extension of 
these genes. Access nucleotides, called intervening sequences, were reported from 
bacterial 16S rRNA genes (Linton et al., 1994a; Linton et al., 1994b; Rainey et al., 1996; 
Springer et al., 1993) and 23S rRNA genes (Burgin et al., 1990; Raghavan et al., 2007; 
Ralph & McClelland, 1993). They are usually 100?450 nt long, but can be up to 759 nt 
and may contain an open reading frame (Ralph & McClelland, 1993). In contrast to 
introns, intervening sequences are not self-catalytic and are thus removed via cellular 
enzymes, like RNAse III, commonly performing rRNA precursor maturation (Burgin et 
al., 1990). During this process, the two exons are not ligated and the respective rRNAs 
have been frequently found to remain fragmented (Burgin et al., 1990; Linton et al., 
1994a; Raghavan et al., 2007; Rainey et al., 1996; Ralph & McClelland, 1993; Springer
et al., 1993). The fragmented molecule is considered fully functional because no 
negative effect on ribosome formation or protein synthesis was observed (Burgin et al., 
1990; Raghavan et al., 2007; Ralph & McClelland, 1993). Nevertheless, the detection of 
long intervening sequences has never provoked a reconsideration of PCR-based studies 
of microbial diversity, as has the detection of introns in this thesis (Chapter 4). 
 
Enlarged 16S rRNA genes containing intervening sequences were so far only found in 
pure cultures. In one case, cells of such a culture contained several rrn operons with two 
types of 16S rRNA genes that differed by 150 nt. Both these homologues could be 
simultaneously amplified from the heterogeneous sample (Linton et al., 1994b). 
However, as presented in Chapter 4, when amplifying homologous genes that differ by 
850 nt, a discrimination of the longer gene is observed. This suggests that there exists a 
threshold regarding length difference, which determines the discrimination of the longer 
homologue. This hypothesis was further tested using equal amounts of homologous 
genes that differ by 700 nt and here, a faint band of the longer amplicon was visible 
along with the smaller band on a gel (Chapter 4). The larger amplicon was absent again, 
when providing the shorter gene in a ten times higher concentration (data not shown). 
This moreover suggests, that the absolute ratio of the two homologues might also be 
relevant for the discrimination effect. This concentration-dependent PCR bias is known 
for genes with equal lengths, resulting in the increased amplification of the less 
concentrated homologue (Suzuki & Giovannoni, 1996). The result presented here, 
however, reveals the opposite. Supposedly, the length heterogeneity bias can be 
dominating over the concentration bias.  
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16S rRNA introns were, interestingly, not first detected in a pure culture, even though 
sequencing of clones bears principally the highest possibility to overcome a length 
heterogeneity bias. Instead, a single-cell PCR approach led to the detection of the introns. 
This single-cell PCR on representatives of the large sulfur bacteria was initially applied 
for a different purpose, namely the correlation of cellular morphology and phylogenetic 
affiliation (Chapter 3). Therefore, the PCR reaction did not literally contain a single 
bacterial cell, but a single large sulfur bacterium, which was usually contaminated with 
many other bacteria. Then, a specific primer was used to ensure targeting the 16S rRNA 
gene of the large sulfur bacterium. In fact, the combination of both these actions was 
fundamental for the detection of introns in this group. Not every individual of a sulfur 
bacterial population contains introns in the 16S rRNA genes (Chapter 3). If a bulk DNA 
extract of a sulfur bacteria-containing sample was used for amplification, even when 
using a group-specific primer, sequences lacking introns can be expected to be 
preferentially amplified due to the length heterogeneity bias. In turn, if a single sulfur 
bacterium was amplified using two universal primers, again only the shortest gene 
without an intron would be retrieved, which would be likely those of the contaminants. 
This last assumption was tested by removing several clonal Thiomargarita cells from a 
chain, washing them for trying to eliminate all possible contaminants and applying 
universal PCRs. In few cases, only the expected, larger 16S rRNA gene sequence 
containing the intron was amplified (sequences NAM056, NAM057), but in most cases, 
the regular band of ~1500 nt was retrieved, which needed to be cloned and sequences 
affiliated with large sulfur bacteria could not be found (data not shown). 
 
Besides the above named prerequisites, which enable the detection of introns in 16S 
rRNA genes, it is also important include PCR products of unexpected lengths in the 
downstream analyses. As introns in 16S rRNA genes have not been known until today 
and because the scientific community is not commonly aware of intervening sequences, 
PCR amplicons with aberrant lengths are usually not expected. In the course of this 
thesis, the 16S rRNA genes were amplified along with the ITS region and since ITS 
regions in bacteria are known to vary from about 140 to 1530 nt (Gürtler & Stanisich, 
1996), there was no expectation for a certain amplicon length. This approach eventually 
led to the detection of introns in 16S rRNA genes and shows very nicely that having less 
expectations on the outcome of an experiment can open possibilities for finding 
extremely interesting novelties. 
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Perspectives
Based on the proposed reclassification, this thesis suggests several FISH probes for the 
detection of the novel taxa in their natural environments. Once the probes are 
experimentally optimized, they can be applied on populations of large sulfur bacteria 
revealing their specific abundance and spatial distribution in different natural habitats. 
As suggested earlier, the localization of certain taxa of large sulfur bacteria could be 
combined with a specific characterization of the inhabited site, guiding towards a 
profound description of growth conditions and other relevant features, which could 
eventually enable successful culturing of some yet uncultured types.  
 
Thiobacterium bovistum is considered to be taxonomically related to the large sulfur 
bacteria (Garrity et al., 2005), but phylogenetic data are so far absent for its 
classification (Grünke et al., 2010). Attempts for 16S rRNA gene sequencing and 
classification included universal clone libraries and revealed several sequences affiliated 
to the family Beggiatoaceae (Grünke et al., 2010). Using the data presented in this 
thesis, it could be found that some of these sequences in fact affiliate to “Candidatus 
Thiopilula aggregata”, being spherical and larger in cells size and forming smaller but 
similar aggregates like Thiobacterium. So far, no sequence-specific FISH probes were 
designed to test whether some of the detected sequences originated from the 
Thiobacterium mat, however, their affiliation to the Gammaproteobacteria was revealed 
using the FISH probe Gam42a (Grünke et al., 2010). Now, it could be tested if a 
“Candidatus Thiopilula”-specific probe or a collection of probes presented in Table 1 
hybridizes with the cells in Thiobacterium aggregates. If this was the case, single or few 
cells from an aggregate could be amplified with specific primers deduced from probe 
sequences to achieve classification.  
 
It will be challenging to test the hypothesis regarding the presence of 16S rRNA introns 
in other bacteria, because in most cases the discrepancy of bacteria being present but 
their sequences being absent from clone libraries remains unnoticed. Metagenomics 
could give insights soon, but also the continous application of regular PCR approaches 
could reveal further enlarged bacterial 16S rRNA genes. Sequencing of pure cultures of 
which a 16S rRNA gene sequence could not yet be determined or the performance of 
single-cell PCR with smaller bacteria after separation with FACS or microfluidic 
devices could be promosing. 
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